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IB'l'RODUC'l'IOlf 
1 •  '!'he  Commission hu, vi  thin the general contert of the duties 
conferred on it  b;r Article  155  of the 'l'reat7 establi•hing the zmc, 
prepared  and  submitted  periodical reports to the Council regarding 
the application of the principle of equal  p~ tor men  &Dd  women 
•et out  in Article 119  of the Treaty. 
The  last report covering the original six Member  States1 described 
the •i  tuation as  at  31  December  1972  and  outlined development• 
since  1958.  Following the enlarpaent of the CoiiiiiRUlity,  a  report 
W&B  drawn  up  on  the 8ituation exi8ting &8  at  31  December  197) in 
Denmark,  Ireland  &Dd  the  Unite~ KiJl&dom  as regards the principle 
ot equal PaJ  for men  and  women  • 
Council Directive 75/117/J:t.c  of 10  February  1975  on  the approximation 
of the laws  of the Member  States relating to the application of the 
principle of equal pq for aen and  women3  haa  since been .topted. 
Article 9 ot the Directive provides that within three 7eara of it• 
notification, i.e., before 12  Februa.ry  1978,  "JJaaber States shall 
forward  all neoe••ar.r information to the Commission  to enable it to 
draw up  a  report  on  the application of this Directive tor submi••ion 
to the Council"• 
The  Ca.mis•ion prepared a  detailed questionnaire to facilitate the 
forwarding of auch  information and  •ent it to the Governments  of 
the Member  St!tes and to European employer•'  aJld.  worker•' 
organizations  •  J.a  in the put, persona  receiving the  questionnaire 
could choo•e  to draw up a  joint rep~, i.e., a  tripartite one,  at 
national level,  or send  •eparate answers  direct to the Commission. 
In addition,  Governments  were  reque•ted to draft their replies 
with the collaboration of the Commissions  or Committees  on  the 
employment  of women  •et up  at national level5. 
1Doo.  SIC(73)3 000  final of 18  July 1973• 
~Doc. DC{74)2 721  final of 17  July 1974· 
OJ  lfo  L 45  of 19  February  19751  PP•  19  and  20. 
~ope  an Trade  Union  Confederation (E'fUC),  Employer•'  Lia.t.aon 
Coaaittee (ILC),  European Centre  of Public Enterprises  (CEEP)  and 
5
the Committee  of ~icultural Organizations in the E!C  (COPA). 
See  paragraph 5 below. - 4_-
The  Commiaaion  baaed thia report on  the repliea received and  aubmitted it 
to the Special Group  on  Article 119 at ita meetinr helt on  26  and  27 
September  1978  (1). 
The  report is in five parts.  Part One  deaoribea the  le~al aituation and 
laya particular emp~i• on  the incorporation into national law  of the 
proviaiona contained in eaoh article of Council  Directive 75/117/IEC  of 
10  February 1975,  ao  that in effect it amounta  to a  lepl report on  the 
application or the directive.  Dratt  lawe  or proposed  legialation and 
parliamentary aotivitiea are alao  included,  aa  are the requirement• tor 
inatitutin« lesal prooeedinga. 
Part Two  deal• with oolleotive agreements,  inolu4in« their field of 
application,  proviaion for equal pay and  eapeoially the typea  of  job 
evaluation aiopted,  which  can be a  aouroe  of indirect or concealed. 
diaorimination. 
Part Three deaoribea the situation in the Member  States with re,.rd to 
monitoring and  control, tint where  the taak has  been  entruated to a 
team  ot inapeotors and  secondly where  a  apeoifio body hal been aet up 
to enooura«e  equal opportunities tor female  workers. 
In Part Four atatiatioa available at Community  level  (aupplementei by 
aome  national atatiatioa) on  the 4ifterenoea  in earntn,a between malea  and 
temalea have been compiled,  ana.lyaed  and  ooDDDente4  upon.  Part !1;:  reviews 
the operative part and.  groun4a  of  judpent of the three major  j  enta 
delivered. by the Court  of Juatioe of the European  Communitiea  on  Article 
119 of the E»1  Treaty. 
In the tiDal part  1  the Commiaaion  put  a  forward  ita oonoluaiona  drawn 
from  all the data thua  assembled. 
(1)  The  d.ratt  report wu upd.a.ted  at this meeting but the most  recent 
information oould  only be  included in footnote•  10 that the 4eadltne 
ot 12  February 1978  fixed by Article 9 of Council  Directive (75/117/ 
EEC)  of 10  February  1975  oould  be kept. -5-
(5) - The  following aix Member  States submitted tripartite replie•  1 
Depmark,  the Federal Republic  of Germany,  Ireland,  Italy,  the 
Netherlands  and  the United Kinadom.  The  lletherlanda reply wu 
formulated  in oonjuaotion ~ith the Commi1aion  for Equal Pay tor 
Men  and.  Women  ("CommisBie  voor gelijk loon voor vrouwen  en  mannen") 
and the National Emancipation Consultative Committee  ("Rationale 
AdviesoommiBsie Emanoipatie").  The  Daniah Equal  Treatment  Commisaion 
("Ligeatillin,;ar~") helped draft the Danish reply.  The  Iriah reply 
took aooount  of the views  of the Employment  Equality Agency  and 
other bodies whioh  were  consulted.  The  United.  Kin,dom'• Equal 
Opportunities Commission  submitted a  very detailed reply.  In Italy 
the Ministerial Decree  setting up  the Committee  for the Employment 
ot Women  ( Comi tato per il  lavoro femminile)  has been annulled by 
the administrative court  and a  new  decree is being prepared.. 
- The  Belsian Government  submitted its reply to the Commiasion  on 
the Employment  of Women1  the employers'  delegation on  this 
oommisaion  stated. that this ahould  be  recarded as beinc the 
responaibility of the Government  alone,  since the two  other 
partners wiahed  to maintain their complete  ind.ependence1  despite 
these reservations,  the membera  of the Commission  presented observa-
tions which  were  taken into account  in the Govemment  reply.  The 
Il'renoh  Government  forwarded  the questionnaire drawn up  by the 
Commission  for comments  by the Commission  on  the Employment  of 
Women.  The  Luxembours  Government  requested the two  aides of 
industry to send it their respective views  on  the questionnaire 
but only two  employers'  orsanizations replied. 
- At  European level, the ETUC  submitted.  memos  from  two  French trade 
unions  (the CFD'l'  and the 11'0) •  The  BLO  submitted the replies of 
the Conaeil National du Patronat Franyais and the  P~'ration des 
Entreprises de  Bel«fque and a  memo  from  the German  Retail Trade 
Organization (Hauptgemeinaohatt des Deutaohen Einzelhandels). 
OBEP  submitted communications  from  its French  an4  German  sections. - 6-
.A.  - THE  Im.A.L  SI'l'UJ.TIOI' 
I.  'l'Amf  OP  PRI!TCifJ.L  IJIPlDID'l'IIG MEASUR!8  ADOPTED  OR  PREVIOUSLY 
II ~OE  Ill THE IDIB S'l'ATE 
lELGIUJI 
- Royal  Decree  of 22  July 1964  (replaced by the Royal Decree of 
29  June  1973)  on the ll'iiWloial Regulations concerning staff 
empla,yed ·in the public aervioe. 
- Article 14  of Royal Decree  Jro  40 of 24  October  1967  on the 
eiDJloyment  of women,  introduced by the  Law  of 16  Maroh  1971 , 
aa Article 47a,  into the  Law  of 12  April  1965  on the 
protection of employees'  remuneration. 
- Ro;ral  Deoree  of 9  December  1975  giving biDding force  in the 
private •eo  tor to Oo11eoti  ve Jlmp1o1JDeDt  J.creemeDt  Be  25 
ocmoerniDg  tqU&l. pq tor ~qen and.  women  oOD01114e4  a  1.5  October 
1975 withia the •atioa.]. Labov Ccnmoil  (1).  · 
DEIJWUC 
- Law  l'o 489 of 12  September  1919  on State employees,  u  am~nded 
b,y  •ub8equent  lava on State employees,  the latest of which is 
law l'o  291  of 18  June  1969· 
- Central !gE'eement  concluded in April 1973  between the Confederation 
of Employers  (DA)  and  the Confederation of Worker•  (LO). 
- Law  B'o  32  of 4  Pebruan 1976  on equal pq for men  and  woaen. 
- Buic law of the ll'ederal Republic of Germaey of 23  Mq 1949 
(Article 3). 
- Law  of 5  Januar,y  1972  on the organization of undertakings. 
- J'ederal  Law  of 15  llarch 1974  on atatf representatives and  tiDier 
lswB  on staff representatives  (applicable to all public aervioea). 
- Law  of 9 April 1949  on collective agreements  (version of 
25  August  1969)• 
(1) It llllou14  be aot• that '\Jae  law on 80!99!io reerip!atioa eaac'\el 
ill Btlciw oa 4 A!C!fr!J!f oe~~.taw a  'l'itle V oa  tq1lal.  treataea'\ 
ot aa aa4 1f01l!Zl  u  workiq oonii  tiou, i!o11111M PH• - 1-
FRANCE 
- Preamble to the  1946  Constitution (confirmed by the  preamble to 
the  1958  Conatitution). 
- Law  of 11  Februar,y  1950  on collective agreements  (supplemented 
by the  La.w  of 13  July 1971). 
- Decree  of 23  Aupst  1950 lqinc down  a  national paranteed 
minimum  wa&e  (SMIO) (am.  subaeqU.ent  provisions}  and  Law  of 
2  January  1970  introducing a  minimum  growth wap  (SIIIC)  (am 
implementing provisiona). 
- Order of 4  February 1959 lqing down  general staff regulations. 
- Law  of 22  December  1972  on equal pq for men  and women  (and 
implementing Decree of 27  Karch  1973) • 
IRELAJID 
-Law of 1  July 1974  (Anti-Discrimination (Pq) Act  1974)  prohibiting 
wase  discrimination,  amended  by the Employment  Eq11ali ty Act  1977 
of 1  June  1977 • 
ITALY 
- 1947  Constitution (Article 37)• 
- Law  Bo  604 of 1966  on individual dismissals. 
- Law  Bo  300  of 20 Mq 1970  on the status of employees. 
- Law  Bo  903  of 9  December  1977  on eq11al  treatment  for men  and  women 
with regard to employment. 
WDXBJURG 
- Law  of 22  June  1963 lqing down  the rules applicable to civil 
servants' salaries. 
- Gr&Di-Duoal  Deoree  of 22  April  1963 determining and regulating 
the minimum  wage  (and  subsequent  provisions)  and  the  Law  of 
12  March  1973 revising the minimum  wage. 
- Law  of 12  June  1965  concerning collective labour agreements. 
- Gr&Di-Ducal Regulation of 10 July 1974  on equal  PBiY'  for men  and 
women. - 8-
IE'l'fiERI·•XM 
- Law  of 27  November  1968  introducing a  minimum  Wa.!8  and  compulsory 
minimum  holiday pay an4  Deoree  of 29 Xovember  1973  introducing a 
minimum  wage  for young  persons. 
- Law  of 20  March  1975  establishing a  right for men  and  women  to 
equal  p~  for work  of equal value. 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
-Equal P~  Act  1970  of 29  ~  1970. 
- Equal  P~  Act  {Northern Ireland)  1970  of 17  December  1970. 
- Equal  P~  Ordinance  197' Gibraltar of 24  October  1975· 
-Sex Discrimination Act  of 12  November  1975,  Schedule  1 of which 
contains the  amended  and  supplemented text of the Equal  P~ 
Act  1970. 
- Sex Discrimination (Northern Ireland)  Order  of 2  July 1976, 
Schedule  1 of which  contains the amended  and  supplemented text 
of the Equal  P~  Act  (Northern Ireland)  1970. - 9-
II.  INCORPORATION  INTO  NATIONAL  LAW  OF  COUNCIL  DIRECTIVE  75/117/EEc 
OF  1  0  FE1RUARY  1975 
Content  and  scope  of the  principle of equal Pat 
Article  1 
"The  principle of equal  p~ for men  and  women  outlined in .Article  119  of 
the Treaty,  hereinafter called principle of equal  p~, means,  for the 
same  work  or for work  to which  equal value is attributed,  the elimination 
of all discrimination on  grounds  of sex with regard to all aspects  and 
conditions of remuneration. 
In particular,  where  a  job classification system is used for determining 
~' it must  be  based  on  the same  criteria for both men  and  women  and  so 
drawn up  as to exclude ~  discrimination on  grounds  of sex." 
2.  In Belgium,  Article  1  of Collective Labour  Agreement  No  25  of 
15  October  1975  (given binding force  b,y  the Royal  Decree  of 
9 December  1975)  states that equal ~  for men  and  women  implies,  for 
the  same  work  or for work  of equal value,  the elimination of all 
discrimination based on  sex. 
Article  3 provides that all aspects and  conditions of  p~ (defined in 
Article 4)  must  be  equal,  including methods  of job evaluation,  where 
applied.  Under  no  circumstances m~  methods  of  job evaluation give 
rise to discrimination in the choice of criteria, their weighting or 
the manner  in which evaluation factors  are embodied  in p~  components  (1). 
3.  In Denmark,  the  Law  of 4  February 1976  imposes  an obligation on 
aqr employer  employing men  and  women  for the same  work  to p~  them 
the same  wages  for  like work  "if he  is not  alre~ obliged to do  so 
under  a  collective agreement". 
It should be  noted that the mediation proposal  submitted b,y  the 
conciliator on  28  March  1973  and which  was  used  as a  basis for the 
acreeme•ts oonoluded  ~  April 1973  between tae Confederations 
of employees  (LO)  and  employers  (DA)  provides that: 
- the  agreed hourly rate of the  'standard wage'  for women  shall be 
fixed at the same  amount  as for men,  including the cost of living 
allowance  and  the other agreed  supplements  p~able in respect of 
time work,  with the e:rception ot the heavy work allwanoe; 
(1)  In the Belgian reorientation law  of 4 AUBU!t  1978,  in whioh  Title V 
ooncer.na  equal treatment ot men  and women,  Article 128  specifies 
that by working conditions  ia meant  the proviaiona and praotioes 
relating in particular •to remuneration and  ita preteotion". - 10 -
- agreed.  'minimwl wage'  hour~ rates for adults,  including 
oe:rtaiJa allowaDOea,  are to be  fi2:ed  uniformq for both men  and 
women; 
- daily,  weekly .or monthly rates are to be governe'd  by the same 
na.les,  aDd 
- piece-rates or rates of pq vi  th boUI18es  are to be  ti.Dd vi  thout 
regard to se2:. 
4•  In the Federal Republic of Cle!'ID!.IW 1  the Federal  Labour Court  has 
establiahed the principle of equal  p~  for men  and  women  for like work 
or work  of equal value  on the basis of Article 3 of the  Basic  Law  which 
provides that "MA and  vomen  have  equal rights" (Article 2)  and "nobody 
.mq be  placed either at an advantage  or at a  disadvantage because ot hi• 
or her se%"  (Article 3). 
According to Article 75  of the  Law  ot 5  J&11U8.17  1972  on the organization 
of ulldertakinp am  Article 67  of the  Law  of 15  llaroh 1974  on staff 
representation, ·worka  councils and  staff representatives must  ensure 
that there is no  discrimination based on se2:  when  collective acreements 
are being applied  and  when  women  are being accorded steps on the  comp&ey" 
salary scale'! 
The  concept  of P8f is not defined b,y  law in the Federal Republic  of 
Germ~. 
5.  In France,  Articles 1  and  2  of Law  No  72-1143 of 22  December  1972 
expressly set out  the principle of equal  P83'  for men  and  women  for  like 
work  or work of equal value.  P~  means  the ordinary basic or minimum 
wage  or salar,y and  all benefits and  supplements  paid directly or 
indirectly in cash or in kim.  The  various components  of PB\Y  must  be 
fi2:ed  in accordance with identical rules.  The  categories,  criteria of 
classification and  occupational advancement  and  all bases for calculating 
PB\Y,  in particular the methods  of job evaluation,  muet  be  common  to 
employees  of both ae2:es. 
6.  In Ireland.  Article  2  of the Anti-Discrimination (Pq) Act  1974 
provides that 8l\T  agreement under which  a  woman  is employed  in a  given 
place lll'UIIt  contain a  olause to the effect that she is entitled to the 
same  vase  as a  man  employed  in that place b,y  the  same  employer where 
both perform like work.  Where  an  agreement does not  contain such a 
clause,  or where  there ia no  agreement,  Article 4  provides that the terms 
aDd  coDditions of employment  of the employee  in question shall include 
an  implied clause conferring anti  tlement to equal pa.y  which shall take 
precedence  over aqr e2:press  clause to the contrary. 
Two  peraons are regarded as being employed  on  like work where: 
- both perform the same  work ullder the same  or similar condi  tiona or 
where  each is .fully interchangeable vi  th the other in relation to the 
vorlcr - 11  -
- the work  performed 'b7  oDe  ia of a  similar nature to that· performed 'b7 
the other and  ~  difference between the work  performed  or th• 
ooDditioaa UDder  which it ia performed ia infrequent or of little 
ool18equenoe  in relation to the work  u  a  whole J 
- the work  performed b,y  one  ia equal in value to that performed b,y  the 
other in terma  of the dell&Dia  it makes  in relation to nch matters as 
skill,  ~io&l  or mental effort, reapomibility and  working 
oomitiom. 
7.  In Ijall, A.riiole  37  of the Conriitution provides that •a worlQ.ng 
woman  shall have the same  rights aDd  shall reoei  ve the ••e pq tor 
equal work  u  a  workina man". 
The  Goverm.ent  atatea that the principle of equality appliea both to like 
work  and  to work  of equal value and  that the ayatem. of  job oluaification 
used in collective agreements are  common  to men  aDd  women  and  exclude all 
dieorimination based' on sex. 
•oreove~,Ariiole 2  of the law of 9 December  1977 on equal 'treatment for 
men  and  wo•n with regard to eaployaent provides that  1  "Female  employees 
are entitled to receive the aue pq u  Jl&le ..  Pl07eea for identical 
work  or work  of eqaal value" ~  "The  •JStema of job classification used 
to determine pq ahall adopt ori  teria coaon to aen ud woaen". 
8.  In Lupmbowg,  Article 1  of the Or&Dd-Duoal  Replation of 10 Juq- 1974 
provides that all employers ahall  p~  men  and  women  the same  ~  for 
like work  or tor work of equal value.  Article 2  atipalatea that ~ 
•ana the ordiD&17 buio or ainiau wace  or aalar.r ud &11  benefit• and 
supplement• paid direotl,7 or iDdireotly.  According to .Article  3,  the 
variaa oomponenta  of reiiQJ18ration 1111.at  be  fi:ucl in accordance with 
id~ical rules,  the cate,o.riea and  criteria of oluaifioation and 
occupational advancement  am  all other baaea  f.or  oalculatinc ~.  in 
particular the methods  of job evaluation,  must  be  oOIIIIDon  to employees of 
both aexea. 
9•  In the leth!rlnma, Article  2  of the lAw  of 20 Karch 1975  on equal 
pq for men  aM.  woaen  prcvidea that the emplOJIHnt  contract entitles 
an emplQ78e  to eatabliah ap.inat hia or her employer entitlement to a 
wap eqa.al to that normally received 'b7  an eaplo~e of the other sex for 
work of equal value.  .Article  1  provides that wapa means  the pq due  by 
an employer to an employee  for work carried out,  not  including rights 
or allowances arising UDder  pension arransementa. - 12-
In aooordanoe  with Artiolea 3 and  5 entitlement to equal wa«es  may  be 
established b.y  drawing a  oompariaon with wages  habitually paid by the 
undertaking in question to an employee  of the other sex performing work 
of equal value or,  if no  auoh  work  exists,  broa.clly  similar work.  r"f""'&" 
vali4 oomparison oannot  be made  within the undertaking in question, 
referenoe may  be  made  to another un4ertakins- whioh  is as similar a.a 
possible and  is enpged in the same  aotivity,  aooount  being taken of 
general 4ifferenoes in the wage  soales of the undertaking. in question. 
Wyes shall be rep.rded.  as  beins- equal if they are oaloulated. on 
idtntioal bases and  aooount  is taken of non-finanoial benefits inoluded 
in the PlY• 
The  value of work  is determined by means  of a  job evaluation system or, 
in the absenoe  of auoh  a  system the firm,  on  an  equitable basis, 
taking into acoount the available data. 
10.  In the United Kin«dom,  the Egual  Pay Act  enacted on  29 May  1970 
came  into effeot on  29  Deoember  1975.  The  aim  of the Aot  is to eliminate 
discrimination between men  and  women  by  establishing the right of the 
individual woman  to equal treatment  in  regard to Pay  and  other terms  of 
her oontraot  or emPloyment  (eg overtime,  bonus,  output and  piecework 
payments,  holiday an~iok leave entitlement)  a' 
- where  she  is employed  on  like work  to that of a  man  in the same 
employment,  or 
- where  she is employed  on  work  whioh,  although different from  the 
work  performed by  men,  has  been olaased as being of equal value 
under  job evaluation. 
Seotion 1  (5)  of the Aot  stipulates that a  job evaluation study shall 
be valid only if aocount  has been taken of the criteria attached to 
the  job (suoh as  effort, skill, decision) and if the value  of eaoh  one 
of these criteria is assessed independently of the sex of the employee. 
The  Equal Pay Aot  applies both to men  and to women  (Section 1  (13  ). 
Section 3 makes  proviaion for the elimination of diaorimination in 
collective agreements  and  employers'  pay structures and  provides that 
no  woman  should be  paid less than the male  minimum. - 13-
Possibility of taking legal action 
Article 2 
"Member  States shall introduoe  into their national legal s.yatems  such 
measures  as  are nece•aary to enable all employees  who  consider themselves 
wronged  by failure to apply the principle of equal pq to pursue their 
claims  b,y  judicial process after possible recourse to other competent 
authorities." 
11.  In Belgium,  Article 47a of the  Law  of 12  April  1965  on the prttection 
of employees'  remuneration provides:  "In accordance  with Article 119  of 
the Treaty establishing the European Economic  Community,  approved  b;y  the 
Law  of 2 December  1957,  ~employee m~ institute proceedings before 
the  competent  court or tribunal,  seeking application of the principle of 
equal paf for men  and  w.men.  This  provision applies to the private and 
public aectors. 
The  interprofesaional organizations of heads  of firma  and  employees 
concluded  on  15  Ootober  1975,  within the National  Labour  COUDOil, 
Collective Employment  Agreement  No,  25  on  equal  p~  for men  and  women.  A 
Royal  Decree  of 9 December  1975  rendered all its proviaiona binding on  all 
employer•  in the private sector.  (It should  be  noted1however,that thia 
agreement,  concluded  (Article 9)  for an unlimited period, mq be  revised 
or terminated at the request  of a  signatory party,  subject to six months 
notice~ 
Article 5 of the agreement  provides that ~  empla,ree  who  considers 
himself wronged  or the employees'  representative organization of which  he 
is a  member  m., institute proceedings before the  competent  court  or 
tribunal seeking application of the principle of equal  p~. 
Article 6  provides for  a  committee  of experts to be set up  on  a  basis of 
parity.  Ita taak is to advise the competent  court or tribunal, if the 
latter so requesta,  on  proceeding&  concerning the application of the 
principle of equal  PS\Y• 
This binding collective agreement  muat  be  supplemented  b;y  a  provision to 
be  issued  b,y  the Secretary of State for the Civil Service enabling the 
Council Directive to be  applied to the public sector (1). 
12.  In Denmark,  a  Law  of 4  February 1976,  which  entered into force  on 
9 February 1976,  imposes  an obligation on  every employer  employing men 
and  women  for  like work  to pq them  the  same  wage  for the same  job "if 
he  waa  not  alre~ obliged to do  so under  a  ool~ective agreement". 
(1) !he  w ot  A  t  1  6 on  economic  reorientation oontaina a  Title V 
on  equal treatment ot men  and  women  ~lemen~ation ot Counoil 
Directive 76/207/EEC  ot 9 Pebruary 1976}  aa  r~•  working ooDiitions 
iDoluAiy re!!111eration.  This .law applies to workers  in the priytte 
tn4  tne publio aeotora.  It prohibit• any 4ireot or tndireot 4i•ortm-
ination in tormal provisions of any type ant in praotice.  Artiole 
131  provides that any peraon  who  conai4er  ht.elt  wronp4 may 
have  reooura& to the  jwiicial procesa to implement  the provi•iona ot 
Title V ot the law.  --14-
Most  sectors are covered by oolleotive agreements which are traditionally 
negotiated by the Oontecleration ot employees  {LO)  and the Confederation 
of employers  (DA.).  With  rep.rd to equal pay,  a  national &«reement  bue4 
on  a  mediation prop08al submitted by the oonoiliator on  28  March  1973 
was  signed in April 1973  and  abolished ~  wage  discrimination between 
men  and women  still existing in previous acreements. 
Article 6  ot the above  Law  ot 4  February 1976  provi4es that an employee 
who  believes that his employer is not complying with his oblisation to 
pay him  an equal wage  in aooorclanoe  with the X..w  !!!&.!  institute pr00eecliya 
before the courts.  '!he  Danish  Government  states that the special 
tribunals tor clealing with labour disputes provided tor UDder  Danish  law 
(in particular Law  No  317  ot 13  June 1973  oonoerniD« Labour Law)  u.y, 
in the oue ot workers who  are entitled. to equal pq under collective 
a.creements,  oonsti  tute the ju4ioial prooess ret  erred. to in Artiole 2  ot 
Directive 75/117/EFIJ.  , 
It should be noted that a  Law  ot 7  June 1958  on the remuneration and 
pensions ot State employees  abolished. the clitterenoes still existing 
between the salaries payable to men  and  women. 
13.  In the ll'edeFof  Republic  ot Gel"!!!8lJYr  the Government  st&tes that the 
application of Art~e 2  ot  the Directive does not require new  national 
provisions since employees  may already institute prooeedin&a  before the 
Labour Courts under Article 3 ot the ksio Law  ot 1949.  Aooor4ing to 
Article 84  ot the Law  ot 5 January 1972  on the orcanization ot under-
takiD«S,  an employee  is entitled to lodge a  complaint with the appropriate 
bocliea  of the undertaking and  the works  oounoil where  he oonsi4ers that 
he has been injured or unfairly treated by his  employer.  Employees  in 
the public sector enjoy the same  rights. 
14.  In PraDo••  it has  been necessary,  in spite of the legislation 
already in toroe (in particular the preamble to the 1946 Constitution 
oontirmed by the 1958  Constitution) to enact La.w  No  72-1143  of 22  December 
,1m (supplemented by Decree Bo  73-360  ot 27  lfaroh 1973)  in order to 
ensure that the prinoiple of equal pay is tully implemente4. 
Employees  who  oaa.14er themselves wronged  enjoy the normal richts ot 
recourse to the competent oourta or tribunals and in particular te 
oonoiliation boards  whioh  deoide whether or not the law has  been applied. 
'l'he  Decree  of 27  Ma:roh  1973  lays down  the prooeclure to be followed in 
the event ot a  dispute,  especially with re,art to standards, criteria 
anc1  bases ot calculation,  and  specifies the particulars which are to be 
communicated to the emploment  inspector and details ot the enquiry 
whioh he must  oonduot • - 15-
It •hauld be  noted that a  Lur of 13  Jul¥ 1971  provided that national 
collective qreea•nt• nat provide tor "proced.ur• tor nttli:n.g 
diffioultie• whioh milht ari•• in co~otion  with the applioatiCD of 
the pri:r1ciple  of e~  PI.V  fer equal work". 
!Miele 7  of the Order  ot 4 Pebruaz7  1959  l¢DC down  pneral •tatf 
replaticu pr-ovides that "no di•tincticn shall be Mde between men  aD1 
woaen when  app~iq  thia Order".  Article 4  of the Law  of  -
22  December  1972  •pecifie• that i•• tum.amental _provi•iou (Articles 1 
to 3)  •hall apply to rela.tioilB between employer•  am  empl~e· which 
are  not  goverDed  b;y  the  Labour Code  aDd  e•pecially to empl071e•  who  azoe 
bound  'by  a  contract governed  by pv.blic  law. 
15.  In lrele.Di,  the .Act  de•iped to apply' the principle of equal pq, 
the .Anti:.j){BCrimination (Pq) Act  1974,  wu eactecl on 1  JD.q-1974  and 
wu to enter into force  on  31  December  1975· 
It •hould be pointed out however  that an  ameDilinc bill 1fU intro4uced 
in Parliuent b,y  the Oover1111ent  in December  1975·  It• parpoae_ vu to 
po•tpone etil 31  December  1977  at the lateat the  iapl.e~~entatioJi of 
equal pq by certain und.ertakinea  in the private not  or e%J)Iriencing 
difficulties.  The  Government  notified the Commi•aion on 5 ·~  1976 
and  made  "pplication to derogate  from applying Directive 75/117  /JII!JJ -on 
the bui• of Article ·135  of the Treaty ot Acce•aion (protective meuurea). 
'l'he  Comminion,  while acknowledgi.Jll the difficulties of the Iri•h 
eoo~, waa  unable,  on ,;rnnda of principle, to 0011ply  with the 
request ani the bill wu  ~here  tore w1 thdravn.  In the ciro ..  tuace• the 
illplementiJig J.at  of 1914  oame  into torae oa 31  ha•ber 1975. 
It should al•o be noted that an Act  on equality in •ployment of 
1  June  1977  (lllllployment  Equality Act  1977)  made  certain amendment• 
to the Anti-Di•erimination (Pq) Act  1974·  'l'he  Act  t~  into-
considerat-ion in thi• document  ia of course the ueDded version. 
Article 1 of the .Anti-Discrimination (Pq) .A.ot  provide• that arq 
di•pv.te between an eaployee  aDd  an  employer  m-.y  be referred "17  either 
P&rt-7  to an equalit7 officer for  investigation.  The  Employment 
Equal.i  ty Jpncy mq alae make  a  referral if it .  e•tabliahes that an 
employer  haa not  ob•erved an equal ~  clauae,  even it no  diapv.te ~ 
ariaen.  Having carried out hi• iDVeatication,  the equality officer 
forprulatea  &  NCOIIIDe:adation  aM CODVe78  it to the p&riiea ocmcerned  am 
to the Labov Court.  · 
.A.ooording to Article 8  of the Act,  the employer  or employee  mq apPeal 
to the  Labour  Court either acainat the equality officer'• recommeD4ation 
or beoaue it hu not been applied.  .&.  party to a  di•pute on which the 
Labour  Court  hall  given a  ruling mq refer the matter to the Hip Court 
on  a  point of law. - 16  -
Up  to 31  December  1975  there existed in the public sector a  salary scale 
differentiated on  the basis  of sex  and  marriage.  On that date salary 
differentials based  on sex  were  abolished  and  although 
differentials based  on  marriage  were  retained,  salaries paid to 
married women  were  aligned  to those  paid to married men.  The 
differentiation system based  on marriage  was  completely abolished  on 
1  July 1977  (1). 
16.  In Ita;r, the principle of equal  p~ is a  right recognized  b,y 
Article  37  of the Constitution which  has  been in force  since 
1  January  1948  and  which stipulates that "a working woman  shall enjoy 
the  same  fights  and  shall receive the  same  p~ for equal work  as  a 
working man".  Learned  writers and  court decisions have  acknowledged 
that this provision is mandatory  and  has  a  direct bearing on the 
relationships between individuals.  It gives rise to a  subjective right 
to equal  p~  which  m~  be  relied upon before the courts. 
However,  the Law  of 9 n.cember 1977  on  equal treatment 
for men  and  women  with Degard  to employment  contains  five  articles 
concerning the implementation of the principle of equal  p~ (Artioles 
2,  13,  16,  lB  and  19). 
17.  In Luxembourg,  the  legislation in force  was  supplemented  b,y  the 
Grand-Ducal  Regulation of 10  July 1974  on  equal  p~ for men  and  women. 
Article 6 stipulates that disputes arising out  of the  application of this 
ReBUlation shall be  referred to the  court  or tribunal competent  to deal 
with contracts of employment. 
According to the  Law  of 12  June  1965,  all collective labour agreements 
must  1~  down  the  procedure  for  implementing the  principle  of equal  p~ 
"exclusive of all discrimination based  on  sex"  and  the  Law  of 
22  June  1963  l~ing down  the rules applicable to civil servants' 
salaries provides that  female  officials shall receive the  same  p~ as 
male  officials for  identical work. 
18.  The  Jetherl8Pds  published  on  1  April  1975  the  Law  of 20  March  1975 
governing the right  of employees  to receive  pqy  equal  to that of 
employees  of the  other sex for work  of equal value  (Law  on  equal  p~ for 
men  and  women). 
Article  2  of the  Law  specifies that  employment  contracts shall enable 
an employee  to establish against his employer his right to receive  p~ 
equal to that habitually received by  an employee  of the  other sex for 
work  of equal value. 
According to Article  16  of the  Law  an action for the  p~ent of wages  is 
admissible  only if'the employee  produces  a  reasoned  opinion drawn up 
by  the  Committee  on  equal  p~ for  men  and  women  established pursuant to 
(1) An  agreement  reached in October 1978  provided for the back dating 
of the elimination of marriage differentiation to 31  December 1975. - 17-
!rtiole 9.  Artiole 10 provides that this Committee  shall, at the request 
ot the employee,  employer or both parties, make  available to the two 
parties a.  reasoned opinion on the wac••  to which the employee  iB  enti  tle4 
under the Law.  It also has  the taak of forwarding,  where  neoeasary,  to 
the authority responsible for •ettlinc the 4iapute adiitional tatormation 
required to establish the richte 
Artiole 1  of the Law  provides that "employee" meana  ~  person who 
performs work under a  contract of employment  but Artiole 17  apeoitiea 
that the L&w  does not 'PPlY  to persona  employed  by or who  work  on 
behalf of the State, provincial authorities,  a  oonmnme,  a  local water 
authority or any other bo$Y  «overne4 by publio  law. 
The  Law  on equal pay does not apply to statt employed  in the publio 
aeotor in the atriot sense,  inolud.i:ng staf't employed under a  oontraot 
ol  employment  by publio authorities or on their behalt.  The  Government 
states however that the prinoiple ot equal pay has  been established tor 
atatt in the publio  aervioe tor a  long time in the atatt reculationa 
applicable to such ottioials.  The  statt regulations and  the  job 
olaaaitioation aywtem  refer only to "ottioiala" an4  do  not distinguish 
between the sexes  • 
Hevertheleaa,  oomplainta tram employees  in the publio aervioea were 
submitted. to the Committee  en Bqual Pay tor Men  and  Women  oonoerninc 
p~ent for equivalent work.  .Aooord.ing  to the Committee,  these complaints 
would.  have been inoompatible with the law of 20  Jlaroh  1975 it that ha4 
been applicable.  However,  aooerding to the Government,  an "u:oeptional• 
oaae vu involved. vhioh immediately lee!  to a  oha.nge  in the statute 
in queatien.  However  the empleyere,  the workers,  "emanoipation committee" 
and  the Committee  on Equal Pay were diasatiafie4 with the taot that in 
the Hetherlanda  opportunities tor oomplaint in the publio aeotor were 
limited to the verification ot the applioabilitiea ot statutes aD4  that 
there were no  formal means  of recourse on the b&Bia  of the no~plioation 
ot the principle ot equal pay. 
19.  In the United ICiydom,  the ript to equal pay was  introduced by 
the Eau&l  P&Y  Aot  1970  enaoted on  29 !aY 1970 tor Great Britain and by 
the Equal Pay Aot  1970  ena.ote4  on 17  December  1970 tor llorthern Ireland. 
An Ord.inanoe  ot 24  Ootober 1975  extended the ript to Gibraltar.  The 
three inatrumcta took etteot on  29 December  1975.  The  Sex Discrimination 
lot 1975,  enacted on 12  November  1975,  amended  and supplemented the 
Equal Pay Aot  1970  (1).  Similarly,  the Sa: DiaorimiD&tion Order 1976, 
a4opted on  2  July 1976,  amended  and.  supplemented the Bqual Pay Aot 
(Rorthern Irelancl)  1970. 
UU.er Seotion 2  ot the Equal Pay Aot  1970 any woman  (or man)  who  oonaidere 
that she  (or he)  haa been subject to discrimination vi  th rep.rcl to pay 
may  apply to an Intuatrial TribuD&l.  The  Secretary of State tor lmplo;yw 
ment  ~  also take legal aotion it persona making the complaints appear 
to have richta whioh  must  be established but cannot  reaaonably be 
expected to 4o  ao  themselves. 
(1) Por purposes ot aimplifioation,  only the Equal Pay Aot  1970 will be 
referred to here. - 18-
Although the industrial tribunals have  principal  responsibility for 
securing compliance with the Act,  the  E~al Opportunities Commission,  set 
up under the Sex Discrimination Act  19751,  is empowered  under certain 
conditions to assist persons who  wish to establish their rights and  take 
legal action. 
The  Equal  P~  Act  1970  applies to all employees  in the private  and  public 
sectors.  Section 1(9)  of the Act  formally excludes the naval,  military 
and  air forces  of the Crown  and ~  women's  service administered by the 
Defence  Council.  Section 1 of the Aot  specifies however that the 
Secretary of State and  the Defence Council  shall not adopt  aqy  instrument 
goveming the terms  and  condi  tiona  of service of  I!NCh  staff which  would 
draw  a  distinction as  regards  p~, allowances  or leave between men  and 
women,  unless  such distinction is justified by the differences in the 
obligations  assumed  by  such men  and  women. 
1The  abovementioned Sex Discrimination Order 1976  also set up  an Equal 
Opportunities Commission  for Northern Ireland. - 19-
BlimiD&tion ot 4iaorimiD&ticm whioh  ma,y  atill exiri 1! oeriain l!lial&ticm 
Article 3 
"X•ber states llhall abolith &11  4iaorilliD&tion a'\nen men  &D4  women 
"ariai.Dg :trom ~.  r!jUJ.f ;p: or &4miniatrative proviaiou which ia 
11oontrary to tli'8"""Prinoiple  equal pqA. 
20.  In !elci'gpt,  the Govermnent  atatea that there no  longer eziat, in 
prinoiple,  any statutory proviaiona vhioh are contrary to the prinoiple ot 
equal PIIY• 
by recul&tion• or a4miniatrative proviaiona vhioh oontiDue to 4iaoriminate 
are voi4e  They u.y be formally repaaled by inati  tutiDc prooeeclinp afore 
the Oounoil  ot State.  The  nullity ot theae proviaiODII  mq in a44ition be 
invoke! before the competent  oourt by any peraon atteotecl or by the 
representative ot the State. 
However,  the "Oommieaion  d.u  lfravail d.ea  femme•"  ( Oommiaeioll  on the  emplo~ 
ment  ot women)  has  pointed ou1;  that there are two  royal d.eorMa  oontaiDiDg 
4ieortmtaation in the publio aeotor  1 
- the Royal  Decree  ot 30  January 1967  grating a  hou.eho14 allow&noe  or 
reai4enoe allowanoe to Miniatry employ"• l&lB  4o1m  d.itterent 
ooD4itiODII  tor cr&nti.Dg the ho1111ehol4  allowance clepeDdirlc  on the 
a ex of the atatt member 1 
- the Royal  Decree  of 13  April 1965  oonoemiDg CJove:rament  oontributiona 
to ooate ot oh&Dge  of reaiclenoe  of Kinietry atatt laya down  different 
ooD4itiona tor the award  ot removal  allowance•  in the intereata ot 
the aervioe tor member•  of the family depending on the aex of the 
atattmember. 
Lutly, in the tranapori aeotor,  the wives  of male  employees  reoeive tree 
travel tioketa but not the huaba.Dda  of female  employMe  puraU&Dt  to the 
replation 011  tranaport etatt travel u:pclated  on  2 December  197-4  (1). 
21.  In ~k,  aooor4i.Dg to a  Government  etatement,  Do  legielati  ve  or 
a4miniatra:IV8 provision exiata whioh  ia incompatible with the principle 
ot equal Pa-Y. 
22.  In the J'ederal Bfpublio ot Oe!!I!W,  the CloverDDent  state• that there 
ia no  provialon laid  own  by law,  regulation or a4miniatrative proviaion 
whioh  ia oontrary to the prinoiple ot equal pay. 
(1) It ahoulcl  be noted that in the abovementioned  law on  eoonomio  reorient~ 
tion of 4 A.upat 1978,  the proviaiona ooverinc ~1  treatment of men 
a.n4  women  (in pariioular u  repl'de remuneration) oonoem 1  adminiatra-
tive aDd  lesal proviaiona and regulations  ••• atatutory rule• of 
adminietrative  l_aw  applicable to teaohen in the publio aervioe and 
aubeidized educational eatabliahmenta. - 20-
23.  In France,  the Government  atates that there is no  proviaion lai4 down 
by  law,  regulation or administrative provision whioh  is oontrary to the 
principle of equal pa.y.  Minim'WD  legal we ratea  (SMIG  and.  subsequently 
SMIC)  in particular have  always  been  identical for men  and  women. 
24.  In Ireland, Artiole 5 of the Anti-Discrimination (Pay) Act  1974  states 
that any  provision in an  Jmployment  Regulation !:ter introduoing different 
rates of pay based  on  or related to sex ia automa  ioally null and  void. 
25.  In Italy, Artiole 19 of the Law  of  9 Deoember  1971  on  equal treatment 
for men  and women  with regard to employment,  whioh  &lao  deals with equal 
pay,  provides for the repeal of all atatutory provisions contrary to the 
Law.  Internal rules and  administrative aots of the State which  are 
contrary to the provisions  of the Law  n~ longer have  effect. 
26.  In Luxembourg,  the Government  states that there no  longer exist any 
proviaiona laid down  by law,  regulation or administrative action which  do 
not oomply  with the principle of equal pay. 
Article 1 of the Law  of 12  March  1973  provides that the minimum  wage  shall 
apply to any employee  of normal  physical and intellectual aptitude,  without 
distinction of sex. 
27.  The  Government  of the Netherlands states that there are no  laws  or 
regulations which  are oontrary to the principle of equal pay. 
The  minimum  wage  iatredUDed. by the Law  of 27  Ievember 1968  aD4  '\he llilliiiWD 
wace tor young  people introduoed  by  the Decree  of 29  November  1973  have 
been fixed at the same  rate for men  and women. 
However,  wage  earners who  regularly work  leas than one  third. of the normal 
working time are excluded from  the field of application of this law.  On 
26  November  1976  the Economic  and  Social Council gave  an  opinion on  the 
a4viaability of eliminating this criterion.  The  findings  of the recent 
survey show  that female  workers  represent the large majority of wage 
earners working less than one  third. of the normal  working time. 
28.  In the United ICingdom  the Government  states that there are no  atat-
'utory proviaions which  are contrary to the principle of equal pay.  The 
Secretary of State for Employment  may  refer statutory wages  orders to the 
Central Arbitration Committee  for a  declaration of the amendments  neces-
sary to eliminate any discrimination between men  and  women. - 21  -
Bull  i ty  (or amendment)  of !5Y'  provision awearing in an yreement or 
contract which is contrarz to the principle of equal pN 
J.rUcle 4 
"IIeber States shall take the necessary meuures to ensure that provisions 
appearing in collective agreements,  wage  scales, w-. agreements or 
individual contracts of empla,yment  which  are contrary to the principle of 
equal pq shall be,  or mq be declared,  null  and void or mq be  amended." 
%  % 
29·  In Belfium,  Article 51  of the Law  of 5 December 1968  on  Collective 
Emplo.yment  Agreements  and Joint Committees establishes the ranking of 
sources of obligations between employera ·and  employees.  The  Law  and 
collective agreements  adopted within the Bational Labour Council and 
given binding effect by Royal Decree take precedence over the other 
sources of obligations su.ch  as  collective agreements tor the different 
sectors or individual contracts of employment. 
Articles 9,  10 and  11  ot the Law  provide that the following shall be null 
and  void: 
- provisions in an  agreement which  are  contrar,y to the mandatory provision. 
of laws  and decrees  and intemational treaties and "gu.lationa binding 
in Belgium; 
- provisions in an agreement  concluded by  a  joint comittee which are 
contrary to an  agreement  concluded within the Bational  Empl~nt Council; 
- provisions in an qreement  concluded by  a  joint sub-cOIIIIli ttH which are 
contrary to an agreement  concluded by the Iational !Bplo;yment  Coouncil 
or the joint committee to which the  anb-oommittee belongs; 
-provisions in an agreement  concluded otherwise than within a  joint bo~, 
v.Dich  are oontrar,y to an aareement  concluded within the Bational 
Empla,raent  Council  or a  joint committee or .ub-committee to which the 
undertakings in question belong; 
- clauses in an i!ldividual  oontraot of uaployment  and provisions in a 
labour settlement Which  are oontrar.y to the provisions of a  collective 
emplo.yaent  agreement binding on the eJ1Ployera  and employe•  iD. 
question (1). 
30.  In Denmark,  the Govemment  and both sides of induat:ey  state that  art¥ 
agreement or contract ot employment  contrary to the principle of equal pq 
is mall  and void under the terma of the Central J.greement  of J.pril 1973 
and Law  Bo  32 ot 4 hbNary 1976  referred to above. 
(1) The  abovementioned law ot 4 A¥9!t 1978  includes in the provisio!lll 
relating to equal treatment ot men  and women  (in particular as 
reprd.B  remuneration)  a  11  ••• ind.iviclual and collective agreements 
an4  oondi  tiona ot employment  • • •  "•  Article 130 lays down  that 
•provisions contrary to the principle of equal treatment are null 
and void"• - 22-
30.  In Denmark,  Article 2  of the law  of 4  February 1976  on  equal pay for 
men  and  women  entitles wage  earners whose  earnin&~~ are - contrary to the 
principle of equal pay - leas than those of other workers,  to the difference 
in wage  involved.  Aooording to the Government,  this provision means,  as 
was  stated in the comments  aooompanying  the draft law  on  equal pay - that 
if an agreement  oontaina provisions contrary to the principle of equal 
pay the agreement  is null and  void  and  that wage  earners are entitled to 
equal pay notwithstanding the said provisions  • 
The  Government  and  both aides of industry state that any agreement  or 
oontraot of employment  contrary to the principle of equal pay is null and 
void under the terms  of the applicable collective agreements  and  the Law 
on  Equal Pay  which  covers all sectors where  collective barsaining does  not 
take pl~e. 
31.  In the Federal Republic  of German.y,  learned writers and  court 
decisions - especially those of the Federal Labour  Court - consider Article 
3  of the Basic  Law  to be  a  rule of positive law directly applicable to 
equal pay  and  equally binding on  the public authorities and  the signatories 
to collective agreements.  Discriminatory provision. in agreements  are 
therefore automatioa11Y null and void and  may  invalidate the entire 
agreement. 
32.  In Fra,nce,  Article 3  of the Law  of 22  December  1972  provides that 
any provision appearing in a  oontraot of employment,  a  collective agreement, 
a  wage  agreement,  a  wage  settlement or a  wage  scale decided upon  by an 
amployer or group  of employers  and which  entails a  lower rate of pay tor 
one  or more  workers  of one  sax compared  with that given to workers  ot the 
other sex for equal work  or work  of equal value ia automatically null and 
~· 
The  second paragraph of the abovementioned Article 3 specifies that the 
higher rate of R!l accorded to the latter employees  automatically replapea 
the rate appearing in the void provision. 
33.  In Ireland,  Article 5 of the Anti-Discrimination (Pay)  Aot  1974 
provides that any term or condition contained in a  collective agreement 
providing for wage  differenoes baaed  on  or oormeoted with the sex of a 
person is null and  void. 
In addition,  where  a  woman  is employed  without  a  oontraot,  or under a 
contract which  does  not contain a  term or oondi  tion relating to equal pay, 
Article 4  of the Act  provides that the terms  and  conditions of her emplo;y-
ment  are to be  con~~trued  as including an  implied term entitling her to 
receive equal pay ~  overriding any express term or condition to the 
contrary. 
34.  In ItalY, Article 19 ot the Law  ot 9 December  1977  on  equal treatment 
for men  and  women  with regard to employment,  which  also deals with equal 
pay,  provides that "Provisions appearing in collective agreements,  indivic!,. 
ual contracts of employment,  the internal regulations of firma  and staff 
regulations whioh  are oontrary to the rules oontained in this law  shall 
be null and  void." •  Article 13  provides that diaorimiD&tion baaed on  sex 
shall be subject to Artiole 15  of Law  Bo  300  of 20  May  1970  on  the status 
ot employees,  and  consequently that "any acreement  or aot dismissing an - 23-
employee,  diaoriminating against him  in respect of the allocation of 
qualifioationa or duties,  transfers or disciplinary measure•  or prejudicing 
him  in any other way  on  grounds  of sex shall be null and  void"• 
35.  In Lu&embourg,  Artiole 4  ot the Orand-Duoal Regulation ot 10  July 
1974  provide&  that any proviaion appearing in a  oontraot ot  emplo,yment, 
collective employment  agreement  or the regulations of a  tirm or  wo~kahep 
whioh  entails a  lower rate ot p~  for one  or more  employee&  of one  aex 
than for an  employee  of the other aex for work  of equal value shall be 
automaticallY null and void. 
The  higher rate of p~  to which  the latter employee•  are ent.i  tled ahall 
automatically replace the rate contained in the void proviaion. 
36.  In the lletherlan4a, Artiole 8  of the Law  of 20  March  1975  on  equal 
p~  for men  an4  women  provides that any term  or oondi  tion providing tor 
the payment  by an  employer  of a  lower wage  than that to whioh  an  employee 
ia entitled under the Law  ia npll apd  void. 
37.  In the United Ki!!dom,  Seotien 1  (1) ot the Equal  Pay Act  1970  lays 
down  that if the terms  of a  contract under whioh  a  woman  ia employed  do 
not  include an express  equality olauae they shall be  deemed  to include 
'one.  An equality claue affects all contractual terms  and  ocnd.itiona, 
including ~  concerned with pay. 
The  Central Arbitration Committee  ia reaponsible for eliminating any 
diacrimination which  might  be contained in collective lfl!tmtnt• which 
are aubmi ttecl to it either by one  of the signatory partie&  or by the 
Seoretar.y ot State for Employment.  The  amendment•  whioh  the Committee 
ia empowered  to make  are definecl  in the Act,  which  alao atipulated that 
auch  amendments  muat  be  incorporated in the contracts of employment  of 
the employee  oonoerned.  The  provisions of the Aot  relating to collective 
agreement•  apply alao to emplQlere'  P&Y  atruoturea,  except that references 
to the Central Arbitration Committee  may  be  made  only by the employer 
concerned or by  the Secretary of '!tate for Employment • 
Beotion 77  (3) of the Sex  Diaorimination Act  1975  rend.en unenforceable 
any term of a  oontraot purportinc to emlude aDy proviaion ot the Equal 
Pay Aot. - 24-
Protection of employees  against dismissal  relating to the  application 
of the principle 
Article 5 
''Kember  States shall take the necessary measures to protect  erlo~ees 
against dismissal by  the employer as  a  reaction to a  complain  wrhin the 
undertaking or to azr:t  legal proceeding!!  aimed  at  enforcing compliance  with 
the principle of equal  p~." 
X 
X  X 
38.  In Belgium,  under Article 1 of the Agreement,  an employer ma.y  not 
terminate the emplpyment  relationship nor unilaterally amend  the 
conditions of employment  because  a  reasoned complaint has been  lodged (at 
company  or inspectorate level)or legal  action has been taken to revise the 
remuneration in line with the present  agreement.  If the  reasons  given 
do  not have  any bearing on this complaint  or action,  the burden of proof 
lies on  the emplo,yer. 
An  emplo,yer  who  reinstates an  employee  (at his own  request  or that of the 
emplo,yees'  organization to whioh  he belongs)  in the undertaking or places 
him  in his original post is bound to p~  the  remuneration lost.  In the 
event of failure to reinstate the  empla,yee  or place him  in his former post 
the  employer shall  p~  the employee  compen!lation  amounting either to six 
months  of his gross  remuneration or an  amount  equal  to the actual  loss 
!IUffered  (1). 
39.  In ;ptmmark,  Article 3  of the Law  of 4  February 1976  provides that if 
an emplo,yee  is dismissed after having demanded  equal  p~  under the  law, 
the employer must pq him  a  fixed amount  in compensation,  based on  the 
length of time he has been emplo,yed  and  the general  circumstances of the 
case, but amounting to a  maximum  of 26  weeks  Pa.Y. 
In view of the fact that Article 1  of the Law  limits its scope  to employers 
not  covered b,y  a  collective agreement,  Article 4 had to  1~  down  that the 
protective provisions under Article 3 mentioned  above  also apply mutatis 
mutandis  to all sectors covered by  collective agreements b,y  virtue of 
which  emplo,yees  are entitled to equal pq, but where  there is no  rule 
concerning p~ent of compensation for unjustified dismissal. 
The  protective provisions of Article 3  of the Law  do  not  therefore apply 
to oases where  equal pq is granted under a  collective agreement  and 
where~ at the  same  time,  the provisions of such  agreements  contain specific 
rules relating to compensation for  41•mi•aal  witho~t adequate  justification. 
(1) Artiole 136  of the abovementioned  law of 4 August  1978  provides that 
an employer  who  engage!!  a  worker who  has submitted a  reasoned complaint 
to the undertaking - or who  initiates or for whom  are initiated legal 
proceedings to entoroe the provisions of the law ce,nnot  terminate the 
worker's oontract nor unilaterally alter the terms  of employment, 
except for reasons unrelated to the complaint  or prooeedinge.  If the 
employer refuses to re-engage the worker or reinatate him  in his former 
capacity,  he  must  pay the worker compensation equal to 6  months  of 
gross earni!!B!  or an amount  equivalent to the loss of earnings.-· - 25-
40.  In the Pederal Republic of German.v,  an employee  may  claim before 
the Labour Courts that he hall  been invalidly dismissed.  Article 138  of the 
Civil Code  provides that the dismissal of an  employee  who  baa defended his 
interests or dserted. his rights is contrary to public policy and is nu11 
and void. 
Article 84  (3) of the Law  of 5 January 1972  on the organisation or UDde~ 
takinp provides that an employee  may  not sutter injury as a  result of 
having lodged a  complaint  •  Any dismissal as  a  result ot loc!Cing a  complaint 
or the inati  tution of proceedings to-secure complianoe with the principle 
of equal p~  is contrary to this provision and is null and  void under 
Article 134 of the Civil Code. 
A dismiaaal which is unjustified on social grounds is null and void under 
the terms of the Law  on protection against dismissal.  Socially unjustified 
dismissal includes in particular the dismissal of an employee because ae 
has demanded compliance with the principle ot equal pay. 
41.  In Jlranoe,  in accordance with the Law  of 13 July 1973,  the competent 
courts,  where prooeedinc& are duly brought before them in oases of 
dismissal without  "genuine and serious r!&!on"  may  propose the reinstate-
ment  of the employee  in thelmdertaking together wi  tll the retention of 
benefits acquired,  and,  in the event  of re:tullal,  order the employer to pay 
compensation equivalent to not less than six months  P83. 
42e  In Ireland, Artiole 9 of the Anti-Discrimination (Pa.y)  Act  1974 
provides that an employer who  dismisses a  woman  tor the sole or main reason 
that she has aaserted her right to equal pay is deemed  f:lrl.l ty of an offence 
and is liable to a  fine• 
The  dismissed employee  may,  on the basis of this Article,  take legal action 
before the courts of la,w,  the burden of proof ot not having committed an 
offence lyi:nc with the employer.  It the oourt t:lnda  than an ottenoe has 
been committed,  it may  impose  a  fine  on the  employer on summary  convic-
tion of not more  than LlOO  or on conviction on indictment of not more 
than Ll,ooo.  The  court may also impose  an additional tine on the employer, 
to the benefit of the plaintiff,  the amount  of which may  not exceed the 
arrears of remuneration which,  in the opinion of the court,  the plaintiff 
would be entitled to claim but subject to a  maximum  of 104 weeks'  remunera-
tion.  The  court ma.y  also order reinstatement or r&&Dial8ment. 
However,  the dismissed employee  may  choose an alternative legal procedure 
before the La.bour  Court based on Article 10 ot the .lot•  In suoh a  oase, 
the Labour Court  ooD4uots  an investiaation following which it may  order 
the employer to pay to the party concerned oompenaation equal to the 
remuneration she would have received from the date of bar dismissal up  to 
the date of the  Court  order (not  exceeding 104 weeks  remuneration)  and 
MB3  order her reinstatement or reengagament. 
It the Court's decision is not oarried out within two  months  of notification, - 26-
the employer is liable on  Summa:l"y  oonviotion in a  ourt  of law to a  fine 
not  exceeding LlOO  and  to a  further fine not  exoeeding LlO  for every day 
duriDg whioh the offenoe oontinues.  This oourt ~  also,  as in the o&Be 
of the procedure baaed on .A.rtiole  9 impose  on the employer a  fine,  to the 
benefit of the plaintiff, ot the amount  which in the opinion ot the court 
the plaintiff would be entitled to claim in a  civil action for arrears of 
remuneration,  subjeot to a  maximum  of 104 weeks  remuneration. 
43.  In Italy,  the Government  state£ that in aocordanoe with the principle 
of equality referred to in Article 37  of the Constitution,  dismissal on 
the grounds of a  claim made  to the management  of an undertaking or of legal 
action to ensure compliance with the principle of equal pay,  is illegal. 
ll'urthermore,  Law  No  604 of 1966  on individual dismissals  and.  Law  No  300 of 
20 ~  1970 on the status of employee•  limit the right of termination by the 
employer  (ad.  nutwn diamissal) to •;tuet oause"  and  "justif'ied  rea~~on"• 
In addition,  u  atated above in pa.racraph 341  Article 13  ot the Law  of 
9  December 1m makes  discrimination bued on sax subjeot to Article l5 
ot Law  Bo  3oo  retened to above  on the status of employees,  vhioh provides 
that "any &l!'eement  or aot diamisai:ng an employee,  discriminating aga.inat 
him  in respeot  •••• of transfers,  or disciplinary measures or prejudicing 
him  in any other liBY  on  grounds  of aax •h!ll be null a,nd  void". 
44.  In Luxembourc,  the provisions  of Article 5  of the Direotive are 
covered by Articles 15 (2)  and 16 of the Law  of 24  June  1970  on the rules 
governing contracts tor hiring the services of manual  workera and Article 
22  (6) of the Coordinated Law  o't 12 November  1971  on oontraots tor hiring 
the services of non-manual workers.  The  employer is bound. to notify the 
worker in writing of the reaegns tor his dismissal and,  if this is untair, 
the  injurec!l person ma_y  olaim damages.  The  right to terminate a  contract 
of employment  of fixed or lmlimited duration is considered to be axe;rciaed 
un:f'air].y where the grounds for the dismissal are illegal or where the aot 
is irregular on  eoonomio  and  aooial grounds. 
45.  In the Netherland!, Article 6  of the Extraordinary Deoree of 1945  on 
industrial relations makes  the unilateral termination of a  oontraot ot 
employment  subject to the prior authorization of the Director of the 
Regional Employment  Office.  In general,  suoh authorillation is not given 
when  it appears that the employer wishes to terminate a  contract of  emplo~ 
ment  beoauae the female  empleyee  in question wishes to assert a  tight to 
which she ia entitled by law. 
46.  In the United K1peom,  the Sex Discrimination Aot  makes  it unlawt'ul. 
to viotimiae a  person by treating him  or her leas favourably in any area 
covered by the Aot  (eg work allocation,  diamisaa11  benefits,  eto ...  ), 
because that person has brought proceedings under the Aot  or the Equal Pa.y 
Aot.  Where  an industrial tribunal finds  a  complaint of viotimisation to 
be well-f'ounded it oan make  an erder 4eolaring the rights of the partiea, 
award  oompenaation {currently up to L5,200)  and make  a  recommendation  for 
, a  particular oourse of action. - 26a-
In a4dition UDd.er  the Trade Union  an4 Labour  Relatiom Aot  (u amended), 
employ••• with 26  weelal  •ervioe inolwliDc part-tlme employe••  who  work 
16  hour• or more 1  have  a  pnen.1 ~t  110t  to be  pptair~4ini••ed ae  d.o 
pari-time VOl"ker•  who  work  between~  and.  16  hollft proviF they have at 
le&8t five years oontinuoue •ervioe in the und.erialci.Dg.  Where  an iD4UII-
trial tribunal ttnd.e  a  d.iemi••al to be unfair it ~  award oompeneation 
or make  an orcler tor reinetatement or ~ent  •  It, 1ml'euonably, 
the order i8 not complied with,  the tribunal will avarcl  enhuoed. oompenea-
tion.  An  Ol'der tor rein•tatement or r.-engacement i• not made it it i8 
impraotioable to 4o  •o or it i• not in the complaint'• intereat. - 27  -
Measures  and  means  available to ensure the application of the principle 
Article 6 
·~ember States shall, in accordance with their national  circumstances  and 
legal systems,  take the mfapures  necessary to ensure  that the principle 
of eqaal pq is applied.  They  shall see that ef:fecti  ve means  are 
available to take  care that this principle is observed." 
X 
X  X 
47.  In Belgium,  the implementation of Collective Agreement  No  25  of 
15  October 1975  is supervised by the  "Inspection 4ea  lei• •ooiales"  • 
The  abovementioned  law  of 12  April  1965  on  the protection of employees' 
p., in the public and  private sectors is a  public policy law and makes 
provision for pena1ties  (1). 
48.  As  regards .Dei'UI&rk,  the Government  states that,  according to tradition, 
the trade organizations themselves  supervise  the  implementation of 
collective agreements  and  to a  certain extent supervise their implementation 
in the case of employees  who  are not members  of a  trade union.  It adds 
that the  "Council :for Equality"  (Ligestillingarld)  1  set up  by the 
Government,  keep•  under review the  implementation of the principle but 
that there will be no  State control  as  such  "in view of the fact that it 
would be contrary to Danish practice and to the national legal system". 
49.  In the Federal Republic of Gemarv,  the Government  considers that 
the effective implementation ot  the principle of equal  Pa1  in undertakings 
is suaranteed by the courts.  The  law does not make  provision for &, 
administrative control. 
However,  the Government has  asked  the central organizations of the two  sides 
of industr.y to comply  with the provisions of Directive 75/117/EEC  when 
applying collective agreements,  in particular with regard to work 
considered to be ot equal value. The  central organizations have  agreed to 
implement  the directive within the framework  of the  autonomy  which  they 
enjoy when  negotiating collective agreements. 
50.  In Frapce,  under Article 5 of the  Law  of 22  December  1972,  works 
inspectors,  agrioul  tural labour law inspectors or,  as the case mq be, 
other inppectors with similar duties,  are entrusted with the task of 
ensuring that the principle of equal  p~ is applied,  and, in collaboration 
with police and  criminal investigation officers,  of detecting offences. 
(1) The  law of 4 .Auguat  1978 mentioned earlier provides for prison 
sentences {of eight ~  to one  month)  and fines  (ot Bfrs 20  to 500 
per person concerned up to a  maximum  of Btrs 501000).  'l'he  applies,. 
tion ot this law is also supervised by the Inspection des  lois 
sooiales. - 28-
Articles 3,  4  and 5 of the impl•enting. Deoree of 27  Jlarch 1973 lq 
down  that 8ZI3  •ployer who  contravenes the provisions.. of the law is 
liable to a  tine  ( raz1ging from  W  600  to 1  000  per employee)  whioh 
m-.r  be inoreu;;r in the event of the repetition of the offenoe (to 
F'1  2  000).  A prison sentenoe of ten d~a -.y be imposed.  In the event 
of a  sentenoe,  the COurt  mq order that the deoiaion be published. 
J.r13  retual by the employer to inform the i1111peotor  (or aimilar agent) 
of the variou taotora whioh  go  to aake up rcuneration within the 
undertald.ng mq give' rise to a  a.D& (ranging from  F'1  80 to 160,  whioh 
m~  be inoreued to PF  600  in the event of the offenoe being repeated). 
51.  In Irelapd,  Artiole 6  of the Anti-Diaorillination  (~) Act  1974 
provided for the appointment of equality otfioera who  are reaponaible 
tor eDIIUl'ing  that the principle of equal ~  ia implcented.  In order 
to obtain information which  they m.,- require for the purpoae of their 
work,  these otfioera m~  enter premises to inapeot work  in progress 
and require  811  employer to produce ~  reoorda or dooumenta  in his 
poaaeaaion.  J.r13  peraon who  obstructs or impedes  an equality offioer in 
the exeroiae of his powera  ia guilty of an oftenoe and  liable on 
summar,r  oonviotion to a  fine not  exceeding L100  or on oonviotion on 
indictment to a  fine not  exceeding t1  000. 
UDder  Artiole 7 of the Act,  a  dispute between an employer and an employee 
in relation to the uiatenoe or operation of 811  equal ~  olauae  ~~~ 
be referred 'b7  either of the parties to the diapnte to an equality 
otfioer tor investigation.  The  Employment  Equality Agenoy  mq &lao  refer 
the matter to an equality offioer if an employer has tailed to oomply 
with the law and  1  t  ia not reasonable to expeot  the •ployee oonoerned 
to refer the matter to an equal.i  ty ottioer.  Following the investigation, 
the equality ottioer iasuea a  recommendation whioh  he oonveya  to the 
partie• oonoemed and  to the  Labour Court. 
52.  In It&],y,  the worp ipapeotorate,  whoae  role is to auperrlae the 
iaplementation of lan relating to eaplo1Jient,  also au,perviaea  the 
implementation of the priaoiple of equality on the baaia of Artiole 37 
of the Constitution and  Convention l'o 100  of the IW (International 
Labour Orgllllization). 
Artiole 13 of the Law  of 9 Deo5ber 1971  relating to equal treatment for 
men  &Dd  W'OIIlen  with regard to oondi  tiona of cplo1Jient provide• that 
tinea 1'U1ging from  Lit 200  000  to 1  000  000 mq be iaposed tor failure 
to o011pq with the prorlaiona relating to equal ~  referred to in 
Artiele 2.  Artiole 18 requirea the Govemment  to preaent eaoh year to 
Parliuaent a  report on the application of the law. 
53.  In Lgwbo»rg,  the Worka  ADd  Jlinea  Inapeotorate is reaponaible, 
under Artiole 5 of the G:rand-Du.oal  Regulation of 10 July 197  4,  !!!£ 
!l1!U!'inc that the provisions of the Regulation are illpl•ented. - 29-
54•  In the letherlepd•, the Law  ot 20 Jl&roh 1975  (Articles 9 to 15, 
17  &Dd  18)  1et up an !f!l  PM  Oa.ai11ion composed  of five ma'Ml"'l 
appointed b.r  the lliniaertor sool&i ltt&irs.  Two  are  I elected from 
a  lilt ot candidate• lullaittecl by the eapl07'1'fl'  org&Disation•,  two 
are aeleoted UDder  the , ..  e  condition~ tor the empla,reeat  organisations 
mel the ohabaan i• a  Jlini•tr.r official tre the teohnioal ~  lDlit. 
In pertol'lllirJc i t• tub, the ec..i11ion ..,. be u1iated by one  or more 
official  a in order to obtain the intoaation which it oon~idera 
neoe•ll&l7, · and  each party ia required to !Diure that the intomation 
he  tamiahea ia complete and  accurate. · 
Under Article 16  of the abovementioned Law,  an •ployee who  oon~idera 
himaelf lfl'O:nged  m.,. inati  tute prooeedinp for ~ent  of remuneration 
by llubmi ttin& a  reuoned opinion tl"'OIl  the Oommin  on  which mut have 
been iaaued not earlier thaD three months  previouaq.  Such  proceedings 
must  be instituted not later th811  two  yeara &f'ter the time when  IMil1leDt 
ahould have been aade. 
55·  In the Unittd pwrisp,  the Sa:· Dilcrimination ~t of 1975  iDitituted 
the !ft;! Opportuni  tiea  OGIIID111ion~ which hu the authority to undertake 
inveat gationa Vi thin the •Phere covered by the Bqual.  ~  Act  in order 
to &boliah diacrillination,  to i•n.e non-Qilcriilill&tion notice• and 
to keep UDder  review the 1fOl'kiDg ot the BqaaJ. ~  ~t.  'l'hi• Ooamiasion 
alae hu the right to u•i•t per.ona who  wish to uaert their righta and 
take lec&l action,  in particular when  the complaint rai•e• a  question of 
principle or when  the plaintiff c111mot  reuonabl7 be expected to take 
the neoe••aey atePII  without. uaiatmce.  'Dle  Secretary of State aq &lao 
refer question~ to the Indutrial Tribunal it the plaintiff oazmot 
reuonably be u:pected to *» ao hel"'lelt. 
file .U.vi1ery,  Oaeili&tiOD &114  .Arbi trati!D Bervi!e hal tlle 1tatutery tuty 
te ciw d:vioe ..- ••1•taMe to .-pl07fN aD4  apleyee• who  1e reqgire. 
the Central .Ar'biV&tien Oealittee hal tlle riatutory relp!Uibility to 
aake  4eolaratien~ ot the aadJDent• which neecl  to be ma4e  te l'!lllOV! 
tilorimiu.tion be'heen lll!D ant WOII!D  in oolleoti  ve acrt!llent• er apleyen' 
pq •traotur!B ref'!rre4 to 1  t • .. 
-3~ 
Notification to employees  (in particular at their place of emplozment) 
Article 1 
"Member  States shall take  care that the provisions adopted pursuant to 
this Directive,  together with the relevant provisions already in force, 
are brought to the attention of employees  by all appropriate means,  for 
e:mmple  at their place of employment." 
* 
*  * 
56.  In Belgium,  the text of Collective Agreement  No  25  of 15  October  1975 
must 1  in accordance  with Article 8  thereof,  be  annexed  to the works 
regulations of the undertaking. 
The  Commission  du  Travail des  Femmes  (Commission  on  the Eaployment  of 
Women)  and  the Commissariat l'n'ral 1  la promotion d• travail et le 
Minist~re de  l'Emploi  et du  Travail  (Minister of Employment  and  Labour) 
have  drawn  up  and  published a  brochure whioh  explains the contents of 
Colleoti  ve  Agreement  lfo  25  and  the rights whioh  it grants to employees. 
This brochure  has been  sent to the management  boards of every undertaking 
in Belgium. 
57.  In Denmark,  the ~  'freatment  OoDUilbsion  (Lice•"illi.JICIIr:.t) hu 
distributed a  brochure  on  the provisions of the  law  and  the agreement• .. 
equal  pay.  The  brochure  contains advice  on  how  to inati  tute proceedings, 
details relating to compensation,  etc,, and has been  sent to all public 
libraries,  employment  agencies,  town  halls, etc. 
58.  In the Federal Republic of Germa.ny,  the Gove:rn.nt  states that it is 
not customary to inform employees  by means  of notices displayed in 
undertakings of the provisions of labour law.  However,  the Government  has 
forwarded  Directive 75/117/DC,  which  has been  publiahed in the 
Bundeaarbeitsblatt, to the federations of parties to collective agreements 
and has requested them  to ensure that it is observed. 
59.  In frappe.  Article  6 of the  Law  of 22  December  1972  provides that 
information will be  made  available !y means  of notices  displ~d at 
place  a  of employment  and at place  a  where  employees  are raorui  ted.  Any 
employer  who  faila to display notioea is liable to a  fine  (ranging from 
FF80 to 16o,  which  J1J&1'  be  increased to !IF (a) in the event of the offence 
being repeated). 
60.  In Ireland,  the proviaiona of the Anti-Discrimination (Pq} .A.ot  1974 
have  been widely publicized D7 all the media  and notified to emplo,.es 
in explanatory brochures  • - 31  -
61.  In Italy,·the Government  state• that the provi•ions of Directive 
75/117/EEO  have  been brought to the attention of employees  at works 
meetings  and  meetings  organized by the trade unions,  including meetings 
at plaoes of  employment. 
62.  In Luxembourg,  the Government  considers it unneoeasary to adopt the 
speoial means  of notification,  since the Community  Directive and  the 
measures  implementing it at national level have  been widely publioimed 
in trade union  journal• and feminist  publications. 
63.  In  the Netherlands,  a  leaflet giving details of the extent of the 
"right to equal pay for men  and  women"  and  how  the right oan be  asserted 
has  been widely distributed.  The  leaflet contains a  detachable Beotion 
whioh  enables an employee  who  considers herself wronged  to obtain from 
the Equal Pay  Commission  the appropriate from  on  which  to set out her 
complaint and to obtain the opinion of the Commission. 
The  right to equal pay haa also been widely publicized on  television. 
The  report drawn  up  by the Teohnioal  Service for Wages  ("LoonteohniBohe 
Dienst")  on  the implementation of the law  is a  further method  of 
disseminating information. 
64.  In the United Kingdom,  the Government  oonduoted an intensive 
advertising campaign  in both the daily and the weekly press and  in 
regional and  specialized publications to remind  employer•  throughout 
1975  of their responsibility to implement  the Equal  Pay Aot. 
A guide to the Equal Pay Act  and  brochures for employers  and  employees 
were  distributed free of oharge to the general publio.  Guides  and 
broohurea are available at all employment  offioe•• 
The  Equal Opportunities Commission  is at the disposal of the public to 
supply any information or advice.  Its general role ia to provide 
instruction and  persuasion. 
Advioe  about the Aot  is also obtainable at regional offices of the 
Advisory,  Conciliation and Arbitration Service. -32-
III.  DRAF'r  LAW3  OR  PROPOOED  LEGISLATION  AND  PARLIAMEN'l'ARY  AC'l'ION 
( 1)  DRAF'l'  LAW3  OR  PROPOOED  LmiSLATION 
65.  The  implementation of equal ~  should be  facilitated by the entry 
into force in the Member  States on  12  August  1978  of Council  Directive 
76/207/EEC  on  the implementation of the principle of equal treatment 
for men  and  women  as regards access to employment,  vocational training 
and  promotion,  and  working  conditions. 
Without  wishing to encroach on  the report which  the  Commisaion  must  also 
submit  to the  Council  on  the application of this second directive, it 
is interesting to note that four  laws  are now  in force  in this field and 
that three of them  directly oonoer.n  equal  pay,  as has been stated in the 
previous  two  sections of this report z 
- in the United Kingdom,  Schedule  1 of the Sex Discrimination Act  of 
12  November  1975  contains the amended  and  supplemented provisions of 
the Equal  Pay Act  1970; 
- in Ireland.,  the Employment  Equality Act  1977  of  1 June  1977  amended  acme 
minor proviaiou iD the .Anti-Diaorimination (Pay)  Aot  1974,  and 
- in Italy,  Law  No  903  of 9  December  1977  on  equal  treatment for men 
and  women  with regard to employment  contains five articles which 
concern the application of the principle of equal  pay. 
The  fourth  law dealing with the  subject covered by this directive of 
9  February 1976 is the Danish  Law  of 12  April  1978  (which is to enter 
into force  on  1 July 1978).  Three draft laws  ni'e in preparation on  12 
J'ebruary 1918  I  in :S.lcium (1), the lfetherlaDda  aM.  Luxembov«• 
66.  It should be  noted furthermore  that in Belgium  a  proposal for a  law, 
of parli..antary origin,  on  equal treatment with re,ard to conditions of 
employment  was  put before the  Chamber  of Representative• on  24  November 
1977  by Mr  Glinne.  The  proposal deals primarily with the  implementation 
of equal pay and is based on  the United Kingdom  law of 29  Jfay  1970  and 
the French law  of 22  December  1972. 
A draft law  ( 2)  4eai~e4 to establish on  a  legal toctti.Dc the 1Dqual.  Treat-
ment  Oommiaaion  (Ligutilli.Dpradet) vhioh wd aet up simply by a  CJovermnent 
decision at the end  of 1975,  and  to define its powers  under tne Law  of 
12  April  1978  on  equal treatment, has been placed before the Danish 
Parliament. 
In Italy, a  proposal for a  law laying down  "rules to protect equality 
between  the sexes and  to establish a  parliamentary commission  of enquiry 
into the  oondi tion of women  in Italy" has been  presented to the Senate by 
Senator TUllia Romagnoli  Carrettoni. 
In the Netherlands,  the Emancipation  Commission  (Emancipatie Iommissie) 
~  (a Government  consultative body set up  on  11  December  197 4  for five years) 
issued an  opinion on  28  November  1977  in which it recommends  the adoption 
of 1peoific legal rules for the  campaign  against  sex discrimination in the 
determination of obligations, rights or powers  or where  goods  or services 
are offered or sollioited. 
(1)  The  Belgian draft was  incorporated in the Law  of 4 August  1978  on 
Economic  Reorientation (Title V- Equal treatment  ot men  and  women 
as regards working condi  tiona and  aooess to employment,  vocations;], 
training and  promotion,  and a.ooeaa  to self-employment). 
( 2) '!'his  dra1't  was  adopted on  12  April 1978 • -33-
These  rules should also provide for the  setting up  of a  Commission  on  sex 
discrimination.  The  question arises whether this Commission  would  assume 
the duties of the present  Committee  for equal  pay for men  and  women. 
In its opinion the  Commission  suggests the following measures  for increasing 
the effectiveness of the Law  of 20  March  1975  on  equal  pay: 
permitting group  actions to be instituted before the  courts; 
- guaranteeing that the applicant's identity shall not be  revealed to his 
employer; 
conferring on  the  Committee  for equal  pay for men  and  women  the  power 
to institute proceedings of its own  motion. 
The  Emancipation  Commission  believes that the information  campaign  should 
be  stepped up  and directed primarily at those  se~tors where  the  operation 
of the ·law  has not  been altogether effective. 
In the United Kingdom  the Equal Opportrmities  Commission,  which  has  a 
cluty to keep under review the vorkiq ot th.e  Equal Pq Aot  of 1970 ami 
the Sa: DiscrimiDation .lot t4 1975,  may,  &t  the requut of the Seontary 
ot state or it it oo:uiter~~ it neoe••ar.r it•elt1  mak..e  pro~08al• to. the 
Secretary ot State for ameDd1n• the two .A.ots.  J.D.  Kareh·  1~8 BGIIle  prepesal8 
tor the amendment  of the Bqaal Pa.v  Act  were reoei  ved by the Government 
f'rom  the 'frad.ea  Union ~a  anA  the•• &l"e  being oouiderecl. Bo  pr.,  ..  als 
tor amending the Bqual. Pq Aot  have yet been received from the !lqua.l. 
Oppwtunities Oommission.  !he CoDIIDiasion honvv intend to put :loJIIJQd 
:.repua.l• tor amendment•  in the first half of 1979. 
(2)  PARLIAMENTARY  DISCTESIONS,  QUE5TIONS  AND  REPORTS 
67.  In three countries - Denmark,  Italy and Luxembourg  - there have  been 
no  parliamentary discussions, questions or reports during the period under 
consideration. 
The  French  Government  has not provided any information on  this subject. 
68.  In Belgium,  two  questions have  been  put to the Minister for Labour 
and Employment  in the  Chamber  of Representatives,  one  in 1975  and  one  in 
1976,  on  the conditions of application of equal  pay and  especially on  the 
form  of legal instrument adopted to implement  Directive 75/117/EEC  of 
10  ~bruary 1975.  Certain replies were  given and  the Minister explain,d 
that in his opinion the  form  adopted, i.e., Collective Agreement  No  25  , 
raised no  legal  problem  since the agreement  had  been  made  generally binding 
by Royal.  Decree. 
In the Senate,  two  questions have  been put,  one  in 1975  to the Minister for 
Labour and Employment,  and  the other in 1977  to the Minister for the Interior. 
The  first concerned wage  discrimination between  men  and  women  in the  food  sector 
and  the Minister replied that the  wage  rates applicable to the different 
categories of workers  were  based on  the  job classification system 
1see page  9  of this report. -34-
of the General Technical  Collllli ttee created in 1945·  The  ncond oonoemed 
discrimination with regard to the alloilat.ion of the houaehold allowance 
to -.le and female  staff employed by local authorities.  It was  stated 
in reply that the  condi  tiona for granting such allowances to those 
employees wre the same  as those laid down  in the  Royal  Decree  of  30 
Juuary 1967  on State employees, i.e., that the allowances are granted 
automatically to married male officials, but only under certain conditions 
to married female  officials. 
69.  In the Federal Republic of GtJ""Py,  the Federal Oovemment is 
required,  in accordance with a  decision of the Bundestag of 8 December 
1966,  to inform that Assembly enry two  years "of the .nature, extent and 
outcome  of the notifications by the Federal Government  of the GQver.nments 
of the Linder to apply Article  119  of  ~he EEC  Treaty".  In the light of 
this oblip.tion, three reports have been presented during the reference 
period,  one  in 1973,  one in 1975  and one in 1977.  The  reports set out 
the procreaa achieved,  especially in collective agreements,  and dea' 
in detail with the question of categories of wages  for "light work" 
which for a  n\uaber of years haa been the aubjeot of oontrowrsy between 
employers aDd  unions of emplorees.  'l'he  Federal Jlinister for Labour aDd 
Social Affairs preaented a  study on  this aubjeot to the Bunc!este.B  in 1975 
carried out 'by  Profesaora Rohmert  and  RutenfraDB  on  "the ergonomic  · 
evaluation of the physical aud •ntal burden of various jobs in induatry"  • 
.A.  second study was  conducted by Professor Rohmert  in 1976  on  the use of 
an  "ergonom1o queatioM&ire" for  job evaluation and a  sUIIIIII&ry  of the 
study was  attached to the  1977  report to the Bundestag.  It should be 
noted that the ·Jaderal Government's biennial reports are examined by the 
Colllli ttee for EmployMnt  and Social Affairs which  aubmi ta dratt 
reooiiiiii8Ddationa  to the Bundestag.  Dllring ita aea,sion on  27  October 1917, 
the Bundestag took formal note of the efforts being made  by the Federal 
Govel"DJD8Dt  8lld  the two  aides of industry and stated that it did not expect 
the Federal Government'  1!1  next progress report before  1980. 
!'hneparliaaentary qa.eriieu weH tablecl,  two ot them in 1173, nlatizlc to 
th• aetroVVIIy bema iht two  ai4ea  em  wapsoatepriaa ral&tizlg to •li.pt 
work• u4 tile .....  zoal ..  ..,td ..  t'a atti'hle to '\lle •tter.  !he replid 
tiael011  ... the ocmtiJra111c  l.Mk at act'e ..  nt - the aev.mm.nt'  a 4•iaia to 
iutl'Mt PNta. lobmtifttl1  &D4  R1riaf'ftu ie oar17 At the apeoitio ll'hli•• 
ret'erred to  ia the preceding paragraph.  An  oral question was  put to the 
Federal Government  in 1977  to determine what  oonoluaions it had drawn. from 
the  jud&ment  of 8  April  1976  of the  Court of Justice of the European 
Coiii!IUlli ties in the case of Gabrielle Defrenne  v SA  Sabena.  The  reply 
given wae  that the  judgment  would have  no new legal illplicationa in the 
Federal Republic of Geruaa.ny.  · 
10.  In Ireland,  18  parliamentary questions on  equal pay were  tabled be'\ween 
January 1973  and li'ebruary  1978a  three in 1974,  three in 1975,  sewn in 1976, 
'\wo  in 1977  and three in February 1978. 
1see page  61  of this report. - 35-
The  questions followed the gradual  implementation of equal pay,  ranging 
from  the oontent  on  this subject of the 1972  and  1974 national wage 
agreements to the role of the Employment  Equality Agenoy  whioh  commenced 
operating on  1  October 1977.  The  majority of the questions concerned the 
number  of oases referred to equality officers,  the number  of recommendations 
formulated,  applications to the Labour  Court,  penalties imposed  on  employers 
etc.  It is worthy of note that in 1976  some  questions oonoerned the 
Government's  intention to postpone the  implementation of equal pay  (1)  and 
the problem of differential salary scales based on  marriage applicable 
in the public sector (2). 
71.  In the Netherlands,  the Minister for Justice was  questioned in 1977 
by  a  member  of the second chamber  on  the subject of equal pay for men 
and  women  serving long sentences.  It would  appear from  the reply that 
the problem  involved the reorganization of work  carried out  in some 
prisons by men  and women  serving long or short sentences or in custody 
awaitill8 trial. 
72.  In the United Kingdom,  one  parliamentary question was  asked  in 1976 
in the House  of Lords  concerning the application of the Equal Pay Aot, 
and  twelve  (nine ·in 1976  and  three in 1977)  were  asked in the House  of 
Commons,  thus  showing  a  continuing interest  in equal pay matters.  The 
majority of questions concerned the number  of proceedings brought before 
the Industrial Tribunal.  others however  concerned the implications of 
the  judgement  of 8 April 1976  by  the Court  of Justice of the European 
Communities  in the case of Gabrielle Defrenne v  S A Sabena,  the effect 
of equal pay increases in relation to incomes  polioy,  discriminatory 
clauses still existing in oolleotive agreements,  eto. 
(1) See page  15  of this report. 
(2)  See page  16  of this report. -3&-
IV.  IMPLEMENTATION  OF  LEGAL  REMEDIE5 
73(a)  In Belgium,  Article 47a of the Law  of 12  April  1965  on  the 
protection of employees'  remuneration  (former Article  14  of Royal 
Decree  lfo  40  of  24  October  1967  on  the employment  of women)  provides 
that in accordance  with Article  119  of the Treaty establishing the 
European Eoonomi o  Community,  any employee  may institute proceedmgs 
before the  competent  court or tribunal,  seeking application of the 
principle of equal pay for men  and women.  This action is available where 
discrimination arises in an ind.i vidual contract of employment  or in a 
collective agreement. 
Article 5  of Collective Employment  Agreement  No  25  concerning equal pay 
for men  and  women,  concluded on  15  October  1975  within the National 
Labour  Council,  provides that  "any employee  11ho  considers himself 
prejudiced,  or the employees'  representative organiution to which he 
belongs,  may  institute proceedings,  seeking application of the principle 
of equal pay for men  and women", 
In addition,  under Article 4  of the Law  of 5 December  1968  on  Collective 
Employment  Agreements  and Joint Committees,  employers'  representative 
organizations and  employees  aay bring proceedings based on: 
- decrees giving binding effect to decisions or collective agreements; 
- the application and  performance  of collective agreements; 
- rights conferred on  members  of the organization by collective 
employment  agreements. 
This provision grants trade  organizations a  completely independent power 
to defend the rights of their members,  who  need not,  therefore,  authorize 
them  to do  so.  The  organizations could even  take legal action against 
the wishes of their members. 
Two  remedies lie against collective agreements  which fail to comply  with 
the  principle of equality of employment, 
- before the Conseil d'Etat  (Council of State) and  employment  tribunals 
if the agreement  has been  ~van binding foroe  by a  Royal  Decree.  The 
Conseil d'Etat delivers a  judgment  on  applications for the  annulment 
of aota and  regulations of an  administrative authority  (iDol~  ~e 
living biDdillc ettecn tea eolleotive apleymcn ~),  i.e., tile 
Oenaeil ..  'Etat mq 4eelat'e an aot to be !11111  aD4  ve14 "erp. .-me•",  &D4 
before labour tribunals if it is an  agreement  which  has not been 
given binding effect. 
Article 5 of Collective Agreement  No  25  extends the right of employees 
and their organizations to institute proceedings to cover all cases 
which  might  arise in the context of the application of the principle 
of equal pay as set out in Agreement  No  25  with regard both to the 
definition of pay and to the  scope  of the principle, irrespective of 
whether the employee  is covered by a  collective agreement  applicable to a 
particular sector. 
(1) Further,  workers  in the private and  public seotol'll are entitled to 
recourse to labour tribunals on the basis ot the abovementioned law 
ot 4 August  1978 for any infringement ot equal treatment in the-
provisions or in praotioe.  The  organizations representing workers 
ami  employers  oan go to law to 4efeml the tichts of their membel"Be -37-
(b)  Employees  in the public sector are also entitled to institute 
proceedings before  the  labour courts in the event of failure to observe 
Article 47a  of the abovementioned  Law  of 12  April  1965. 
Proceedings may  also be  instituted before the  Conseil d'Etat for the 
annulment  of an act or regulation of an  administrative authority which 
is contrary to Article  119  of the Treatz establishing the Europeaa 
Economic  Community  or Directive 75/117/EEC  of 10  February 1975  (1). 
(o)  With  regard to the  legal action actually taken in Belgium,  mention 
must  be  made  of the  outcome  of the proceedings brought by Hiss Defrenne, 
an air hostess employed  by SA  Sabena,  particularly in view of the 
important  judgments  of the  Court  of Justice of the European  Communities 
giving its preliminary rulings on  Article  119  of the Treaty establishing 
the EEC  (2).  . 
It will be  recalled first of all that Miss  Defrenne  made  an application on 
9  February 1970  to the  Conseil d'Etat for annulment  of Article  1 of the 
Royal  Decree  of 3 November  1969  which  excluded hostesses from  the pension 
arrangements applicable  to other members  of the air crew,  including male 
stewards who  performed  the  same  work  as air hostesses.  The  contract of 
employment  of the latter stipulated that they could not  continue working 
after the age  of 40  years,  whereas no  suoh  age  limit was  imposed  on 
stewards.  In support of her application the applicant  claimed that this 
involved an  in~ringement both of Article  14  of Royal  Decree  No  40  of 24 
October  1967  on  the employment  of women  and of Article  119  of the EEC 
Treaty.  By  order of 4  December  1970  the Conseil d'Etat referred the 
matter to the  Court  of Justice of the European  Communities  under Article 
177  of the EEC  Treaty to determine  whether a  retirement pension granted 
under the terms of the social security scheme  constituted a  consideration 
which  the worker  receives indirectly in respect of his employment  from  his 
employer within tl}e  meaning  of Article  119.  In its jud.gaent  of 25  May 
1971  (Case  8o/70)t3~the Court  replied in the negative,  at least in so  far 
as  schemes  laid down  by legislation were  concerned,  and the  Conseil 
d'Etat rejected the applicant's application on  10  December  1971. 
However,  an  13  March  1968  Miss  Defrenne  had  made  appliC'3tion to the 
Tribunal du  travail  (Brussels Labour  Court),  seeking to obtain&om 
Sabena  (on the grounds of inequality of treatment between air hostesses 
and  stewards) the payment  (1) of arrears of pay,  (2) of an additional 
end-of-service allowance,  and  ( 3)  of damages  for the loss she  had suffered 
in respect of old age  pension.  This application,  like the previous one, 
was  based on  Article  119  of the EEC  Treaty and Article 14  of the Royal  Decree 
of 24  October 1967.  The  Brussels Tribunal du  travail held in its judgment  of 
17  December  1970  that none  of the applicant's claims was  well  founded.  On 
11  January 1971  the applicant appealed to the Brussels Cour  du  tra  vai  1. 
Considering that the  second and  third counts of the applicant's application 
did not fall within the  scope  of Article  119  of the EEC  Treaty,  the Brussels 
Cour  du  travail in its judgment  of 23  April  1975  upheld the  judgment  of 
the  lower court on  these  two  matters.  It considered however  that the 
(  1) See teriute on  previous page. 
(2) Cf.  p.127 of this report. 
(3)C~ P•  13  of the Report  of the  Commission  to the  Council  on  the application 
as at 31  December  1972  of the principle of equal pay for men  and  women 
(Doo.  SEC(73)3000  final of 18  July 1973)  and p.  127  of this report. -38-
first count  of the application, i.e., the arrears of pay,  rai•ed a 
question of interpretation of Article  119  of the EEC  Treaty on  Which  the 
resolution of the dispute  depended.  Consequently,  in the  same  judgment 
of 23  April  1975  it deoided to stay the proceedings on  this point and 
to refer two  questions to the  Court  of Justice of the European  Communities 
for a  preliminary ruling under Article  177  of the EEC  Treaty;  one  concerned 
the direct effect of Article  119,  and  the other,  the  implementation of 
Article  119  and  the respeoti  ve  powers  of the  Community  and the Member 
States.  The  Court  of Justioe gave  its ruling on  the questions by 
judgment  of 8  April  1976 (Case  43/75)and aCknowledged  in particular 
the self-executing nature  of Article  119,  which  is limited however  to 
direct and  overt discrimination which  can be  established solely on  the 
basis of the criteria of identiaal work  and  equal pay contained in the 
Article1,  which was  the  case in this instance.  Pollowing this  judgment, 
the Brussels Cour  du  travail on  24  November  1976  granted the applicant 
the arreas of pay  she  had  requested. 
On  16  September  1976,  Miss  Defrenne lodged  an  appeal before the Belgian 
Court  of Cassation against the abovementioned  judgment  of 23  April  1975 
of the Brussels Cour  du  travail in so  far as it upheld the  judgment  of 
the Tribunal du travail of  17  December  1970  on  the  second and  third 
counts of her application {seeking payment  from  Sabena of an  additional 
end-of-service allowance  and damages  for the loss suffered in respect 
of. pension on  the grounds  of the  age  limit of 40  years).  Miss  Defrenne 
ple8.cled  in support of her appeal'· first,  the infringement of Article 
119  which,  in her view,  was  to be  interpreted as prescribing equality of 
conditions of employment  for men  and  women  and,  secondly,  the  infringement 
of a  general principle of Community  law.  By  judgment  of 28  November  1977, 
the  Court  of Cassation decided to stay the proceedings pending the ruling 
of the  Court  of Justice of the European  Communities  on  the question 
whether Artiole  119  of the  EEC  Treaty must  be  interpreted as prescribing 
not only equal  pa.y  but also equal  condi tiona of employment  for men  and 
women.  The  Court  of Justice replied inthenegative in its judgment  of 
15  June  1978  (Case  149/77)2• 
Particular emphasis  should be  placed here  on  the fact that the Belgian 
courts (Conseil d'Etat, Brussels Cour  du  travail and  Court  of Cassation) 
are the only national  courts~ have  referred questions of interpretation 
of Article 119  to the  Court  of Justice for a  preliminary ruling under 
Artiole  177  ·of  the Treaty since the BEC  was  established. 
Apart  from  Miss  Defrenne's aotions,  the Belgian Government  is aware  of 
only one  judgment  delivered on  25  April 1977  by  the Mons  Cour  du Travail 
ordering an  employer to pay a  female  employee  in respect of the years 
1961  to 1965  an amount  representing the difference between  the  remuneration 
she  received and  that set out in the salary scales for male  workers, 
pursuant to the  judgment  of the  Court  of Justice of 8  April  1976  in the 
Defnnne case.  The  employee  had  commenced  her original action on  1  3 
January 1966,  i.e., prior to that  judgment.  The  argument  oonoeming 
equal pay had not been raised at the time  but was  introduced on  25 
January 1977  in a  further pleading. 
1cf.p.128 of this report. 
2 cr. p.  130  of this report. -39-
(d)  The  Belgian Govemment  believes that the reason why  there have  been 
very few  oases before the entry into force  of Directive 75/117/EEC  and 
none  since are as follows: 
- steps taken to make  known  the provisions of Collective Agreement  No  25 
are too recent to have  been fully effective.  For example,  the explanatory 
brochure  prepared by the Commission  on  the employment  of women 1whieh  ia an 
ai4 tor the idetitieaticm ot diaorilliDatory ainationa, ._ net 41atribu-
tH te the ohairilen and members  ot bO&l'd.a  O'f· 4ireoten etil J'ebn&ry 1977 f 
- when  discriminatory situations arise,  trade unions follow their 
customary procedure with the result that the  problems are resolved 
by negotiation rather than by recourse to the  courts; 
- workers are apprehensive  of taking action in spite of the protection 
they enjoy under Agreement  No  25.  They  tolerate a  certain amount  of 
discrimination,  expecially in the present economic  situation, from 
fear of being dismissed; 
- female  workers are not  alw~s aware  of the discrimination to which 
they are  subject.  Often it is not obvious,  and indirect discrimination 
or discrimination ~sing  from  discriminatory criteria or classification 
systems is difficult to prove.  Finally,  the burden  of proof rests on 
the person who  considers herself prejudiced. 
74.  In ll!moork,  proceedings may  be  instituted 1mder  the  Law  of 4  February 
1976  on  equal pay for men  and  women  by an  organization on  behalf of its 
members  and by the employee  directly oonoerned.  Employees  in the public 
sector enjoy the  same  rights under Article 54(1) of the Law  of 18  June 
1969  on  State employees  as other employees.  The  Law  of 4  February 1976 
on  equal  pay does not distinguish between  employees  in the private and 
public sectors. 
No  case has been brought before the courts however  and  the  Government 
believes that this is a  reflection of the effective implementation of 
the principle of equal pay and also arises from  the fact that professional 
and  trade organizations have  been  able to resolve amicably any cases of 
failure to comply  with the principle. 
75(a)  In the Federal Republic of Ger!D8ll,f,  according to the  Law  on  labour 
courts and civil procedure,  an  action is admissible only if brought 
personally by  the person claiming the right to equal  pay.  A number  of 
persons may  instruct a  representative to establish their rights.  This 
also applies to manual  and  non-manual  workers  covered by the collective 
agreement  governing the public services.  Proceedings ~be  instituted 
before the administrative courts by civil servants in the strict sense 
and by the araed forces and  judges. -4Q-
In the first instance  (labour tribunal),  the person concerned may  be 
represented by a  trade union or by a  staff delegate.  In the  second 
instance  (labour tribunal of the Land),  the only authorized representatives, 
apart from  lawyers,  are  trade union representatives.  In the Federal 
Labour  Court  the  persons  concerned cannot be  represented by trade unions 
or staff representatives, but only by lawyers. 
The  parties to collective agreements  may also institute proceedings 
against  one  another in connection with the application of corresponding 
provisions of collective agreements. 
(b)  !he Federal Gove1"Dlllent  i8 not  in a  pe•ition to •tate the n11Dlber 
of actions brought  concerning the principle of equal  pay and,  consequently, 
whether there have  been very few  of them.  Specific legal statistics for 
such actions do  not exist. 
Judgments  of the  Federal Labour  Court  concerning the principle of equal 
pay are rare and occur,  for example,  only when  a  situation that is 
difficult to assess is examined  with a  view to its possible  infringement 
of the  principle of equal  pay.  Where  there is an  obvious breach of the 
law,  an employer generally does not appeal  or apply for a  review of 
the  jud.gzent.  Three  judgments  have  been delivered durinfi the reference 
period by the  Federal Labour  Court:  Judgment  No  5 AZR  321/72  of  11  Jan~ry 
1973,  Judgment  No  4  AZR  339/72 of 9  May  1973  and Judgment  lio  5  AZR  567/73 
of  11  September  1974.  The  latter two  are  worthy of attention in view  of 
the questions of principle resolved by them. 
The  case which  was  the subject of the  judgment  of 9  May  1973  concerned 
the application of a  term in a  collective agreement governing private 
insurance undertakings which  made  provision for the allocation of a 
family supplement  payable  once  per household to male  employees,  and 
in certain well-defined circumstances only to female  employees.  The 
Court  considered the differentiation between  men  and  women  was 
compatible  with Article  3(2) of the Basic Law  of 23  May  1949  only in so 
far as it prevented the  family supplement  from being paid twice.  Imposing 
more  stringent  conditions on  women  than on  men,  however,  was  unacceptable. 
Thus,  a  woman  did not qualify for the allowance if her husband,  for 
example,  was  a  professional man  and received a  higher income  than she 
did and contributed more  towards the upkeep  of the  children,  whereas 
male  workers did not  face  the  same  restriction (their wives being 
permitted to receive a  higher income  than they did).  The  Court  regarded 
such a  differentiation as being a  breach of the Basic Law. 
In the  second case  (Judgment  of  11  September  1974)  the  employer had 
defined the category of persons receiving a  certain allowance  in such a 
way  that only ma.le  employees were  entitled to reeei  ve  1 t  although there 
was  no  mention  of a  sex criterion.  Factors taken into consideration as 
justification of a  general nature were  aggravating circumstances for men, 
such as the possibility of their having to work - 41-
at night or assigning certain "heavier" tasks to them.  The  Court 
considered this reasoning too seneral and arbitrar,r since some  male 
workers received the allowance without  being required to work  at night 
or to perform  heavier work.  The  Court  also stated, and this constitutes 
a  major statement of principle,  that the prohibition on  night work  for 
women  must  not  be  used  to emasculate the principle of equal  ~· 
(o) The  Federal  Government  also stated that proceedings had not  been 
brought  on  the basis of Article 119  of the EEC  Treaty  but  solely on  the 
basis of national  law. 
76.  {a) In France,  oonaeils de  prud'homaes  (conciliation boards) are 
responsible for settling individual disputes between  employers  and 
employees  in respect of contracts of employment.  Where  no  competent 
oonseil de  prud'hommea  e%iats,  or if one  exists but does  not  have  a 
section dealing with the trade concerned,  the dispute is broU«ht  before 
the court dealing with conciliation matters. 
The  application must  be an individual one  and  personal  but  the employee 
~  be assisted, or,  on  justifiable grounds,  represented qy  an employee 
pursuing the same  profession or trade,  a  trade union delegate,  his spouse 
or a  law,yer. 
~  w~  of exception,  groups  which are entitled to  ~titute proceedings, 
whose  members  are bound  1:tr  a  collective emploYJ1ent  agreement,  mq,  under 
Article L.  135-4 of the Labour  Code,  institute proceedings arising from 
the agreement  in favour of their members  without  having to prove that 
th~ have  been authorized to do  so  b,y  the person concerned,  provided he 
baa  been notified and bas not stated his opposition.  The  person 
oonoernedmay at a~  time  intervene in the proceedings instituted qy  the 
group. 
In these circumstances,  a  trade union 11183,  under Article L.  411-11  of the 
Labour  Code,  provided it establishes an interest, institute proceedings 
before ~  civil, criminal or administrative court to defend the 
professional interests of ita members  or the collective interests of 
the trade or profession. 
When defending professional interests it may  intervene  1 
- as a  third party to assist or represent one  of ita members  before the 
conciliation court,  provided a  dispute which  has arisen directly between 
the employer  and  the employee  has  been broucht  previously or 
silrul  taneously before the Conseil  de  Prud 'hommes; 
- in the event of failure to perform  a  collective agreement,  since 
Article L.  135-4 of the Labour  Code  permits it "to institute aey 
proceedings arising under  this agreement" ••• in favour of ita members 
without having to be  authorized to do  so by  the persona concerned. 
The  trade union acta therefore in a  personal capaoi  ty. 
The  concept of actions concerning the collective interests of trades or 
professions is understood in a  broad sense.  The  prejudice to such 
interests ~  be  direct or indirect. - 42-
Trade unions may  be called upon,  in the context of what  has been said above, 
to inatitute proceedin88 to secure compliance with the principle ct equal 
~  for men  aDd  woaenl 
- aa thir4 parties 
when  prooeedi:nca are being inati  tuted 'tv  one ot their acbera before a 
conciliation court in respect of tlw contract ot •ployment of the 
..  ployee in question; 
-directly 
where the entire profession or trade baa  been prejudiced b.1  individual 
acta oonatituting a  breach of the right to equal ~.  c0111111itted  api118t 
one  or more  •plo;yeea who  are members  ot the union; 
where  there baa  been failure to implement  the teras of a  vap acreement 
which provides  express~ or qy  t.plioation tor equality ot treatment for 
aen and WOllen  (ainilllD wap rates,  bonuaeat  occupational oateaories, 
claaaitioation criteria,  promotion,  eto  ••• J. 
Where  there baa been an intrln&ement of the Law  ot 22  December  1972 on 
equal  ~,  or failure to implement  a  wap acre•ent which vu the subject 
ot a  decree,  trade unions aq also lo4p a  oCIDplaint vi  th the Director of 
Public Proseoutiona or institute civil prooeediDcw  before a  criminal 
court in which prooeedinga have been instituted q,y  the •ployee in 
question or u  a  reaul  t  of a  report drum up  q,y  the Iupeotor ot Jaployment 
&Dd  forwarded to the Public Prosecutor. 
In conoluaion,  a  trade union would  be  entitled to iutitute prooeedtncs 
before the Conaeil d'Etat for the annulaent  ot a  lfiniaterial Decree 
extendiJl& a  collective acr-e•ent containing teru relatill& to wages  which 
it considered to be oontrar,y to the principle ot equal  p-.y. 
(b)  In France,  workers  in the public  sector who.oonaider they have  been 
vro:apcl by an  d.ainiat~tive hoiaion have a·  meau ot reeeV.e apeoitio to 
thia aeotor in the ·t~  ot a4m1ni•trative er ~i•4iotional control 
(administrative trlbunala,  Conaeil d'Etat) or each in turn. 
(c) .According to the french Government,  relativeq tw actions have been 
broucht  't(y  women  who  consider that the;y  have been the aubjeot of direct 
or indirect wace  discrimination, if account is t&k~ only of decisions 
delivered at the highest level, i.e., the Court of Cassation.  During 
the reference period,  the Court was  required to decide on the following 
three oaaea in thia oozmections 
- Court  of Cassation  (Booial Division) .Tudpent dated  21  July 1976  -
Spouse Domingo  Perrer v  SA  Le  Cheanay  Trianon 
. - Court of Oaasation (Social Diviaion) Judpent dated  24  lfoveaaber  1976 -
Galariea  Lat~ette T Ira Baohalas  &Dd  others 
- Court  of Cassation {Criminal Division) Judpent dated  22 June 1977  -
llarooux cue. - 43-
In the first of these  judgments,  the Court  considered that in a  household 
where a  couple were caretakers of buildings,  the fact that the hu  ..  ba.nd 
received higher remuneration than the wife did not constitute 
discrimination baaed on sex since the wage  difference arose trom the 
different periods of tiae spent on the  job and also different taaks. 
In the second  jw!pent of 24  lfo~ber 1976  the Court of Cassation held 
that courts dealing vi  th the substance of the case could not award 
female workers a  vase  aupplllllent  bringing their pq up to the same  level 
as that of aen L'"l  the same  occupational category vi  thout determining 
whether, within each of the occupational categories set out in the 
relative collective ~eementa, certain posts do  not possess certain 
characteristics or difficulties capable of living rise,  leaving aaide aqy 
consideration relating to the sex of the emplo,yees,  to a  remuneration 
higher than the minimum  for the category aDd,  assuming that a  post differed 
in this va_y,  whether .the persons concerned received the same  wage  as men 
in the establishment in question performing the same  work  or work  of 
equal value. 
The  case which was  the subject of the Judpent of 22  June 1977  concerned 
an attendance bonus  vanted to male manual  workers  (knitters) but  not 
to female  emplayees  (presser& or folders)  since the employer  regarded 
the work  performed by the men  as affecting the overall work of the staff 
which vas not  the case as reprds the work  perforaed by the women.  The 
Court did not  accept this argument  and.  deduced  trom the oiro'WIIatances 
that the presence of the men  vae no  more  essential than that of the 
women.  It considered that, while the posts occupied b;y  the two  sues 
were different,  the women  performed work of equal value to that of the 
men.  The  •player vas therefore f'olllld  guilty of infringement of the law 
on equal  pay  (criminal and  civil penalties}. 
(d) The  French QoverDment  believes that there are several reasons vey the 
number  of actions brought appears to be relativel.1' small. 
The  problem of wage  discrimination frequentl.1' arises not alone but in 
connection with other disputes such as wage  increases, revision of wage 
scales, alteration of conditions of'  emplo;yment,  etc., which~  be 
resolved as a  whole  by means  of an agreement  nesotiated by the parties 
in question. 
However,  while the search for a  solution results in moat  oases in an 
agreement  being reached with the assistance of the vorlca  inspectorate, 
the preble remains that the oomplexi  ty of the questions raised trequently 
makes  it diffioul  t  and  avlarard to detect a  tlacrant breach of'  atatuto17 
proviaiona which can be established in a  report to the Public  Prosecutor. 
Finall.1',  the objective criteria on which the works  inspectorate could 
base ita findings often do  not exiat and  the principle whereq, under an 
identical scale va,ea muat  be the same  irrespective of the post 
occupied cannot be interred trom the law  g1  ven the manner  in which wages -44-
are fixed and  their structure in the private sector.  Checks  by the 
works  inspectorate can only be carried out  on the baaia of certain 
wace  norms  and classification.  The fact remains that while the 
application of these norma ~  allow not  inconsiderable wage  differences 
to continue to exist, the differences detected are larsel7 connected 
with factors relating to  job structure which O&mlot  be checked by 
administrative or  judicial authorities. 
{e) It should be noted in conclusion that the cases mentioned above were 
bro'QCht  solely on the basis of naticD&l  law and  the preamble to the 
1946  Constitution confirmed by the preamble to the 1958  Constitution. 
77•  (a) In Ireland,  an action to secure compliance with the right to 
equal  J183"  ma.y  be brought before the Labour  Court  or the courts of law 
'ttY  the persons directly concerned,  the representatives of trade unions 
or staff and the !mployment Equality Agenr:y  on behalf of a  private 
i:adi  vidual  or a  group of individuals. 
{b) :&nployeea  in the public sector mq invoke all the provisions of the 
.Anti-Discrimination (Pa\1)  Aot  of 1974  and enjoy the sue lepl remedies 
as  employees in the private sector. 
(o)  The  table below sets out for the period 1 January 1976  to 
12  February 1978  the number  of oases referred to equality officers and 
their opinioxw,  including those which were the subject of proceedings 
before the Labour Courts 
1978 
1976  1977  up to  TOTAL 
1272/78 
1.  :lumber  of oases referred to 
equality officers  40  64  10  114 
2.  lUmber  of opinions delivered 
q, equality officers  3  17  5  25 
).  Wumber  of oases settled b;y 
equality officer• or 
ri  thdrawn w1 thout  the 
equality officers having 
had to deliver an opinion  16  14  2  32 
4·  :lumber  of opinions deli  Yered 
qy  equality officers which 
were the subject of 
proceedings before the 
101  Labour  Court  1  - 11 
5·  :lumber  of judpents 
delivered b;y  the Labour 
Court  - 7  - 7 
1 
The actions do not  neoessarU~· refer to the opiniona deliYered in that 
part  ioular yea.r. - 45-
'!'he  vast majority of oases referred to equality officers entailed. giving 
an opinion on the "aiailar nature" of tub performed.  lv men  and women 
or their "equal value",  haviDC reprd, u  apecified in the Anti-
Discrimination  (~)  J.ct  1974,  to ald.ll,  p~aioal or mental  effort, 
responsibility and  conditions of empla,r.ment.  Equality officers formulated 
their opinions after eumining various docUJDents  which must  be sul:Di tted 
to them  and after visi  ta in certain cases to the place of employment· 
.Among  the 14  opiniol18  delivered b;y  equality officers which vue not the 
subject of proceedings before the Labour Court,  it is interesting to 
single out that of 16  .._,.  1977  in case 7/77  concerning female telephone 
operators  employed  by the Department of Posta and Telegraphs who  worked 
during the d.q  (from  8 to 20  hours) and who  claimed the same  ~  aa male 
telephone operators  working at night  (from 17  bra to 8 hrs in the 
morning).  'l'he  latter qualified tor a nch higher basic rate than their 
female colleagues •ployed during the ~  and also reoei  ved 'iJ1 additional 
2~  in respect of hours worked  between 20  hrs &lid  6 hrs in the 11orning 
and  1~  in respect of the hour from  6  am  to 7 am.  The  Department  of 
Posts and Tele,rapha claimed in particular that women  would  be entitled 
to claim the aue basic rate as men  and  the same  night supplaenta o~ 
it they worked the same  timetable as men  and were  oompletel\r 
interohanpable vi  th them,  which vaa not the oaae.  After haviDg 
considered the various argaments and documents  put forward  b;y  the 
parties and having inspected the telephone exchange,  the equality 
officers considered that the work carried out  by the t•a.le operators 
was  of "equal value" to that carried out by male operators.  However, 
the 11Upplcents granted to the men  in rupect of night work 4id not, 
in his view,  tully compensate for the constraints of this type of 
work  and part of the difference between the basic rates for men  &nd 
1f0lllen  also had to be regarded as compensation for such constraints. 
The  outcome  was  that only the other part of the difference in rates 
oonati  tuted discrimination based on au:.  The  equality officer advised 
the parties in question to quantit,y this proportion and stated that he 
hisself found it impossible to do  so. 
Of  the seven jud..pents on appeal delivered by the Labour  Court,  that of 
1 December  1977  (  oa,se  6/77) se.a the most  sicnificant.  '!'he  salary 
scales originally applicable in the UDdertaldng in question  (the 
Insurance Corporation of Ireland Ltd.) contained eight wage  aoalesz 
scales 1  to 3 for women,  4 to 6  tor men  and  7 to 8 tor VCIDen  and men 
(senior officials).  An  &gl'~ement concluded on 10 Dec•ber 1976  between 
the undertaking and the union established a  new  scale containing seven 
unisex steps.  .A  number  of employees were dissatisfied however with their 
srading and  lodged a  complaint with the equality officer tor failure to 
comply vi  th the J.nti-Discrililination (Pq) Act  1974•  !he undertaldng 
maintained that there had  been no  discrimination baaed on au in this 
particular case,  and in particular, that where an &gl'eement  vas reprded 
qy  the undertaking and union as ooaplying fully with the  atat~tor,y 
provisions on  equal  ~. it vas "socially undesirable" that empla,rees 
who  were members  of the signatory trade union should question thia 
asre•ent on an individual basis in reliance on the Anti-Discrimination 
(~)  .Act  1974.  In his opinion of 8 July 1977  the equality officer found - 46-
in favour of the c011plainu.ta and reco•eded that- thq be gl'ad.ed  in an 
appropriate atep.  The  undertaking appealed  &~&iD8t the deoiaion and 
the L&bour Court  confirmed the opinion of the equality officer,. rejecting 
in particular the argwaent  put forward ~  the UDdert&king that a  collective 
agrecent prea'Wieci  to confirm the principle of equal N" could deprive 
individual •pl07eea of their right to avail th•aelvea of the procedures 
introcluoed ey- the Jnti-Diacrimination (Pay)  Act  1974·  . 
Aa  reprda cue  a  broqht before the court  a  of law,  plead.:tnp have  cloaed 
in a  cue .brought  before the High Court  1w  a  WOJI&Il ·civil servant graded 
a.e  an executive officer to obtain the same  rate of ~  aa that laid down 
in the scale for married men. 
Thill  action iB beinc aupported 'tv  the applicant '• trade union,  the Civil 
Service Exeouti  ve Union,  b~aue it conaidera it a •tter of principle 
to abolish in certain areu of the public service sa.lar.J'  aoales 
differentiated on the buia of marriage u  from  31  Deccber  197~, which 
ia the date of entr,r into.force of the Anti-DiaoriaiD&tion  (~}  Act 
1974 1  am  not  fr011  1 July 1977  &8  decided 'tv  the Oonrment  e 
(d)  The  Iriah Oovernaent  and the two  aides of induatr,r believe that the 
reaeon wb1'  acre cuea have not been broupt is perhapa that equal ~ 
haa  alread1'  been achieved in those areaa where there are ver,r  11&1\Y  troaen 
•ployed in poata identical to those of men,  for uaaple,  in. the terti&r.r 
aector. 
(e) All the quaationa referred to the equality officer• in reapect of 
equal ~  have been baa8d  on national  law. 
'!'he  proceedings inatituted by the fem.J.e  uecutive. otf'ioer before the 
Hip Court  are bued however  on Article 40 of the Iriah Conatitution, 
the Anti-Discrimination (Pay)  Act  1974,  Article 119  of the :a:c  Treaty 
and Directive 75/117/EJXJ  of 10 February 1975  (-:1).  · 
78.  (a) In ItalY,  proceedinp in respect. of equal ~  are inatituted 
direct~ 1:v  the peraon concerned.  It should be noted that  Law  Be  533 
of 11 Aupst 1973  introduced a  apecial  procedure for  11Dplo111ent  diaputea 
involving iDdividuala which is not only simpler and leaa  coat~, but alae 
makes  proviaicn for financial aaaiatance,  to be borne qy  the State, for 
ne~  partiea.  The  law also makes  provision for an optional ·conciliation 
procedure which ~  be inati  tuted qy  a  profeaaional or trade orp.nizaticn 
before the-Conciliation Committee  set up in each province within the 
Labour  and Full :&aployment  Office. 
(b) The  following remediea are available to •playHa in the public 
sector:  th81'  may  ap~l to their immediate superior•· in reapect of acta 
on which & final deciaion baa not yet been taken;  th~ ~  appeal to the 
administrative triburial or, in exceptional caaea,  to the Bead  of State. 
(A)  An  agreement  reached between the trish _Government  and the Iriah Congreaa 
ot 'l'rade  Unions  in October 1978  resulted in the withdrawal of the court 
action. - 47  -
(c) The  Italian Government  does  not  consider it possible to deter11ine 
the exact  number  of actions brought  on which a  final ruling has not yet 
been Biven.  Approximately  ten judpents have  been delivered during the 
period 1  January 1973  to  31  December  1977• 
'l'heae  ju4&menta  contain nothing that is new  compared  with the approach 
1n previous decisions.  'lhree judgments  of the Supreme  Court  of 
Cusation (Io 672  of 12 Karch  1974,  llo  2188  of 14  June  1976  and  No  1593 
of  25  April 1977)  in particular confirmed the principle that the concept 
of equal work refers not  to equal  output  (rejection of the presumption 
of a  woman's  lower average output),  but rather to equal qualifications 
and task8.  Two  judpents of the Supreme  Court  of Cassation (No  672 
of 12 Jlarch 1974  and.  No  5.208 of 29  November  1977)  confirmed  the binding 
effect of Article 37  of the Constitution which applies not  only to 
individual oontraots of employment  but also to collective agreements 
containing terms which are contrary to the constitutional rule,  a 
principle which applies also to terms  in collective agreements which were 
extended erB! omnes  qy  the Presidential Decrees adopted pursuant to 
Law  No  74f of l4 July 1959· 
(d) The  number  of leg.al actions in respect  of equal  ~,  all of which were 
brought prior to  J..aw  No  903  of 9 December  1977,  appears to remain at the 
B&llle  level as previously.  While  the number  is not  very high,  it must  be 
pointed out that ~  individual disputes are settled within the 
Conciliation Committee  or  direct~ b.y  the unions. 
(e) All the actions have  been based.  on national legal  provisions 
although some  refer to Article 119  of the l!EC  Treaty.  It should be . 
pointed out in this respect that Article 37  of the Constitution has 
alwa.,ys  been considered. to possess a  legislative function and that  ILO 
Agreement  lro  100 entered into force in the Italian domestic  legal system 
following the promulgation of the law  of ratification. 
19·  (a)  In Luxemb9urg,  only the person directly concerned  m~ institute 
proceedings before the appropriate labour court to secure compliance with 
the right to equal  ~· 
However,  where  a  person is bound  ~  a  collective eaployment  agreement  and 
the action is based on terms  concerning equal ~  contained in it, ~ 
trade or professional organization which is a  party to this agreement ~ 
intervene in t~e proceediags by virtue of tae eolleetive interest which  the 
resolution of the dispute ~  offer its members  (Article 11(4) of the Law 
of 12 June 1965  concerning collective employment  agreements). 
(b)  Employees  in the public sector whose  emplqyment  relationship is 
,overned qy  an .,reement maY  institute proceedings before the appropriate 
labour courts with responsibility for employees  in the private sector. 
Employees  in the public sector whose  employment  relationship is a  matter 
of etatus must  however  bring their action before the Litigation Division 
of the Conaeil d'Etat. -48-
(o) No  action tor direct or indirect wage  diaoriminatian baa  yet been 
brought bet  ore the appropriate oourta, a  ai  tuation whioh  the Government 
believes oa.n  be  explained primarily by the fact that in Luembourg 
oolleotive agreements  are,  in moat  oasea,  oonolud.ed  within UDd.ert&ldnp, 
thereby enabling trade unioaa to demand  directly the elimination ot ·any 
oaaea  of diaorimiDation against apeoitio groups  or even individual•• 
80.  (a) In the Netherlands,  the person directly oonoerned ~  iDJI'Utute 
prooeedinga peraoually,  but not  on behalt of a  group of persona,  betore 
the oourt ot first inatanoe  (kantonreohter) to aeoure obllervanoe  ot the 
right to equal pay.  An  employee ~  be  represented before the court 
by  another person, tor example,  a  trade union official.  The  employee's 
request ia a4miaaible only if  he  provides the court with a  reasoned 
opinion formulated by the Equal Pay  Commission  aet up by Article 9 of 
the Law  of 20 l&roh 19751  irrespective ot whether the opinion ia poaitive 
or negative. 
(b) Oftioiala may  inatitute prooeedings  in reapeot of the inoorreot 
application ot their atatt regulations before a  court specialising in 
public administration andt  on  appeal,  before the Central Appeal  CO'W10il 
(Centrale Raa.d  van Beroep J  •  Pereona  who  are under contract to the State 
or are employed  in ita name  or by provincial or local authorities,  the 
Water  Board  or any other public law body  may  institute prooeediD&S  before 
a  court of first instance. 
(o) With  regard to the number  of aotiona,  a  diatinction IIIWit  be  drawn 
between the number  of requests submitted under Article 10 of the Law  of 
20 March  1975  to the Equal Pay  CommiaBion  and the number  of cues reaching 
the court ot first instance after the Commission  haa  given ita opinion. 
Between  the entry into force  of the law  and the end  of 1977  the Equal  P~ 
Commission  received 108  complaints,  87  from  women  and  21  from  men.  More 
than half of the oases notified bad no  connection with the principle of 
equal  p~  or did not tall within the aoope  of the law.  The  majority of 
the remaining complaints did not reach the courts,  in moat  oases because 
in the meantime  a  aatistaotor:y solution had  been found  as the result of 
an agreement  between the employer  and  the employee,  frequently with the 
assistance of the Commission. 
The  Commbsion  issued nine opinions.  In two  cues, the conclusion was 
that equal remuneration within the meaning  of the law  had  not been paid. 
In two  other oases,  the Commission  noted that there had not  been unequal 
remuneration with reference to the workers  in question but there would 
have  been if they had compared oonclitions with other male  colleagues. In 
five other oases,  there had  not been unequal  remuneration within the 
meaning  of the law. 
Up  to now  only four oases have resulted in proceedings before the court 
of first instance and  they were  still pending on  12  February 1978. 
(d) The  Government  states that it does  not  understand why  the number  of 
actions brought  has  been so  low  in spite ot the  majo~ information 
campaign  oonduoted  on  the subjeot.  This  is all the more  true ainoe it 
is olear from  the report ct the teohnioal wages  department 
("toonteoJulU&he Dieut") t.r 1,-r' o&noerning the ·illplementatio! .r the - 49-
Law  of  20 March  1975  that cases of unequal ~  exist. 
(e) The  actions have bem brought  on the basis of national  law.  However, 
in one action·(invelving the remuneration of lons-term convicts} 
Article 119 of the me  Treaty was  invoked,  but the court based its 
decision on other grounds. 
81.  (a}  In the united Kin&domt  under the Equal ~  Act  1970,  aey 
individual who  has  been prejudiced ~  apply to an industrial tribunal 
which is an independent  judicial bod3'.  At  the hearing the applicant  and 
defeDdant ~be  represented qy  a  person selected qy  them,for  example,  a 
solicitor or a  trade union representative.  Where  a  number  of individuals 
bring similar actions before the tribunal,  the latter ma_y,  with the 
agreement  of all the parties,  select one  case to serve as a  test case 
tor the others.  The  Equal Opportunities Commission is empowered  under 
certain co!Jditions to assist applicants in various WStYS  (tiDcluding 
represent  inc them  lepl)J'}.  However  it is not  empowered  to bring an 
action itself.  Only  the Secretary of State for !Dpla,yment  u_y do  so, 
if a  woman  appears to have rights which must  be established but  cannot 
reasonably be expected to do  ao herself. 
Collective agreements are also examined in the light of the Equal ~ 
Act  by the Central Arbitration Committee,  a  bod1'  which,  although not 
having judicial powers,  has statutory responsibility for eliminating 
discrimination contained in collective asreements  submitted to it by 
trade unions,  employers  or the Secretary of State. 
(b) The  Equal  P~ Act  1970 also applies to emplqyees  in the public sector, 
who  enjoy the same  r•edies as other cployees. 
(c) During the first two years in which the Equal ~  Act  was  in force 
(from  29  December  1975  to  31  December  1977),  decisions were taken on 
2 493  individual claims brought  before an industrial  tri"~~l.  Jlore than 
half of these were settled out of court or qy  conciliation  or were 
vi  thdrawn before the hearing.  A total of 1  072  cases  came before the 
tribunals. 
A decision of an industrial tribunal is not binding on the other tribunals. 
Case  law is established by the Ellployaent  Appeals Tri  bw:Jal.  Up  to now 
50  decisions have been taken by the 1!Dployment  Appeals Tribunal in respect 
of equal  ~·  These decisions have contributed greatly towards clarifYing 
the interpretation of the Equal  Pay Act.  They  have served as a  guide to 
industrial tribunals when adopting their decisions and  have  begun to 
form  a  useful ~  of case law. 
1  Cf.  p.  92  of this Report  concerning the functions  of the Advisory, 
Conciliation and  Arbitration Service and  the Central Arbitration 
Committee. -50-
The  following cues IIIIIJ'  be cited siraply aa  examples& 
- Mrs  A.M.  Sorbie and others v  Trust Houses Forte Hotels Ltd.-
12  OCtober  1976 
A woman  does  not  lose her entitlement to a  higher rate of ~  acquired 
UDder  the Act  simply becawse the man  with whom  she is oom~'ed l•ves 
his  job. 
- lira  S.A.  Wadd§tfon v  Leicester Council  for Volunta.ry  Services -
13  D;ciiiber 1  · 
When  determining whether a  man  and woman  perform equal work,  account 
IIUBt  be  taken of'  the work they actually perform and  not  of' the terms 
contained in their respective contracts of emplo.yment. 
- Jfrs  A.  DwtdaJ.e  aM.  others v. Kraft Poods Ltd. - 11  October 1976 
fhe additional effort expended on work carried out at night or on 
Sundqa ~  be  compensated by additional ~  or a  bonus,  but buio 
pq should be the same  for men  and women  occuwing equal posts. 
- Eaton Ltd.  v  lira J. Nuttall - 26  Januarz 1971 
The  provisions of the Act relating to  job evaluation apply only to 
a  "valid" evaluation at~, i.e., an exhaustive analysis which can be 
applied  impartial~. 
- Miss  Snoxell and Mrs  Davies  v  Vauxhall Motors  Ltd.  - 16 Jlarch 1971 
An  employer cannot under  &l\V  circumstances maintain that a  difference 
between the contract of emplo.yment  of'  a  man  and that of a  woman  is a 
"material difference" and not a  difference baaed en sex (in the cue in 
question,  the retention of higher pq fer men  where previously the job 
vas not  open to women)  where it oan be established that this difference 
is due to a  former discrimination based en sex. 
(d)  The  United Kingdom  Governaent  does not regard the muaber  of'  cases 
brought  before the industrial tribunals as small.  It •phaeizes that 
the mmaber  of women  vhc have reoei  ved equal ~  as  a  reaul  t  of the 
activities of the Central Arbitration Comittee (which has now  examined 
36  collective agreements or salar,y scales)  ia likely to have been much 
greater than the number  of women  who  applied ind.i  vidually to an 
industrial tribunal. 
!he Equal Opportunitiea Oommiaaion believe• that while a  r ...  anable 
D'Wilber  ot oue• has been bitoucht betore the tribaJi&la,  the mmiber et 
a110oeestu1  aotiODB  iir likely to decrease.  !hia 1• beoaue ot the 
l'eq'Qirement  ot a  o..,.riacm with men  whie11. will prevent wemen  trom 
bri.DciDg idi  vidual aoti0l18 in ai  tuatiou ldlere  jel:MI  have been 
aqrep.ted into male &D4  t-.J.e nrk. -51-
(e) All the actions brought have been based on national law although the 
Employment  Appeals Tribunal has  taken into oonsideration the effects of 
Article 119  of the EEXJ  Treaty in oonjunotion with the Equal Pay Aot  in 
a  major oase  (Snoxell and Davie11  v  Vauxhall Motors Ltd. - 16 March  1977). -52-
B - '!'HE  SI'l'UATION  IN  REGARD  TO  COLlECTIVE  ACIRE!Mi5'1'S 
I •  SCOPE  OF  OOLLEOTIVE  ACJREEHEJ1'l'S 
62.  Before  examining the actual content of collective agreements  in the 
light of the application of the principle of equal pay,  it must  first be 
considered whether all workers  in every branch or sector of business 
activity are in fact covered by  collective agreements,  whether they be 
negotiated at national,  aeotoral,  regional,  local or company  level. 
83.  In Belpum,  following  implementation of the Law  of 5 :December  1966 
on  collective agreements  on  employment  and  joint committees,  the scope 
of the latter bodies•  activitiea has been extended to cover almost all 
workers  in the private sector.  The  only joint committee that it haa Dot 
yet been possible to set up  is the "auxiliary" committee tor manual  workers, 
to which  undertakings not specified elsewhere belong.  The  number  of 
workers  covered by this committee is steadily declining ~ause of the 
widening of the competence  of the other joint committees,  the aettingwup 
of new  joint committees  and the Administration's efforts to link firms 
to the committees with which they have the closest affinities.  Only  a  few 
thousand workers  remain affiliated to the committee  out of a  total of more 
than two  million wage  earners and  salaried employees.  Moreover,  two  joint 
committees  have  ceased functioning in marginal sect  ora about  to disappear 
from  the economy  :  independent  coking plants and cargo unloading firms 
on  inland waterways.  These  two  committees  currently involve only a  few 
hundred workers.  It should be  pointed out that workere  not covered by 
sectoral agreements  are covered by national agreements  concluded within 
the Rational Labour  Council,  particularly as regards the firl:ng of the 
guaranteed  inte~tre.de minimum  wage. 
84.  In Denmark,  the  CJovernment  and both aides of industry believe that 
all sectors or branches  of business activity are covered by collective 
agreements.  It is possible,  however,  that in one  or two  branches  a  number 
of small firms are not covered by an agreement.  Nevertheless,  certain 
non-organized employers  voluntarily apply the terms  of the collective 
agreements  that have  been concluded for their sector. 
65.  In Ge~y, the collective agreements  in force,  numbering 
approximatel~ 0001  cover almost all industrial and  aervioes sectors. 
According to certain estimates of the Federal Ministry of Labour  and 
Social Affairs and  of the management  and  labour organizations,  over  tpfo 
of the German  workforce  is employed  in sectors covered by  collective 
agreements.  The  pay and conditions  of employment  of civil servants, 
servicemen and  judges are for their part governed by statute. 
At  present,  only the following services seotors are without collective 
agreements  :  lawyers'  and notaries' practices  1 chambers  of inclwrtry and 
commerce,  chambers  of craft trades; professional associations and  employers' -53-
associations; churches,  trade unions and  parties.  Even  in these sectors, 
however,  collective agreements  have  been concluded in certain speoifio 
oases. 
There  are a  number  of possible reasons for the non-existence of collective 
agreements  in these sectors including,  on  the one  hand,  the structure of 
the sectors and,  on  the other,  the small number  of persons  employed  or the 
large number  of employers  (e.g. lawyers'  practices) or else the fact that 
satisfactory pay settlements are concluded at company  level. 
86.  In France,  the branches without collective agreements  belong 
particularly to the tertiary sector.  However,  almost all industrial 
sectors are covered by collective agreements,  concluded as a  rule at 
national level.  It should be  noted that in certain sectors,  such as 
the metallurgical industry,  the building seotor and the public works 
sector,  collective agreements  and wage  agreements are mainly concluded 
at regional or local level. 
For example,  gaps  are found,  at least in certain regions,  in the hotel 
trade and  the catering industry, the office cleaning industry,  the 
laundering and  dry cleaning trade, certain retail businesses,  domestic 
staff and staff employed  in the professions. 
The  main  reasons for this are the lack of trade unions  or their weakness, 
where  they are endowed  with limited bargaining strength,  and  the isolation 
of workers  in small establishments or employed  by private individuals. 
It is not  easy to give a  precise estimate of the number  of employed  persons 
covered, all the more  so because,  even  in those sectors whioh  are covered, 
where  the agreement  is not widespread it may  be  invoked onlJ against 
employers  who  are members  of the signatory employers'  organizations,  the 
exact number  of which  is not known.  The  least protected category appears 
to be that of non-manual  workers,  whether they be male  or female. 
87.  In Ireland,  where  there is no  central agency responsible for the 
registration of oolleotive agreements,  such  information as is available 
would  suggest that in the region of 7:J1,  to 80%  of wage  and salary earners 
are oovered by such agreements. 
88.  In Italy, the Government  and  both aides of industry consider that 
the soope  of collective agreements,  whether national or regional,  extends 
to every category of employment  in the industrial, agricultural and 
tertiary sectors. 
As  far as orafts are concerned,  the two  sides of industry have  apparently 
suooeeded in recent years,  thanks  to the oonolusion of new  agreements  and 
the renewal  of old ones,  in extending protection to almost all production 
and services branches of the craft industry.  The  following are still 
without national agreements  1  photographers,  printers,  stonemasons, 
textile workers,  grocers,  glaziers and workers  in the plastics industry. 
Nevertheless,  some  of these branches do  have  regional agreements.  The 
trade unions  and  employers'  organizations are currently discussing the 
advisability of concluding a  national agreement  for the first time.  The 
existing collective agreements are thought  to cover about  ~  ot workers. -54-
89.  In Luxembourg,  the rate of cover of workers  in the private aeotor 
(aaaual and  non-manual  workers)  by collective agreements  is steadily 
increasing. 
Almost  14  000 non-manual  workers  out  of a  total of 34  000  are currently 
covered by collective agreements.  The  major  ones  are those of the iron 
and  steel industry and the banking a.nd  insurance seotor,  with about 
10 000  employ'ees.  The  main  seotors or branches of business activity 
without collective agreements for non-manual  workers  are commerce  -which 
employs  many  women,  whose  only protection i• the minimum  cuaranteed wage  -
(except for trade in steel and the textile trade),  the professions  (except 
for chemists'  shopa)  and the building trade (which  employs  very few  women). 
On  the other hand,  about  7o%  of manual  workers are bound  by a  collective 
agreement.  With  a  few  exceptions  (the iton and  steel industry and  iron 
mines,  breweries,  the consortium of sparkling wine  producers,  hospitals, 
the building trade) collective agreements  are concluded at company  level. 
In certain sectors  (~ining of minerals other than metals and  fuelst 
manufacture  of metal  objects,  clothing industry,  chemical  industry)  only 
a  fraction of undertakings are governed by  agreements,  whereas  in others 
almost all are covered.  This is so,  for  instance,  in many  branches  of 
the craft industry where  a  collective agreement  concluded initially for 
a  group  of undertakings  only is subsequently declared applicable "~ 
omnes",  i.e., to all the other undertakings  in the branch.  No  col1-ective 
labour agreement  exists,  h~rever, for workers  employed  in agriculture 
and  wine-growing,  or for domestic  staff.  The  ma.in  reason why  there are 
no  collective agreements  in small. undertakings  is the lack of interest 
on  the part of staff,  who  refrain from  canvassing their employer for the 
ooncluaion of an agre.ement  because of the small number  of employees 
concerned. 
90.  In the Netherlands,  about  4 million out  of a  total working popula-
tion of 4.8  million are wage  or salary earners.  If Government  officials 
are deducted,  this leaves a  wage- or  sal~earning population of about 
3.3 million workers  in the private sector,  about  2.3 million of whom  are 
covered by collective agreements  on  wages  and salaries.  Thus,  there are 
still about  one  million workers  who  are not  so covered,  or are covered 
by  an agreement  which  does  not fix wages  and  salaries. 
Of  these,  the most  important categories are  1 
- managerial staff; 
- middle and  lower grade administrative staff, canteen staff, cleaning 
staff and  part-time workers,  these being formally excluded from  the 
scope  of collective agreements  applicable to their branch of activity 
or undertaking; -55-
- some  workers  in the wholesale and retail trade; 
- some  workers  in the banking and  insurance sector; 
- some  workers  in the business services sector and  the sooial services; 
- domestic  staff employed  by private individuals. 
The  main  reasons for the lack of collective agreements  applicable to these 
categories must  be  sought  in their low  level of trade union organization. 
The  Dutch  Government  and both sides of industry a.re  unable to specify, 
for each of these categories,  the  number  of persons  involved and  their 
sex.  However,  in view  of the nature of the trades and activities in 
question,  this probably involves large numbers  of female  workers  in some 
of the categories referred to above. 
91.  In the United Kingdom,  although the system of collective bargaining 
does  not  allow for the compulsory registration of agreements,  the statist-
ical inquiry on  earni~ of April 1973  (New  Earnings Survey)  shows  that 
about a  quarter ( 24.9.'}  of all male  workers  over 21  in full-time employment 
and  about  a  third  (32.7~) of all female  workers  over 18  in full-time 
employment  are not  covered by collective agreements. 
Some  of those who  were  reported as not covered by  a  collective agreement 
were  reported as within scope  of a  wages  board or council.  These  boards 
and  councils establish minimum  rates of pay for the workers  within their 
scope and to this extent are similar to collective agreements.  The 
percentages reported as neither affected by  a  collective agreement  nor 
within scope of a  wages  board or council were  22.0 per cent for full-time 
adult men  and  25.1 per cent for full-time adult women. -56-
II. THE  CON'IENT  OF  COLLECTIVE  AGREEMmTS 
92.  In answer to the question whether all collective agreements  contain 
olauses whioh  guarantee the application of the principle of equal pay or 
whether,  on  the oontrar,y,  there are still sectors of business aotivity, 
branches or regions where  collective agreements  do  not provide such a 
guarantee,  the Member  States oan be divided into two  categories :  those 
in which  the formal  introduction of such a  guarantee is thought  justified, 
and  those in which,  on  the contrary,  an explicit guarantee clause in 
collective agreements  is thought  unnecessary having regard to the relevant 
legislative provisions in force.  The  only thing that matters  in this 
case is that the agreement  should not contain discriminatory terms.  The 
first category includes Denmark  and Luxembourg. 
93.  In Denmark,  the Law  of 4 February 1976  on  equal pay for men  and 
women  is to some  extent "subsidiary" or "complementary"  to collective 
agreements,  since Article 1  provides that "any employer who  has  engaged 
men  and  women  for the same  job must  pay them  the same  wage for the same 
work  by virtue of this Law  where  he  is not  already obliged to do  so under 
a  collective agreement".  That  is why  the  ~eements concluded in April 
1973  between  the Workers'  Confederation  (LO)  and  the Employers'  Confedera-
tion (DA),  which  eliminated any wage  discrimination between men  and  women 
still existing under the previous agreements,  are of particular importance. 
It should be  recalled that the mediation proposal,  which  was  submitted by 
the conciliator on  28  March  1973  and which  served as the basis for the 
national agreements,  provides that  : 
- the agreed hourly rate of the "standard wage"  for women  shall be the 
same  as that for men,  including the cost of living allowance and  the 
other agreed supplements for all hours paid on  a  time basis with the 
exception of the allowance for arduous  work; 
- the agreed "minimum  wage"  hourly rates for adult workers  shall be  the 
same  for men  and  women,  including the cost of living allowanoef 
- daily,  weekly and monthly payments  shall be governed by the  same 
principles; 
- piecework and bonus  rates shall be fixed without  discrimination on 
grounds  of sex. 
Following the April 1973  agreements,  branch collective agreements 
subsequently introduced have  complied with the principles they laid down 
for the fixing of wage  rates. 
This being so,  the Government  and  both sides of industry assert that  1 
- all collective agreements  contain clauses guaranteeing the application 
of the principle of equal payr - 57  -
- there are no  agreements  which  provide for different time rates for men 
and  womenJ 
- the same  holds true for piecework rates and  complementary wage  benefits 
(bonuses  and various ancillary benefits). 
94.  In Luxembourg,  Article 4 (2)  of the Law  of 12 June  1965  provides 
that all collective labour agreements  must  lay down  "detailed rules for 
the application of the principle of equal pay excluding any discrimin-
ation on  grounds  of sex"  •  The  Goverr.ment  considers that there are in 
fact no  collective labour agreements  which  do  not guarantee the implement&-
tion of the principle of  equal pay.  Similarly,  no  agreements  provide for 
different time rates or piecework rates for men  and  women.  Nor  do  any 
collective agreements  provide for different classifications or distinct 
categories of  jobs for men  and  women,  but it is nevertheless apparent 
that,  owing to the recruitment procedure,  certain posts are occupied 
almost  exclusively by women.  The  absolute levels of the wage  rates for 
such  jobs may  be  lower than the rates for  jobs done  mainly by men. 
As  regards  complementary wage  benefits,  certain collective agreements 
provide for the payment  of a  household allowance to married male  workers 
and to married women  whose  husbands  cannot afford the upkeep  of the home. 
New  olauses have  appeared,  however,  granting the allowance to widowed, 
separated or divorced women  who  are heads  of household. 
95.  Whilst  in the ~  abovementioned countries  (Denmark  and Luxembourg) 
it is considered that the insertion into collective agreements  of clauses 
guaranteeing the application of the principle of equal pay is necessary, 
it is felt in the other seven countries that such explicit guarantee 
clauses are not  justified in view  of the legal provisions in force in 
that field,  FranCe  and Belgium being in a  state of transition between 
the two  categories. 
96.  In France,  where  the guarantee of the principle of equal pay is 
to be found  in the preamble to the Constitution and  in the Law  of 22 
December  1972,  it is not  de~med necessary for all collective agreements 
to contain a  clause expressly laying down  such guarantee,  the important 
thing being that the content  of agreements  should respect the principle 
in question.  It is pointed out that, if a  few  discriminatory rules 
still exist by way  of exception,  such clauses are automatically illegal 
and  void. 
Nevertheless,  and this is where  France occupies an  intermediate position 
between the two  categories of country,  the Law  of 11 February 1950 
stipulated that collective agreements  capable of being extended,  and 
they alone,  had to contain clauses laying down  detailed rules for the 
application of the principle "equal pay for equal work"•  These provisions 
have  been strengthened by  the  Law  of 13  July 1971  whioh  requires 
signatories of collective agreements to provide for procedures for settling 
disputes which  might  arise in this field.  It should also be  noted that  ·· 
the more  recent collective agreements  tend to include a  guarantee olatise 
on  equal pay. -58-
Moreover,  the Govel"DDIent  aDd  the CNPF  ( Coneeil lllaticmal du Patroaat Fra.D-
9&is)  state that they have no  knowledge  ot &Dy oollecti  ve  agreements 
which p:rovid.e  tor d.itterent time :rates,  piecework :rate• or complementary 
wage  benefits aooording to sex. 
As  regara.  job ol&B•ifioatiana,  collective ag.reements  make  no  di8tiDotion 
between women  an~:  men  in ezrs  branch ot activity,  the hierarohioal 
ooettioients relatinc to IIUOh  olusitioaticma al•o be~  the same. Although 
in the female-dominated branches ot buaine•s activity (clothiDg,  aomeatio 
statt, etc.)  job d.esoriptiona seem  to be more  discriminatory,  men  aDd 
women· have the aame  olaasitication a.nd  the same  coefficient tor the same 
work.  However,  the leaat skilled jobs are,generally speaking, tilled by 
women,  thereby re•tricti.Dg the latter to the lowest  job categories. 
It should be noted that, in certain large sectors,  job olaasiticaticm& 
have been completely :revised with a  view to clanityi.Dg jobs acoordiDg to 
more  tunotional criteria.  .ll.though the main object of the revi•ion 11&11 
not to brill« women'• pq into line with that of men,  the use of the new 
ori  teria has brought  application of the equal pay principle one step 
closer. 
As  a  rule, oomplementar,y  wa&e  benefits are common  to workers  of both sexes, 
but certain disparities have be•n detected,  particularly in the semi-
public sector, in the allocation ot certain benefits baaed on the "head 
or household" concept.  This  ocmoept,  whioh  exprea•ed 'the husband's 
authority over hi• wife and children,  di•appeared t:rom  the Civil Code 
when  equal rights were  conferred on both spouses  (Law  of 4 June 1970). 
Consequently,  distinctions between men  and woJilen  baaed on the "head of 
, household"  concept are no  longer justified 'UDder  civil law. 
97 •  '!'he  method  chosen by Belgium  ( 1) to implement  the Counoil Directive 
(75/117/EFJJ)  of 10  February l975 was  the national,  interprotessional 
collective agreement  given erga omnea  effect by Royal Decree,  :namely 
Agreement  No  25,  concluded on  15  October 19'75  in the "Conaeil Rational 
du Travail"  (Bational Employment  Council),  and given bin41Dc toroe by 
the Royal  Decree  ot 9 December  1975.  Without wiahing to ':reprocluce here 
the content• of the Agreement,  let us  recall that Article 3 provides 
that "equal pay tor male  8Zld.  female workers  IIIU8t  be guaranteed. with 
regard to all aapeota  aDd  conditions of remuneration,  inoluding,.vhen 
· ued.,  job clusitication ayatema" •  '!'here  ia no binding provision in 
the Agreement  obliginc iDdustries'  joint oommitteea to iDBert  in their 
reapeotive collective labov agreements  a  clause a:r;plioitly paranteeiDg 
the application of the principle of equal pay.  Suoh  a  I'J&l'&iltee  i•, in 
prinoiple,  •upe:rtluou in :BelgiaD  law •1Doe,  bee-..•  ot the hierarchy ot 
the •olU'Oes  ot law,  Collective Agreement  lro  25,  Which ill a  general 
provi•ion valid at national interprotes•ional level, muat  cover ipso 
:taoto every eeoto:ral ag.reement.  The  CJovel'DIIImt  ooDiidera,  however,  that 
•uch a  olaU.. miB}1t  prove uaetul tor the aake ot olari  t7 aD4  by Wlq of 
guidance,  although not trom a  striotly lecal point of view. 
(1) '!he  •ituation in :Bel.cium vu1  ot oOUHe,  ohazlced.  by the eocmomio 
reoo"Yery ~  ot 4 ~  171~ which  introcluoecl lepl aeouri  ty tor 
the priva:eseotor  &lao  oovered the public aeotor a~' reg&l'da 
equal pq. -59-
This is because there are a  number  of sectors which  have  not explicitly 
provided for application of the principle of equal pay,  and these can be 
divided into two  main  categories  :  on  the one  hand,  those which have  not 
included any formal  amendment  of their collective agreement,  although no 
discrimination has been established; and,  on  the other hand,  a  group  of 
joint committees  which  are encountering difficulties as regards direct 
and,  above all,  indirect discrimination,  a  study of which  is currently 
being carried out by an administrative unit  (1) responsible for analysing 
oolleotive labour agreements  to detect any remaining oases of discrimina-
tion and  anomalies.  The  joint committees  concerned have  been invited 
by the Ministry of Labour  and Employment  to provide details of their 
efforts to ensure compliance with the principle of equal pay for male 
and  female workers.  It is likely,  moreover,  that further  joint committees 
will decide to include in their general definition of the scope of their 
agreement  such phrases as  1  "worker shall mean  male  or female worker"  or 
"this Agreement  shall apply to male  and female  workers  covered by the 
joint committee  •••"•  Such  clauses are becoming  increasingly common  and 
the  joint committees might  be asked to standardize them. 
The  administrative unit referred to above  has  recorded two  cases of direct 
discrimination over pay.  The  collective labour agreement  concluded on 
4 May  lCJ77  for four sub-sectors of the food  industry provides,  in respect 
of the same  unskilled,  specialized and  skilled worker functions,  for 
different gross  hour~ pay for male  and female  workers  (2). 
The  other case concerns the  joint committee  of the paper and  cardboard 
processing industry.  The  committee  concluded a  joint labour agreement 
on  24  May 1976  providing for the payment  of an annual  Christmas bonus 
to trade union members  subject to its jurisdiction and  divided into three 
categories  1  male workers  over 21,  male  workers  between 18  and  21  and 
female  workers  over 21,  male  workers  under 18  and female  workers  under 
21.  The  bonus  is also graded according to the worker's age.  Representa-
tives of the workers'  organizations  of the  Commission  du Travail des 
Femmes  (Committee  on  Employment  of Women)  feel that it should be pointed 
out that the bonus  is graded because it is linked to the trade union 
subscription which  is itself graded according to age and sex. 
A third case of direct discrimination concerns an additional social benefit. 
The  Commission  ~aritaire des  services de  sante  (Joint  Committee  of the 
Health Services) provided,  in its collective labour agreement  of 31  October 
1975,  for the granting of a  household or residence allowance to certain 
workers.  Married male  staff receive the allowance automatically whereas 
married female  eta£'£'  receive it only if they actually have  dependent 
children.  The  situation is the same  in the public sector. 
The  administrative unit's report mentions  no  cases  of direct discrimination 
in piecework rates. 
(1)  Cf. page  87  of this Report. 
(2)  The  FEB  (Federation des Entreprises de  Belgique - employers  federation) 
asserts that this problem has been resolved by the agreements for the 
food  industry signed in~  1978. -60-
Although there are no  longer any  job classifications specifically for 
female  workers,  it is to this point that the administrative unit's report 
devotes most  attention.  It is also under this heading that is found  the 
largest number  of cases of indirect discrimination according to the 
criteria for assessing privileged jobs.  Moreover,  certain classifications 
are worded  sufficiently loosely to allow of different interpretations. 
For example,  a  large number  of  joint committees still attach importance 
to the criterion of physical strength in conjunction with those of profess-
ional qualifications and  degree of responsibility.  On  the other hand,  jobs 
requiring speed or dexterity are classed as light work  and are therefore 
less well-paid than  jobs  involving heavy or skilled'work. 
Another type of difficulty has  arisen over several classifications in which 
a  large number  of  jobs have  been defined in the masculine while a  few  of 
them  have  been defined in the feminine.  In several collective agreements, 
for example,  the  jobs  of typist and shorthand typist are defined exclusively 
in the feminine,  as is that of secretary. 
The  Belgian Government  considers that it is in the field of  job classifica-
tions that the implementation of the provisions of Agreement  No  25  will 
encounter the greatest difficulty.  It has been decided,  therefore,  that 
the administrative unit will be instructed to examine  such classifica-
tions in depth.  An  ad hoc  committee  has  also been set up within the 
Ministry of Labour  and Employment  to re-emmine  job evaluation systems. 
The  Federation des Entreprises de Belgique  (li'ederation of Belgian Undex-
takings) notes,  for its part, that,  although they were  not made  in order 
to comply with the principle of equal pay,  the changes  in job classifica-
tions that have  taken place in certain sectors have  had a  positive 
influence on  its application. 
96.  In the Federal Republic  of German.y,  the Government  and both sides 
of industry consider that it is unnecessary to include in collective 
agreements  a  olause guaranteeing application of the principle  of equal 
PS\Y'  since under German  law agreements  containing any provisions contrary 
to the principle are void. 
They  also state that no  collective agreements  provide for different time 
rates for men  and  women  and that the same  holds true for piecework: rates 
and complementary wage  benefits  (bonuses  and  various ancillary benefits). 
Broadly speaking,  German  collective agreements no  longer contain different 
job classifications for men  and women.  Separate  job categories reserved 
for women  can still be found,  however,  in agreements  relating to domestic 
staff  •  Jobs  reserved for men  are even more  uncommon  (e.g. chauffeur, 
caretaker,  butler).  Collective agreements  in the hotel and catering trade -61-
also provide for oertain categories of  job reserved either for women  or for 
men.  They  are  jobs which,  beoauae  of their nature or the services they 
involve,  are in faot carried out  only by  men  (e.g. messenger,  night porter) 
or by women  (e.g. chambermaid,  preparer of cold meals  or coffee). 
As  regards oases of indireot discrimination,  however,  attention must  be 
drawn  to the dispute that has  been going on  now  for many  years between 
employers  and the trade lmions  over pay categories for "light work" •  In 
the trade unions'  opinion,  these "light work"  categories are defined in 
such  a  way that they in faot become  mainly feminine  categories, but this 
is challenged by the employers,  who  oonsider that they do  not give rise 
to discrimination as they are applicable to both men  and women. 
According to an enquiry conducted by the Federal Ministry of Labour  and 
Social Affairs,  such pay categories for light work  were  still provided for 
at the  end  of 1974  in 104  collective agreements.  But  improvements  have 
gradually been  introduced (abolition of such categories in the chemical 
industry,  adjustments  in the metallurgical industry) and the number  of 
individuals affected is on  the decline  (400 000  workers  including 300  000 
women  and  100  000  men) • 
To  clarify and  solve the question of light work,  the Federal Ministry of 
Labour  and Social Affairs commissioned a  study by Professors Rohmert  and 
Rutentranz,  which  was  sent to the Bundestag in 1975  (1),  on  "the ergonomic 
assessment  of the physical and  mental  stress involved in various  jobs in 
industry"•  The  Minister sent copies of the study to the employers'  and 
trade union federations inviting them  to make  use,  in the context  of their 
freedom  to negotiate,  of the findings  and  conclusions of the report. 
(1)  Cfe  page  34  of this Report. -62-
Both sides of industry also gave a  favourable  reception to the aeoond 
study oarried out in 1976  by Professor Robmert  on the ue of an 
"ergonomic questionnaire" on jo\ analysis.  Consultations with •ployers1 
and  workers'  representatives on the results of this aeoond  at~  give 
grolmds for hoping,  according to the Federal Govemaent,  that the 
parties to oolleotive agreements will in taot t17 in the next  few years 
to solve ~  probleme outstanding in the field of ~  categories for 
light work. 
99·  In Ireland,  since there is no  central agenoy responsible for the 
registration and  analyai1 of collective agreements  {other than the 
Labour Court which registers certain agreements negotiated under the 
In4'utri&l Relations  Act  1  946),  the Goye:rnlllent  al'ld  both aides of 
industry state that they are unable to a..,- definitely whether ~ 
collective agreements  gu~tee  the application of equal paJ or whether 
such agreements contain clauses about  equal ~· But  in Ireland 
collective agreements are not  regarded as an  essential means  tor 
achieving equal ~· The  Anti-DiscrlJd.nation {Pa.Y}  Aot  1974  establishes 
women'•  rights in this field and Seotion 5 of the Aot  stiJUla,ea that 
~  olause in a  collective agreement  which sets down  different rates 
of ~  for men  and  women  or which contains a  discriminatory provision 
is null and void.  Also,  since the law came  into force  every contraot 
ot employment  is construed as including an implied tel'lll  giving every 
woman  the right to equal ~  and this provision overrides ~  agreement 
which lll&J  conflict with the principle of equal ~· 
Likewise according to the Goverment  and both aides of industry,  there 
is no  evidence of collective agreements which provide for different time 
rates,  piecework rates or job classification. tor men  and  women.  It is 
pointed out,  however,  that some  cases of dispa.ted ol&ilu to complementary 
wage  benefits have been referred to the  equality officers. 
Following the coming into operation on  31  December 1975  of the 
Anti-DiscPimination  {~} Act  1974,  :&nplo1Jilent  Regulation Orders 
{which prescribe minimum  ~  and conditione of empl01J1ent  in certain 
industries} have been amended,  in so far as rates of ~were  baaed on 
sex.  However,  a  case baa been referred for a  determination to the 
Jmplo1J1ent  Equal.i  ty Agency  as to whether a011e  of these aaendments are 
themselves diacriainatory.  In three recently restructured lbplo111ent 
Re.,Uation Orders relating to the tailoring,  shirt-Gald.l'lg1  women's 
clothing and milliner,r industries in which a  number of job claaaifioationa 
are provided for,  a  weight stipulation haa been introduced for the tiret 
time in the general worker grade providing for the lifting of weights in 
exoeas of 35.2  lbs.  The  effect of thia atipul&tion is to debar women 
from  entr,y to the general 110rker grade,  as under protective legi•lation 
they mq not lit't weights in excess of 35.2 lba.  The  lecality of the 
weights olause has been examined by the Bmpleyment Equality Agenoy  ( 1)  • 
(1)  This  olause has  since been removed  from  the relevant Employment 
Regulation Orders. -63-
100.  In Italy,  there are no  collective agreements  containing express 
clauaes on  equal ~· The  agreements  establish basic ~  levels and 
all other ~  aspects with reference to the various categories of 
workers,  which  are in turn based on  systems of staff clMsifioation 
involving no  distinctinction as to sex. 
The  Government  and both sides of industr.y state that no  collective 
agreements provide for different time  rates for men  and women  and  that 
the same  holds true for piecework rates,  complementary wage  benefits 
and,  as has just been pointed out,  job olaasifioations. 
On  this last point,  the same  remark is made  as for Belgium  and  France, 
namely  that,  even though they are not  specifically atmed  at establishing 
equal pa.y  for men  and women,  the new  criteria used when  revising job 
classification systems  contribute in practice to a  better application 
of the principle. 
101.  In the Netherlands, it is not usual for collective agreements  to 
contain clauses  explicit~ guaranteeing application of the principle of 
equal PB.T.  As  a  rule,  workers  covered by  a  colleoti  ve  agreement  find 
such a  guarantee in the fact that the agreement  contains no 
discriainator,y provisions in that field. 
According to the Government  and both sides of industr,y,  there are 
practically no  collective agreements which  provide for different  time 
rates or piecework rates for men  and women. 
As  regards  oomplementar.y  wage  benefits,  a  ver,y  small number of collective 
branch agreements  and several collective com~  agreements  provide that 
the minimum  amount  of holidavr  PB.T,  which  is fixed for adult workers, 
applies also to young married male  workers  and  young  heads  of household. 
Similar~, although no  collective agreements  provide for different  job 
classifications for men  and women,  certain company  agreements still 
provide that young married male  workers  and  young heads of household 
may be appointed to a  step on  the salar,y scale higher than that 
corresponding to their age;  but no  mention is made  of young married 
female workers. 
The  trade unions  are attempting to have  the concept  of "head of 
household"  abolished or at least modified by removing  any reference, 
direct or indirect, to sex. 
It should be noted that a  new  Pavr  structure has been introduced in the 
clothing industey baaed mainly on  equal ~  for men  and women.  Moreover, 
the salar.y soale applicable to women  in the textile industr.y has been .. 
-64-
inoorporat~d in that of men. 
102.  In the United ~om,  the eeeentially voluntar.y ayetem of 
collective b&rg&inln;(\Oes not allow for the oompulsor,y registration of 
agreements or in general for auoh  acreements to be legally binding. 
~  agreements between employers or . uaoaiaUons ot employer• on  tlle one 
hand and  emplo.yees  or trade unions on the other are not made  public unlesa 
the parties eo wish.  Jlaz\y  collective agreements are,  however,  made  public 
or notified informally to Govemment  departments.  All euoh agreements, 
the United Kingdom  Government  atates,  conform with the Equal ~  Act  1970. 
The  rates of ~  and  other ooDditiona apply regardless ot the employee's 
au.  This applies not only to basic rates but to piecework rates 8Dd 
other benefits. 
Section 1 ( 1 )  ot the Equal ~  Act  1970  1~  down,  in fact,  that it the 
terms of a  contract under whioh  a  woman  is a~ployed in an establishment 
in Great Britain do  not  include an equality clause they shall be deemed 
to include one. 
According to the Equal Opportunities Commission,  some  ocllecti  ve agreements 
contain the  TUC  "equal opportunity clause".  This is a  statement ot 
commitment  to the principle of equal oppcrtuni  ty,  aa applying to all 
conditions of work  including ~· 
Still according to the Equal Oppcrtuni  ties Commission,  a  large number of 
collective agreements contain different  job titles for men  and for women 
(e.g., in retail distribution- warehouaeman and stores assistant).  Zob 
title• have often been amended  in werding1  eg •man"  deleted from the 
title and  replaced by "aesiatant" or "ataf'f" but this hall  been largely 
nominal.  Grades  previouily labelled. "male" or •tamale• have been widely 
raplaoed. by uniaex numbering or other oategoriaation whilat atill retaining 
women  in eel'l'esated.  jobs. 
The  Government  points out,  moreover,  that statutor,y wagea  orders made 
by wages  councils la.y  down  in a  number  of sectors minimum  remuneration 
which applies equally to men  and women,  but all that ia required by the 
legislation ia that not  leas than these minimum  rates should be paid. 
About  2.8 million workers are covered,  roughly in the proportion of one 
man  to two  women • - 65-
III.  APPL!CATIOB  OF  COLLECTIVE  @RBii!JGit!TSz  OOJ(E  PRACTICAL  ASPECTS 
103.  The  systems of job olassi:fioation adopted and the rules governing 
their application in undertakings are a  major factor in the practical 
implementation of the principle of equal ~· It is here that there 
is moat  scope for indirect or dis  sed discrimination (the importance 
of which has been stress  ry  t  e  ourt o  ust oe o  the European 
COIIIDlUlli ties) in the form  of an undez-classifioation of women  within job 
categories which  either form  a  single unit or are  inauf'fioient~ 
differentiated, the result being the creation of  job categories 
practically reserved for WOllen.  One  should also bear in mind that the 
various ~  scales negotiated within the context of branch collective 
agreements generally la.y  down  on~ minimum  or ''basic" rates of pay 
which ma.y,  on the face of it, be equal for men  and women  but which m~ 
also be greatly "exceeded" in varying degrees _, the wages  actual~ 
paid to male and female  workers.  All  suoh fo:nns  of indirect or 
disguised discrimination are,  of course,  difficult to deteot  and the 
anawers  received from  the various Kember  States to the questions put by 
the Commission are revealing in this respect. 
104.  In Belgium,  two  types of job classification form  the historical 
basis of the systems currently used in the various sectors and 
undertakings  z 
{a)  a  type of classification that is described as "traditional", meaning 
that rates of pay are laid down  for the most  oommon  categories of worker, 
namely unskilled,  specialized and  skilled; 
(b)  the general method of job evaluation, worked  out by a  "Commission 
Technique Gene'rale"  (CTG)  set up in 1945 within the Ministry for Labour 
and  Emplo.yment;  the method is one  of classification by points and 
involves the use of 28  evaluation ori  teria whioh  can be transformed into 
numerical values via scales expressed in letters and figures. 
Currently,  the olasaifioation systems used in Belgium are,on the whole, 
based on the complexity or difficulty of the  job,  the amount  of pbJaioal 
effort, training,  professional qualifications or experience and the 
degree of independence or responsibility in carrying out the work.  One 
mostly encounters a  mixed classification, namely  a  gradation of the 
general ori  teria integrated into a  traditional hieraroey of the 
following type:  'Wlllkilled,  specialized,  skilled and  highly skilled 
worker. - 66  -
This method of classification,  which is applicable mainly to manual  workers, 
is also used in the cue of non-manual  workers,  for whom  the  joint 
committees have  drawn up  a  similar tour-level stiUoture.  It is noteworthy 
that there is no poai  tive legal definition of the ters "mana&Brial  staff", 
except  in the agreement  drawn  up by the  joint committee  of banks where  they 
are defined in the negative  as  "non-categorized staff".  Thus  there is no 
text to which to refer when  stud1ing the position of such staff. 
It would  appear,  from  what  the Belgian Government  s.rs, that the  ~stems 
of classification set out in collective agreements are not  applied at 
oomp~ level in different w.rs to men  and  woman.  The  Government  considers, 
however,  that it ie in the field of  job classifications that the 
implementation of Agreement  lio  25  on equal pq will  encounter the greatest 
difficulty, particularly in the evaluation by joint committees of certain 
aale and  female  posts in the  job classification provided for in the 
collective agreement  themselves  (remembering that more  value is placed on 
the oriterion of yhysical  strength than on dexterity or precision).  As 
already indicat•d  ,  the task of the  administrative unit responsible for 
anal,.ing collective labour agreements to detect ~  ~ining  caaes of 
discrimination and anomalies has been prolonged and widened,  and  an  ad hoc 
committee has been set up by the Ministry for Labour and lmployment  to 
re-examine  job evaluation schemes. 
In Belgium,  there are,  in fact,  a  number  of sectors in which  women 
predominate in the lower echelons of the hierarcq.  '!'hie  is clue  either 
to a  system of work  d.iviaion in which there is still some  clown-grading of 
women's  jobs  such  as that of housekeeper or to a  traditional concentration 
of women  workers  as,  for eJt811Ple,  in the beauty treataent sector or in 
·~  seoretarial  jobs,  although the wording of collective agreeaents  does 
not explicitly provide that  such  jobs should be  reserved for women.  There 
is also a  de  facto  concentration of female  labour in varioua unelcilled 
jobs in certain basic industries owing to th•ir lack of professional 
training. 
The PclllbatiGil cla -.Rnp:n.. 4e Bel.Ciqu ..U.•• tllat the ohoioe fit 
ori  teri& ued u  a  b&IJia tw job olueitioaticm &D4-the poiate &WU'Clecl 
to the tor ocmvenicm into -pq oODIPonent•  relate te  ·the taotion aDd 
the jeb ia question aD4  :aot to -tlle  ee%  et tlae pen• wllo  ie to till it. 
Certain aapeota ot this ohoioe ·are,  however,  4iotate4 by the law ot 
eupply and 4eiii&D4.  Jlurihermore, it adds that women  are not deliberately 
olaaaitied an4  kept in the lower levels ot the  job hieraro~, despite 
the tact that these level• contain a  majority ot VOIIlelle  The  reaacm is 
that women  have no,  or iDadequate qaalitioations  1  even where 
1cf.  page  56  of this Report. - 67  -
women  are educated to the  same  level  as men,  as  attested by their 
diplomas,  their qualifications are  often unusable  on  the  labour market. 
Moreover,  seniority, the corollar,y of which  is the  amount  of experience 
acquired,  is frequently  a  factor militating against the advancement  of 
women,  whose  turnover in employment  is higher.  In addition to these 
objective factors,  it is possible that more  subjective social values 
have hampered  a  development  which  should normally have  resulted from  the 
total or partial disappearance  of the objective  crite~ia. 
On  the general question of breakdown by branches of business activity, 
quite  apart  from  the fact  that  a  large number  of women  work  in the 
tertiar,y sector, statistics show,  without being able to prove 
discrimination,  that women  are  concentrated in certain branches  (shoes 
and  clothing:  8~ of staff employed;  tobacco:  67%  of staff employed; 
miscellaneous  services:  66%  of staff emplo,yed)  and professions  (teaching 
staff in nurser,y schools:  99.0~ of staff employed;  telephonists  and 
nurses:  over 90%  of staff employed). 
This  concentration m~  be due  to the  fact  that the  work  requires  a 
certain amount  of dexterity and no,  or little, training (shoes  and 
clothes) -hence the  lower p~ - and  to the fact that it is based on 
the traditional role allocated to women  in our society  (caring for the 
sick,  looking after children).  Any  discrimination should be  sought 
rather in the non-recruitment  of workers  of one  or the other sex  • 
.  As  regards the excess  of real  p~ over the m1n1mum  p~ laid down  by 
agreement,  the Belgian Government  states that in m~  firms  the 
collective agreement  is used only as  a  •floor" reference to determine 
the  wages  structure.  However,  wages  and  earnings statistics do  not 
allow a  comparison to be  made  with the rates provided for in the 
collective agreement.  The  fact  that  each  firm has its own  wages  policy 
enables it to personalize the wages  it p~s.  Nevertheless,  even if it 
were  possible to compare  the structure of the wages  actually paid with 
that of the rates provided for in the  collective agreement,  it would be 
extremely difficult, in the Belgian Government's view,  to detect  aqy 
discrimination based on  sex.  Such  discrimination would be noticeable 
only in extreme  cases  where  personalization had led either to a  systematic 
down-grading or to the  p~ent of a  lower wage.  Any  emergence  of this 
phenomenon  would  call  for the carr.ying out  of case studies,  the 
conclusions of which  could not easily be  given general  application. 
105.  In Denmark,  as far as  job classifications are  concerned,  the 
collective agreement  system in force  draws  a  distinction only between 
skilled and unskilled workers,  basAd  on  whether or not  they have  completed 
a  period of apprenticeship. -68-
There are therefore no different classifications or separate  job categories 
for men  and  women. 
The  Danish Government  and both sides of industry also state that there are 
no  job categories which are a  fortiori reserved for women  and in which the 
latter are classified and  kept  in the lower levels of the  job hierarchy. 
The  Equal Treatment  Commission has,  however,  stressed that some  sectors 
of the labour market have so far been traditionally reserved tor women, 
in the same  way that others have been mainly male dominated.  The  Equal 
Treatment  Commission also drew attention to the faot that certain tasks 
which are exclusively or mainly carried out by women  are relatively 
disadvantageous  both as regards pay and  the prestige attached to them. 
106.  In the Federal Republic  of Germapy,  collective agreements determine 
"job inventories",  mainly in the light of either the content of the work 
or the characteristics of the worker.  There  are also some  a!lohemes  vhioh 
are based on a  conceptual definition of the various pay categories and 
which propose a  more  or less abstract definition of the content of each 
one,  thereby making it possible to rank the various  jobs.  The  major 
criteria used in suoh schemes  are professioDal training and the nature 
(or difficulty) of the work.  Many  collective agreements apply both 
systems at once  (job inventories and systems  based on the conceptual 
definition of PaJ categories) to either manual  or non-t~~anual workers or 
both. 
Generally speaking,  as regards assessment principles, all collective agree-
ments  and all job evaluation schemes  used by firms are baaed on the Geneva 
standard classification of occupations which dates from 1950.  'l'he  main 
requirement categories are :  knowledge  (training,  experience),  ability 
(skill, dezterity),  responsibility (for one's own  work or that of others), 
mental effort (concentration,  power  of thought),  physical effort (dynamic 
or statio work)  and environmental  influences (noise,  dust,  risk of 
accidents,  eto •)  •  These various requirements are defined,  adopted and 
broken down  in different ways  talci.ng into account the si  tua.tion and 
potential of the firms  in question,  common  practices in the branch of 
activity concerned and collective agreements.  This is why  there are 
numerous  ways  of measuring,  oomputin&,  describing and evaluating, partly 
based on scientific methods,  to produce the data needed to describe and 
evaluate  jobs. 
Since there are ~ways  of weighting  requirements aDd  ranld.ng factors 
in pay categories laid down  by agreement  or at oomp&U1  level,  no overall 
survey has been carried out.  The  Federal Government  and  both sides of 
industry state that,  even if it were possible to make  an inventory of 
weighting and ranking systems,  no conclusions ooule be drawn as to their 
value as instruments in the campaign for equal pay.  Since there are no 
objective evaluation criteria in the field of weighting and  ranking in 
existing pay scales,  the decision still lies with the aignatoriea of 
collective agreements.  The  methods  cannot be  imposed upon them.  At the 
most, .as in the oase of "light work",  it is apparent that,  in so tar as 
the signatories to collective agreements and the undertakings use ergonomic 
concepts,  such a.s  lisht work and  heavy work,  they must,  in keepiDg with 
the approach adopted by the Federal Labour Court  and the Federal Government, 
apply them to comparable activities for men  aDd  women  as accurately and 
verifiably as possible and  in so doing avoid any diserimination based  on 
the sex of the worker.  Sinoe there will always be heavy work  and light 
work,  the mere  exist~e of such distribution criteria cannot be regarded 
as constituting wage  discrimination against women.  Disputes oaunot be settled 
at the level of the 'Ulldertaking and  only the courts oan rule as to the 
presence of ~  wage  discrimination. - 69  -
If there are,  in faot,  branches  of the econoDzy"  and undertakings in the 
Federal Republic or Germ~ in which  women  are classified and  kept in the 
inferior categories or the  job hierarchy, it is,  according to the Federal 
Government  and both sides of industry,  due  entirely to their lack of 
professional qualifications,  the criterion of training often being a 
decisive factor in the placement  of persons at a  particular level within 
the  p~  hierarchy.  The  example  is given of the food  industry,  in which 
53%  of male  workers,  yet barely 3%  of female  workers,  are  skilled. 
Lastly,  the criteria governing the fixing of individual  rates of p~ in 
firms  are  independent  of the worker's  sex. 
107.  In France,  the  s,ystems  of job classification set out in most 
collective agreements  can be traced back to the  readjustment  of wages 
carried out  b,y  the Government  between  1945  and  1948  as part  of a  controlled 
wages  policy (the  eo-called "Parodi" decrees,  named  after the then Minister 
for Employment).  The  method used at that time was  one  of classification 
by categories whereby  jobs were  classified into several predetermined 
hierarchical categories which  had previously been defined in detail.  T.he 
classification was  done  by comparing  job descriptions against the 
definitions of the various categories  and  one  job against another.  This 
"traditional" method is noted for its simplicity. 
Kost  collective agreements  now  provide,  therefore,  for th7ee groups  of 
employee:  manual  workers,  non~anual workers  and  managerial  staff. 
The  manual  workers'  group  includes labourers  (Ml,  M2)t  specialized workers 
(051,  OS2)  and skilled or trained workers  (Pl, P2, P3J.  The  non~enual 
workers'  group  m~  be  subdivided into:  clerical workers,  technicians, 
draughtsmen  and  supervisors.  Managerial  staff,  who  include engineers, 
are graded into standard categories. 
With  the wider adoption of p~ent by the month,  the  old system of job 
classification has  latterly u,ndergone  change. 
In certain branches of activity,  common  p~ scales have  even been drawn 
up  for manual  and non-manual  workers.  A national agreement  was  concluded, 
for example,  on 21  July.l975 on classifications in firms  in the metal-
producing and metal-processing industries.  The  agreement  sets up  a 
s,ystem  which  enables all job categories to be  reclassified into five 
levelsJ  manual  workers,  clerical workers,  technicians,  draughtsmen  and 
supervisors,  eaoh level being subdivided into three steps  and each step 
being assigned a  coefficient. 
The  definitions given to each level are derived from  an identical  conception 
conception based on  four criteriat  initiative,  responsibility,  type  of 
work  and knowledge  required.  The  knowledge  required for each level is 
defined with reference to a  level of training and  m~  be  acquired either - 70-
at school or at  an equivalent institution or on the  job.  '!'he  definitions 
given to the vari011s  steps were based on the oom.plen  ty and difficul  t;r  of 
the work,  the nature of the qualification being the .... for each step 
vi  thin a  level.  · 
Sillilarl;r,  an  ~eaent signed on 27  June 1973  eatabliehed a  oo.mon 
olassifioa'\ion for IWlUal  end non-manual workers'  jobs in the oil industry. 
Laetly·,  the  ae;reement  reached on 20  June 1974  haracmized  job 
class-ifications in various branches of agrioul  ture and the food industr,r. 
The  Government  considers that the classification a;rstems  set up by 
agreement  are baaed solely on the nature of the  job• and work  to be  oarried 
out,  to the exclusion of an;r  faotor relating to the worker'• aex. 
'!'he  criteria generall;y adopted by both aides of illdutry for the grading 
of the various  jobs vi  thin the hierarchical stl'U.cturea  1&14 down  b7 
collective agreeaents depend not  cmly  on such fao'\ora .. level ot training, 
degree of responsibility,  pl:q'sioal effori and prevailimg vorkiBg oonclitiona, 
. but also on such qualities as precision,  speed .ncl da:teri  t;r  ~n C&rJ7ing  · 
011t  the work. 
'l'he  weigb:U.Dg  given to the various ori  teria &Dd  their tl'&D81ation into 
agee is mremely variallle in view of the tr.-dom ot ~ecotiation enjo;yed 
by JD&Da«'UleDt  aui labour aD4  the diversity ot aituat:lou eDOOUDterecl 
within forma.- Bu.t,  pneralq apealdng, th• qaaliti• of "preoiaion,  apeed 
and 4exter1t1" reault in ol&llsitioationa  iD:terior to thoae 'llhioh  take into 
aoo.mmt  the level ot ti'dning or the degree of reapcmaibilit;r, for example  • 
.ll  though,  as a  rule, the qstems of job olusifioation are· not  ~lied 
w1 thin firas in different wqs to aale and feaale workera,  diffiou.l  ties 
mq arise, particularly in the case of clasaifioationa which, being derived 
froa those laid do1m  by the "Parodi" decrees,  aoaettaes fail to distinguish 
clearly enwgh between the various  jobs that they define,  lacking the 
details necessar,y for a  more  precise evaluation of jobs or even of the 
poets actually described. 
lfor are there  in theo:ey,  1JZf3  "reserved" professions or categories in 
which women  are  a;ratematical~ classified and kept  in the inferior 
categories of the  job  hierar~.  In practice, however,  u  certain surveys 
on  the breakdown of staff in illduatrial and OOJIIID8roial  establishments w1 th 
more  than ten 8J1Plo.rees  have  shown,  it w011ld  appear that,  depending on the 
job categor,r,  the proportion of women  •o:ng IWl&gerial staff ie relatively 
low  (14.1~),  aaong IIUperviaora  and technician& scarcely lar  ..  r  (19.3%)  and 
cong manual  workers fairly substantial (23.$).  .Among  clerical workers, 
where women  are in the majority  (61~), their share of the akilled jobs is 
.uoh lower than of the unskilled. 
This phenoael'lOn is even aore pronounced in the case of aanu.al  workers in 
the  comparis~ that can be aade between labourers and specialized workers 
on  the  one hand  {between 30 and 4~) and  skilled workers  on the other 
{between 4  and  14%). - 71  -
But  this does not,  according to the  Government,  mean  that there is wage 
discrimination in the  eyes  of French  law. 
The causes are more  deep-seated - as  the  Committee  on  Employment  of Women 
stated in its report  on  the  implementation of the Law  of 22  December  1972. 
They  include  women's  real  or supposed lack of qualifications,  their lack 
of opportunity for in-service training,  the persistence of certain 
prejudices or traditions which  give rise,  particularly in the  case of 
managerial  staff, to a  preference for male  workers  over female  workers 
with the  same  qualifications  and,  in general,  the position still occupied 
by  women  in French  society. 
Although no  professions or categories are  "reserved" for women,  there are 
in effect branches of business  activity and,  within them,  professions and 
jobs in which  women  unquestionably predominate:  clothing and  textiles 
(83~), hospitals  (nursing and  ancillary work,  etc.) and  the social services 
{child care,  social work),  domestic staff,  the hotel trade  (51~) -or in 
which  women  are present in large numbers:  administration,  teaching and 
work  in the  tertiary sector (commerce  in particular)  such  as  shop 
assistants,  secretaries, etc.). 
The  reasons for this are manifold,  the main  ones being,  according to the 
Government,  women's natural  aptitude for the  jobs they do,  the strength of 
habits  and tradi  tiona whereby  there is a  sort of predetermination of choice 
of career depending on  sex,  not  to mention certain economic  factors which 
encourage  recourse to a  predominantly female  labour force  (position of 
women  with regard to emplo.yment  and  unemployment  within the  context of the 
legislation designed to protect workers,  geographical  situation). 
This  combination of socio-economic factors  results in a  concentration of 
female  workers  in certain sectors of activity,  which  are all the more 
sought  after by  women  because they enable  a  job to be  reconciled with 
bringing up  a  family. 
Jobs  in  these sectors tend to be less well-paid and very often have  limited 
promotion prospects. 
In France,  most  manual  workers  are  now  covered by collective agreements  or 
by agreements which  l83T  down  minimum  rates of PBiY•  The  wages  actually 
paid to manual  workers  are generally higher than the agreed rates.  No 
statistical survey has  as yet been conducted,  however,  to measure  the 
extent of such differences. - 72-
An  estimate has  nevertheless been produced by the research department  of 
the Ministry of Labour and it would appear,  very approximately,  that the 
gap between the agreed and actual rates of p~  - viewed overall - might 
be about  1~.  It has not,  of oourse,  been possible to break this overall 
gap dawn  into its male  and female components. 
The  Government  considers that the oriteria governing the fixing of 
individual p~  rates in firms  are independent  of the sex of the worker. 
The  fixing of rates of ~  by mutual agreement under individual contracts 
of employment  has not,  as far as the Ministry of Labour is aware,  given 
rise to cases of discrimination based on sex requiring intervention by 
the Works  Inspeotorate either during its routine ohecks  or when  sorting 
out situations created by the workers directly involved or by their staff 
representatives. 
While there is no  doubt that some  of the "personalized" elements of p~ 
suoh as  individual output bonuses,  attendance bonuses,  seniority bonuses 
and s<>-ealled "danger" money  can create pay disparities,  they do not 
necessarily discriminate against women. 
Such disparities are  justified in view of the differences between  jobs and 
the different way  in which they are carried out; aooount  should be taken 
of length of service,  which tends to be greater in the oase of men  than 
in that of women,  absenteeism- more  common,  as a  rule,  among  women  if 
one  inoludes,  for instance,  temporary cessation of employment  due to 
childbirth, nursing siok children or bringing up  a  family- and the bonuses 
and allowances  inherent in oertain working ooDditiODB 1  from  some  of whioh 
women  are in any oase excluded by law (e.g. night work). 
For its part,  the CFDT  considers that although the criteria laid down  are 
not necessarily discriminatory  1  the real wages  and salaries paid to women 
for the same  job are frequently lower than those paid to men,  as a  result 
of prejudice and habit.  Moreover,  the organization of work,  with women 
grouped together in certain jobs,  means  that the criteria taken into 
consideration for "women's"  jobs are systematically undervalued. 
10  •  In Ireland,  the systems  of  job classification are of the "traditional" 
type since one finds roughly the following categories :  unskilled,  semi-
skilled, skilled/craft, clerical, technical/administrative,  professional 
and managerial.  The  systems  and criteria of  job olasaifioation vary,  of 
oourse,  aooording to the nature of the different enterprises and  organis~ 
tiona.  Job evaluation techniques are little used and then only in 
relatively large undertakings. -73-
As  regards any •unaer-olassifioation" of women,  the Commission  on  the Status 
of Women,  reporting in December  1972,  stated that there was  evidence that 
in the past the lesser physical strength of women  hail excluded them  com-
pletely from  many  types ot heavy industry and had,  as a  consequence,  in-
crea.sed the supply of women's  labour relative to the demand  for its in other 
kinds of employment.  In addition, it could happen that where  men  and  women 
were  employed  on  work  of a  similar nature,  men  received a  higher rate because 
they were  required to perform any heavy tasks which  might  arise from  time 
to time.  Improvements  in mechanical handling procedures have  tended to 
diminish the importance of physical strength as  a  requisite for certain 
jobs and will no  doubt  continue to do  so. 
~  the question.of inferior categories and  jobs  reserved,  in practice, for 
women,  the Government  states that women  have  generally been employed  in a 
clerioal/oommeroial/secretarial capacity and  that, traditionally,  employers 
have  tended to appoint  men  to managerial/executive positions.  Traditionally, 
the nursing service (with the exception of psychiatric nurses) has  tended 
to be a  predominantly female  profession,  and  there is also a  high concentra-
tion of women  in the hotel and catering industry and  in domestic  service. 
In the clothing industry, where  females  predominate,  women  are employed 
mainly as machinists  (skilled and semi-skilled),  a  category which  is at 
the bottom  of the scale in pay rates. 
109.  The  syatem  of  job classification in force  in Italy, prior to 1960, 
waa  based on  the sex of the worker. 
The  agreement  concluded  on  16  July 1960 for workers  in the industrial 
sector and other subsequent  agreements  abolished the old pay scales 
differentiated according to au (~our for  ~en ancl  three for women)  and 
provided tor a  single classification into eight categories for manual 
workers,  six for no~ual  workers  and  three intermediate categories. 
The  agreement  left certain problems  outstanding,  however,  in that a  number 
of traditionally female  jobs were  placed in the lowest categories. 
Absolute equality was  assured only in the ease of traditionally male  jobs 
and  of some  resarded as hybrid. 
Between  1960 and 1972,  those collective agreements  that were  renewed  showed 
a  steady reduction in the number  of pay categories and abolished the lowest 
categories,  in which traditionally female  jobf'  had been plaoedJ as far as 
the classification of jobs is concerned,  reoobrse was  had for the first 
time to criteria baaed  on  the value of the work.  At  this stage in the trade - 74  -
union campaign for eqUal  p~,  job oategories.were divided intoa 
manual  workers  (categories 5  and o), non-manual  workers  (categories 3 8lld  4) 
and  intermediate functions  (category 2).  In this system,  distinctions 
between men  and  women  as regards classification pla.Yed  an  increasingly 
minor  role. 
Since 1972,  collective agreements have more  often than not  ceased classifYing 
workers  into three categories (non-manual,  intermediate and  manual)  and 
have  tried to set up  a  ~stem of the common  classification of workers  based 
essentially on  a  scale of values assigned to each  job.  In general,  provision 
is made  for between  seven  and ten levels of pq, except in certain specific 
sectors.  This brealcdown  of workers into various pq levels is leading to 
the implementation of a  Bystem  of classification whereqy,  apari :from the 
classification of the workers themselves,  functions having an  equivalent 
job content  are placed on  an equal footing.  The  adoption of the  system 
has brought  about  & considerable improvement,  not  only from  the purely 
economic  viewpoint,  but  also from  the occupational, especially for those 
workers who  have traditionally been placed in the lowest  categories. 
The  employers' organizations and  the trade unions disagree as to whether 
there &l'e  branches of the econolcy'  or firms in which  women  are classified 
and kept  in the inferior categories of the  job hier&l'ony. 
The  employer a' organizations state that,  as a result of an undifferentiated 
classification, the principle of equal  Pa.Y  is now  applied qy  collective 
agreements  and  that,  in compliance with the criteria laid down  by  the 
agreements,  the placement  of staff in the various oat8&Qries is done  on the 
basis of the  jobs actually done.  Nevertheless,  a  number  of female workers 
are still placed in lower oategc>ries than their male  counterparts.  This is 
attributable not to discriminatory practices agatnst women  workers  but rather 
to the lower level of women's  training 8Zld  the impact  of certain customs. 
The  trade unions consider that women  are paid leas in all sectors a8  a 
result of their being classified in the lower  categories and  of tr.ditionally 
female  work  being undervalued.  There are instances, moreover,  especially 
in the public service,  of classifications and  levels of Pa.Y  based on 
diplomas  being higher than the value of the work  done. 
In Italy there are no  statistics for evaluating the difference between the 
minimum  WaBeS  laid down  by agreement  and  the wages  actually paid qy  firms 
to male  and female  workers.  However,  aooordiDg to the worken'  represent~P" 
tives,  these p~nta in ezoeBs  of minimum  wages  vary oonaiderably and 
those paid to men  are generally higher than those paid to women. 75 
110.  Three main  types of  job classification are currently used in 
Luxembourg:  the first,  the classes method,  is simple  and non-analytical, 
whereas the other two,  the  so-called factor  comparison method  and  the 
points method  are  analytical. 
The  classes method  consists in drawing up  the desired number  of classes of 
work  and  then defining the  jobs to  be  classified in each of them. 
Classification can be  either simple,  using a  very  small  number  of classes 
(manual,  specialized,  skilled), or complex,  using a  description highlighting 
certain differences in levels of skill, responsibility,  etc.  Jobs which 
involve carrying out  simple  instructions are usually placed in the  lowest 
class of the hierarchy,  the more  skilled jobs being assigned to higher 
grades. 
Since the  s.ystem  is not  aa&lytical,  the various  jobs are considered in the 
aggregate  and  are not  subdivided according to their distinguishing 
features on  the basis of classification criteria. 
The  classes method  is b.y  far the most  common,  and  this in the most  diverse 
branches.  It is widely used in the public sector for civil  servants and 
in the private sector for those  employed  in services  (banks,  insurance, 
broadcasting)  and  for manual  workers in certain industries (iron and  steel 
and  metal  construction,  breweries,  printing works). 
The  factor  comparison method  consists in comparing  jobs on  the basis of  a 
varying number  of factors  (working conditions,  skill,  apprenticeship, 
responsibility).  The  outcome  of these partial comparisons is then used 
to  compare  all the  jobs with  each other.  Thus,  starting from  job 
descriptions,  the main factors of a  job are  chosen  and  analysed.  The 
various jobs  can then be  classified according to these factors. 
This  s.ystem  of  job classification is uncommon  and  has  been  applied only in 
a  collective agreement  concluded in the rubber industry. 
The  points method  consists of a  combination of  a  comparative  analysis of 
job contents and  the principle of classification.  It takes into  account 
a  number  of criteria which are subdivided into degrees.  It calls for  a 
detailed description of the degrees of application of  each criterion since 
jobs are  analysed in the light of  such descriptions. 
This  ~.tam of  job classification is provided for in only  a  limited number 
of collective agreements  concluded in the pottery,  man-made  fibre  and 
mechanical  engineering industries. 76  -
It is somewhat  difficult to describe the criteria taken into consideration 
in the three  job classification systems to evaluate certain specific 
characteristics of work  regarded  as typically male  or female. 
In the classes system,  the criteria usually applied  (studies and  professional 
training,  knowledge  of the work  and  experience,  complexity of the work, 
scope for  individual initiative) cannot  be  accurately weighted  and  it is 
impossible to determine their relative importance to the classification. 
Since,  however,  the classification criteria are not  based on  specifically 
male  qualities, it would  be  wrong  to conclude that typically female 
qualities have  been  systematically ignored in the classifications  carried 
out  under  the classes  system. 
In  s.ystems  applying the points method  or the factor comparison method, 
differences in the w~ the criteria are defined and the intermingling of 
various criteria make  it very difficult to  compare  such classification 
systems from  the point  of view of the weighting of the classification 
factors.  The  explicit factors contained in the classifications used  in a 
number  of collective agreements are qualifications and  apprenticeship, 
physical  and mental  effort and  working conditions.  The  part plqed by  these 
factors in the evaluation of the classification criteria is,  however,  very 
variable. 
As  regards the classification of female workers in the inferior categories 
of the  job hierarcb;y,  the Luxembourg Government  states that there is a 
marked  imbalance in the hierarchial breakdown  between men  and  women  in 
those branches of business activity which  employ  female  staff.  The 
proportion of women  is greater in the lower-paid  jobs,  while the responsible, 
highly skilled jobs are done  very largely ey  men.  In the clothing, 
pottery  and  food  industries and  banking there are few  women  in the higher 
grades. 
This imbalance  could  be regarded as a  reflection of real differences in 
training,  skill and  length of service.  But  such differences provide only 
a  very partial explanation,  since from  the time of recruitment men  are 
channelled into the beat  jobs.  This phenomenon  is especially pronounced  in 
banking  and,  insurance.  Man;y  establishments cease to recruit female  staff 
above  school-leaving certificate level. 
A characteristic of Luxembourg  industry is the preponderance of heavy  and 
semi-heavy industries (iron and  steel, metalworking,  construction) that call 
for  a  predominantly male  labour force.  Those  sectors which  could use - 77  -
"more  speoifioall.y female qualities" (e.g.  eleotronios) are hardly 
repNsented in Luxembourg.  Thus,  as a  result of the situation on the 
labour market,  in the past at least it has \wen mainly women  who  have 
applied for the lowest paid  jobs requiring no  skill and very little effort 
(e.g.  light handling,  e~  stages of'  manufacture,  packing,  eto. ).  With 
a  few exoeptions  (dressmaking,  workshops),  the position is similar in the 
oraft trades.  In the servioes sector,  certain paramedical  (nurses, 
speoialists in infant welfare),  social {social workers)  and  domestic  jobs 
are primarily done  b,y  women. 
As  regards the difference between minimum  wages laid down  by  agreement  and 
the wages  &O'iu&l)Jr  paid by firms,  the Government  states that it is difficult 
to assess the extent to which the criteria governing the fixing of'  individual 
rates of'  p~ are independent  of the sez of',  the worker.  The  rate for  a  given 
job might  have  been based  e±~her on "personalized" criteria (unpleasantness, 
responsibilit~, etc in the case of'  men  and dexterity,  speed,  etc in the 
case of'  women)  which cannot  be evaluated, or oa the~ual criterion of' the 
~orker's skill and  the quality of his work. 
111.  There are three main  systems of job classification currently in use 
in the Netherlands.  namel.yz  the system of'  the simple hierarchial 
classification of'  jobs or trades, the method  of'  olassif'ioation by  broad 
categories and  the  job evaluation technique. 
In some  oases,  a  simple hierarchial classification of'  jobs or trades is 
drawn up.  Job comparison  schemes  are worked  out  by the firm's management 
or, if it is a  branch of'  business activity,  by  management  and  labour experts. 
Sometimes,  the classification used is more  systematic,  i.e. the so-called 
paired comparisons method whereby  a  nlJDlerical  value is given to  each  job. 
Some  collective agreements  (e.g.  throughout the agricultural  8lld 
horticultural sector,  in cleaning firms  and  in the residual products 
trade) contain job classifications by broad categories of workers,  such as 
unskilled,  semi-skilled and  skilled.  There are also similar classifications 
into job categories,  but with a  description of'  the work representative of 
each category,  in a  large number  of collective agreements,  e.g. in architects' 
offices,  banks,  the wood  products industry, various wholesale businesses, 
finishing and painting firma,  etc.  In the latter type of'  classification, 
it must  be possible to draw  a  distinction according to the nature of'  the 
description used;  in some  oases,  this is so vague that it is impossible to 
deduce  from it the rank of'  the  job. - 78-
Lastly,  about  45  different methods  of evaluating jobs are ued.  The  beat 
known  is the •standardized method of work ol&asifioation•.  The  other methods 
are mostly derived from it and therefore share m&n1  of ita basic features. 
These  systems are employed at both branch  (~io posts) and  oompaey  level. 
The  original standardized method  (SM)  has been in use since 19521  but almost 
exclusively for manual  jobs.  Between 1960  and 1964  the "drawbacks"  inherent 
in certain jobs  (e.g. dirt and heavy loads),  which hitherto had given rise' 
to bonus  pqments,  were  incorporated into the evaluation soales and given 
a  high points value.  Since then,  this method  has been lmcnm as the "SM-64"• 
A "supplementary oode"  has  1  however,  been included in the "SM"  system in 
respect of  job drawbacks.  It should be noted that phyaioal strength pl~ 
quite an important role whereas  the factor of tension (more oharaoteristio 
of women's  work)  is of lesser importance. 
In the beginning (1955) 1  the olaasifioation of noD-G~&Dual workers  was 
distinct from that of manual  workers  in that the "administrative system• 
was  applied.  In order to integrate manual  and  ncm-manual funotiou,  two 
integrative systems  have been developed since 1965  (the exteDded at~ 
ardized method  (ESM)  and the universal  job clusifioation system (ucs), 
both based on the "SK"  and accepted by the trade unions)  •  In the ESM  and 
the ucs,  sub-totals are first calculated before the •drawbacks" factor is 
taken into account.  In another method - the "Philips system" - the draw-
backs are left out of the classification system and evaluated by means  of 
a  "discomfort" allowance. 
Generally speaking,  in the Netherlands the olaesifioation systems set out 
in collective agreements are not applied in different ways  to men  and 
women. 
A few problems have nevertheless been raised.  Thus,  at the ·time of recruit-
ment,  there are differenoes in the wages  paid for work of equal value 
because of the awarding of so-called "fictitious" years of service or 
seniority in a  particular grade on  the basis,  as a  rule,  of auoh  things 
a.a  training,  &«a  and experience.  Thus,  although collective agreements  in 
the printing industry stipulate that certain jobs can be done  only by. 
technically qualified staff who  hold a  particular diploma,  in practice 
technically qualified staff often do the same  work as non-technically 
qualified staff.  Generally speaking,  it should be noted that the criteria 
and  weighting&  used in job evaluation systems  inevitably reflect the value 
placed on  jobs and their associated characteristics together with labour 
market  relations more  or less appiioable when  the systems  were drawn up. 
These values may  have undergone changes  since then.  This is one  of the 
reasons why  the Minister of Social Affairs asked the two  aides of industry  1 
in letter of 10  February 1975  and  9 February 19761  to re-examine the 
question of  job assessment  .• 
On  the question of the classification of women  workera  in the inferior 
categories of the  job hierarchy,  the Loontechnisohe Dienst referred,  in 
its report for 1976,  to a  survey carried out among  899  firms  employing 
almost  300 000 workers,  including 72  000  men  and  222  000 women, - 79-
It would  appear from  the eight levels of job chosen at  random  by that 
Office that most  women  do  jobs on average  one  level lower than men. 
75%  of the female  workers  oovered by the survey did jobs which were 
classified in levels I  and II (ver,y  easy to easy work of a  highly 
repetitive nature requiring little or no  knowledge  and/or administrative 
or technical experience).  The  corresponding proportion of male workers 
was  34%.  The  IIUl'Vey  shows  that the relative  ove~representation of 
~emale workers  in the  lower categories is repeated to a  greater or lesser 
extent in all branches of business aotivi  ty.  This  phenomenon  cannot be 
explained objectively.  However,  it is likely that the gap between women's 
and men's qualifications is partly responsible.  Firms'  staff policy 
might also be influenced by the assumption that women  regard their jobs 
as  a  temporar,y activity pending marriage. 
In the Netherlands,  there are no  jobs or categories which are reserved 
in practice for women.  Nevertheless,  out  of the 100 or so  job categories 
counted by the 1975  labour census there are two  in which,  for ever,y 100 
women  employed,  there are fewer than 20  men.  They are:  secretaries, 
typists,  punch operators,  etc.  (4.4 men  per 100  women)  and domestic  and 
hospital staff (3.8 men  per 100 women).  The  Government  is unable to 
supply a  more detailed breakdown but  considers that if one were available 
it would probably show  that, for example,  light assembly work in the 
electronics industry,  light packing work,  dressmaking or nurser,y sohool 
teaching  are done mainly by women.  It m~  be said,  however,  that 
such over-representation of women  is not peculiar to the abovementioned 
jobs,  but is also found in the  lower categories in seneral. 
As  regards the oriteria goveming the fixing of individual rates of ~. 
such as age,  seniority,  output,  overtime,  unsocial hours,  etc., the 
Government  and both sides of industry cannot  s~  whether a  distinc~ion 
is made  on the basis of sex,  firstly because there ia a  shortage of 
data,  and secondly because the qua.nti  tative importance of such  pa.,y 
factors compared with the overall level of ~  varies from  one  seotor to 
another. 
112.  Three main types of job classif'ioation are currently used in the 
United Kine;doau  the first two  are non-analytical systems,  namely job 
renldng and  job classification, while the third,  the points method,  is 
analytical. -80-
Job  ranld.ng is a  simple mMM41  in which  each  job ia considered as a 
whole  and is given a  ranking in relation to all the other jobs under 
consideration.  A ranking table is drawn up and the ranked jobs grouped 
into grades,  for each of whioh a~  level oan be negotiated.  Instead 
of comparing each job with all other jobs,  which is only teaaible when 
there are only a  mall number of jobs,  eaoh job can be compared with 
each other job in turn and pointe (o,  1  or 2)  awarded according to 
whether the  job ia considered to be worth less than,  of equal worth,  or 
worth more  than the other.  The  points awarded for each job are then 
totalled to produce the ranking order.  This technique is known  as 
paired comparisons.  Job  r&rlld.ng is a  non-analytical method of job 
evaluation;  that is, each job is considered as a  whole  without being 
analysed into factors.  · 
Job classification is also non-analytical.  A first step is to draw up 
a  grading str\lOture and to define broad descriptions of the jobs 
appropriate for each grade.  Individual  jobs typical of each grade, 
known  as ''bench-mark jobs"  1  are &lao  selected.  Every other job to be 
assessed is then compared with the bench~  jobs &nd with the general 
descriptions,  and  placed in an appropriate grade.  This method is used 
more  for white collar than for manual  workers. 
Points assessment is the most  o011111on  method in use.  It is an analytical 
method,  which,  instead of comparing whole  jobs, brealca  down  each  job into 
a  number of factors - for example,  skill,  responsibility,  ~sioal and 
mental  requirements and working conditione.  Eao;h  of these factors  m~ 
be analyaed further into sub-factors.  Points,  up to a  p~etermined 
maximum,  are awarded for each factor in the job being evaluated,  and the 
total points decide the job's place in the ranldng order.  ·Usually,  the 
factors are weighted ao  that, tor example,·more or lesa weight~  be 
given to hard ~aioal conditions or to a  high degree of skill.  When 
each  job has been evaluated,  the jobs are no:naally arranged into a 
grading atru.oture.  Small differences in points value between different 
jobs are therefore not usually significant.  The  evaluation u:eroiae is 
often conducted by a  joint management""'Wlion  team,  and it is normal for 
the work force to be tully briefed before and  during the exercise,  and 
for there to be  a  procedure for appeals to be made  by individuals 
against their gradinga. 
A llll&ll-aoale survey conducted by the Inati  tute of Personnel Kanagement  1 
published in 19761  indicated that as ~  u  80%  of •ployera in the 
United EirJsdom  operate some  form  of job evaluation scheme.  In most  oases, 
however,  schemes  cover only a  propoPtion of the employees  and it is -81-
likely that the proportion of employees  covered by  job evaluation schemes 
is canai4erably lover thaD~.  Job·evaluation schemes  are more  frequently 
used by large organizations than by firms  with only a  amall nlimber  of 
employees. 
'l'he  Equal Opportunities Commission  recognises that  job evaluation can 
provide a  means  of achieving equal pay,  particularly where there is  job 
segregation between the sees  •  However,  the Commission stresses that  job 
evaluation will bring about an unfair result if  more  importance is attached 
to factors which are not present in the  jobs  in vhioh women  predominate. 
· 'l'hua,  ph;yaioal streugth J).emands  may  be more  highly rated than dexterity, 
as ~  be any veatige of authority or responsibility attached to a  job. 
The  placement  of persons at a  particular level within a  gra.d.e  does not 
al1ncy11  relate to clearly laid down  age or experience criteria; where 
aubjeotive assessments of plaoiDg,  partioul.arly as related to merit,  are 
involved,  then women  are ott  en plaoed at a  lower level than men,  or progress 
up the grade more  slowly.  '.ftle  Commission will be publishing guidance in 
1979  on how  to avoid discriminatory elements in job evaluation sohemea. 
On  the other hand,  and  still according to the Equal Opportmities Commission, 
there is a  detinite tendency for women  to be found in interior categories 
in the  job hierarchy in both taotory and  offioe.  In the former,  entry to 
skilled and therefore more  highly paid  jobs  ID8J"  be governed by apprent-
iceships or other forms  ot service qualifications.  In the latter, progress 
into managerial or supervisory grades may  be inhibited by the faot that 
women  have different career patterns from  men.  Employers· may  be reluctant 
to otter the appropriate trainiDg in order to remedy this aituation, 
althouch aome  argue that women  are not interested in taking up opportunities 
for traini:ng and  advancement. -82-
The  Govemment  atatea that it does not  have knowledge  ot all ori  teria 
goveming individual rates of "PI\Y'•  Diaorild,natoey rate• of pay are in 
any cue 1mlawful and individuals have  the right to take their complaints 
to an indutri&l tribunal.  The  employer would have to prove that the 
"personalized" element of the wage  wu due  to a  "material difference" 
other than that of sex1  vi  thin the meaning of the Bqual. f-.v  .lot 1970. 
The  Jqual. Opportuni. ties COIIIIlieeion  1tate1 that very 11 ttle i1 mown 
about ~  in aall nol'Mmionized  oampazliea,  even 'b7  aployeea 
themselves, nt all the iDdioation• are that traditional low  evaluation 
of women's  work  ~pared with that of male  "bre&dwiJmera"  continues to 
be retleoted in lower ~· In general, it believe• that personalized 
elements of ~  such u  merit  ~ent•  have been ued u  a ~  of 
rewa.rdirJg  men  and avoiding equal ~. -83-
C - SUPERVISION  AND  CONTROL 
For the  purposes  of describing their situation in regard to the supervision 
and  control of the  implementation of equal  pay legislation, the  Member 
States may  conveniently be  classified according to whether supervision at 
works  level has been entrusted to an already existing body of works 
inspectors. 
I.  COUNTRTIS  WITH  AN  OFFICIAL  INSPECTION  SYSTEM  AT  WORKS  LEVEL 
1.  WITH  A  COMMITTEE  OR  COMMISSION  ON  WOMEN'S  EMPLOYMENT 
113.(a)  In France,  the  "Inspecteurs du  travail"  (Works  Inspectors),  and 
to a  lesser extent the agricultural labour law inspectors - or in certain 
oases other inspectors with similar duties -have been given the task 
of ensuring that the  principle of equal pay is applied and,  in conjunction 
with the police and  criminal investigation department,  of detecting 
infringement  a. 
The  decree  of 27  March  1973  implementing the  Law  on  Equal  Pay of 
22  December  1972  specifies the  information that must  be  supplied to the 
Works  Inspector to enable him  to act in full knowledge  of the facts,  and 
also lays down  the  procedure  for conducting investigations. 
Articles 3,  4  and  5  of the Decree  lay down  that any employer who 
contravenes the provisions of the  Law  is liable to a  fine  (of FF600  - 1  000 
per employee  concerned)  which  may  be  increased for second and  subsequent 
offences.  A prison sentence of ten days  may  even be  imposed. 
Moreover,  refusal by an  employer  to provide  the  Works  Inspector with 
details of the various  elements  on  the basis of which  pay in the 
undertaking is determined makes  him  liable to a  fine  of FF80  - 160, 
increasing to FF600  for second offences. 
Every year a  review is carried out  of the  Works  Inspectorate's three 
main  functions  of advice,  conciliation and inspection;  however,  it has 
not been possible to determine  the  share  of its activities devoted to 
the  single question of the application of the principle of equal  pay. 
Since  the entry into force  of the  Law  of 22  December  1972,  the Ministry 
of Labour has had  comparatively few  (around 40)  cases of alleged 
discrimination referred to it.  In more  than half these  cases, all of 
which  were  thoroughly investigated by  the  Works  Inspectorate,  no  real 
disparities within the meaning of the  Law  of 22  December  1972  were  found. -84-
No  case  of dismissal which might have  been held to be a reaction to a 
complaint  made  in the undertaking was  reported to the Ministry of Labour. 
(b)  To  be valid,  oolleotive agreements must  be  registered with the 
Secretary of the  "Conseil des Prud'hommes"  (Industrial Tribunal) or, 
where  there is no  such 'l'ribunal or where it is not  competent in the oase 
of the workers in question, at the office of the clerk of the magistrates' 
•  court of the place in which the  agreements were  concluded.  Four copies 
of agreements must be  lodged,  and three of these must be  sent by the 
Secretary or the  Clerk of the Court, normally within two  days,  to the 
Ministry of Labour  (2  copies}  and the Departmental  Labour and Employment 
Directorate  (one  copy). 
The  Law  also provides that agreements must  be placed on  view in the 
premises of the undertaking or individual establishment in which they 
are applicable. 
(c)  Under the provi•ions of Article L  42D-3  of the  Labour  Code,  staff 
representatives have  the power to lodge  complaints with the employer 
about  the application of rates of pay or the grading of  jobs and to 
inform the  Works  Inspector of any breaches of the  law,  including those 
relating to equal  pay. 
Also,  under Article L  432-4 of the  Labour  Code,  employers must  present 
a  general report to the  Works  Committee  every year,  describing - among 
other things - a:ny  changes in pay structure and levels.  In particular, 
they are required to give the  Works  Committee  a  statement  showing the 
levels of average  monthly ee.rnings during the year by comparison with the 
previous year.  In addition,  in undertakings with over  300  employees, 
the  Works  Committee is required to set up a  committee to study the  terms 
and conditions of employment  of women  workers. 
However,  as staff representatives and members  of Works  Committees are not 
under a  legal obligation to inform the Ministry of Labour of the results 
of their activities, the French Government is unable to supply information 
about their work in securing effective implementation of the principle of 
equal  pay. 
It should also be noted that by virtue of the Decree  of 8  December  1917, 
implementing the Law  of  12  July  1977,  the managements  of undertakings 
with more  than  300  employees are required to  present a  "social balance 
sheet" eaoh year to the  Works  Committee,  giving,  in particular, details 
of pay and accessory costs including the total wage  bill for the year 
and the average  monthly pay in each  job category for both men  and women. (d)  The  law provides for intervention by conciliation boards,  mediators 
and arbitrators only in oases of collective labour disputes.  These  bodies 
are therefore not competent  to deal with individual complaints relating 
to the principle of equal pay. 
However,  many  collective agreements  contain a  clause setting up  joint 
committees before which  individual  complaints can be brought.  Such 
committees,  whcae  involvement  does not preclude the parties' taking the 
case before the  competent  court or tribunal,  suggest amicable  settlements 
or give opinions on  points of interpretation, particularly in connection 
with disputes arising from  the application of the collective agreements 
under which  the commi,ttees  were  set up. 
(e)  Also,  a  special  committee  on  women.' s  employment,  the  "Comi t' du 
travail teminin", has been set up  by the Government  1mder  the Ministry 
of Labour.  This body is advisory and  includes representatives of women's 
and  employees'  organizations and  leading experts in the field.  It examines 
the problems  for women  involved in pursuing a  paid oooupation and  studies 
ways  of facilitating their employment  and  vocational  advancement.  Within 
the Committee  a  number  of working parties have  been set up,  including 
one  which  is :particularly oonoemed with women's  pay. 
The  Committee  advised the Oovemment  on  the preparation of the draft 
which vas passed by  the Parliament to become  the  Law  of 22  December  1972 
on  equal pay for men  and  women. 
In addition,  the  Oommittee  disseminates information on  aspects of women's 
employment,  both in regard to pay and  condi tiona, and carrie• out  studies 
in this field backed up  by survey reaul  ts.  Examples  are the two  reports 
of September  1976  on  problems in women's  terms and  conditions of employment 
and the procress made  in implementing the Law  of 22  December  1972  on 
equal pay. 
114.{a)  In Bel  'um  the Ins action des lois sociales (Labour Law 
Inspectorate  ,  whi· e carrying out  on-the-spot inspections, has also 
checked  on  compliance  with Collective Agreement  No  25  of 15  Ootober  1975, 
and  in particular the requirement  that the text of the Agreement  must 
be displayed ~ogether with the undertaking's staff rules.  Up  till now, 
no  employer has refused to abide by this provision.  During their visits 
to firms,  inspectors have  dra~ employers'  attention to the matter of 
equal pay. 
The  Inspectorate has received four complaints;  one  in Brussels,  one  in 
the Dutch-speaking area and  two  in the French-speaking area.  In two 
oases the situation was  rectified following the Inspector's intervention, 
whilst in another,  the  complaint proved to be unfo1mded.  In the fourth, 
the employer has been  accused of an  offence. -86-
The  Law  of 12  April  1965  on the protection of employees'  reiiUDeration, 
Article 47a  of ~oh  deals with the principle of equal ~.  is a 
":public order" law and laya do1111  penal  ties for inf'i'inpMnts. 
Jfo  O&Hs  ot diamiBa&l  by an employer as a  reaction to a  complaint made  in 
the mclertaldng have  come  to the notice of the Labour Law Inspectorate. 
One  oase of diaissal was  reported to the Bureau of the  "Collldsaion on 
Woilen'•  Employment".  It oonoemed a  woman  worker tdlo  had d.i•tributed 
copies of the Comadasion's brochure  expla.ini~ Collective .Agreellllllt 
lo 25 1  11hereas  the undertaking'  II'  •t&ff ru.l.es  appeared to prohibit the 
distribution of pamphlets exoept where  expressly authorized. 
{b)  The  Law  of 5 December  1968  on collective agree11811ts  on  employment 
and  joint committees provides, in ita Artiole  18,  that all collective 
agreements must  be registered at the Industrial Relations Office of the 
Ministry of Laboilr.  'l'hia  formali  t;y is essential for. the acreeJDIInt  to be 
fully valid.  tmder the saae provision,  anyone mq o'bt&in  a  copy of a 
registered agree11111nt.  However,  a,.atema.tio circulation of the many  · 
national, regional and company-level agreements to the various competent 
Inapeotorates has so far not proved feasible. 
( o)  The Belgian Government  does not have particular• of the role. pl~d 
b;y  trade union representatives and works  councils in enauring that the 
principle of equal ~  is implemented. 
(d)  !'he  "CommieaioDBparitaires" {aeotoral  join;t eoDIIIlitt•) were  aaked 
b;y  the Jliniater of Labour in a  memo  dated 1 June  1976 to report on  the 
meaaurea that had been taken within their particular sphere to aeoure 
implementation of the principle of equal  p~.  However,  in their replies, 
the  Chairmen  of the  committees appeared to have  commented  only an  direct 
discrimination, and not indirect discrilli.Bation - a  point to be  bome in 
mind,  since moat diapari  ties are presWD8d  to lie in indirect discrimination 
and p-ading.  Hmoe,  a  full appreciation of the views of the  joint 
committees will only be possible onoe  they have1given their reactions to 
the above-mentioned report by the working party  1  on  which they are to 
be asked to ooiiiiDB!lt. 
(•)  In Jlaroh  1975  a  "Commission  du 'l'ravail des ftta.s" (Commission  on 
Women's  Employment)  was  set up in Belgium.  The  COilllisaion,  which is 
attaohed to the Ministry of Labour,  is an advisory~  whose  voting 
members  are all dra1m  from  the employers'  asaooia·Uarus  and trade unions. 
ll'rom ita inception,  the  Commission has taken a.n  interest in the  problem 
of equal pay. 
1cr.  pp.  56  and 66  of this Report. -87-
It has issued two  Opinions  on  this subject: 
(1)  -Opinion No  1,  of 26  May  1975,  on  a  preliminary draft  law  on  equal 
pay for male  and  female  workers  prepared by the Minister of Labour.  The 
Opinion was  submitted to the National Labour  Council,  and  the  substantive 
recommendations  contained in it were  largely taken account  of in collective 
agreement  No  25  when  the National  Labour  Council decided instead to  implement 
Directive  75/117/EEC  by means  of a  collective agreement  given binding 
force  by Royal  Decree. 
(2)  - Opinion  No  6,  of 22  March  1976,  which  made  various suggestions 
as to how  to secure application of the principle of equal  pay,  on  the 
basis of which  a  campaign  was  started to increase awareness  and knowledge 
and  promote  discussion of the matter.  In line with this opinion,  the 
following steps were  taken: 
- a  leaflet was  published and widely distributed; 
in September  1976  a  working party was  set up  in the  "Service des 
relations collectives du  travail" (Industrial Relations Department)  of 
the Ministry of Labour to "scrutinize collective labour agreements and 
uncover any instances of discrimination and anomalies  which  may  persist 
in them"; 
- in June  1976 all the  sectoral  joint committees were  aSked  to examine 
the collective agreements then in force  to bring them  into line with 
collective agreement  No  25; 
finally,  the Ministry of Labour  instructed the Labour Inspectorate 
to pay particular attention to the application of equal  pay,  and  a  day-long 
briefing session was  organized for the  inspectors. 
The  Commission  has also presented the Minister of the  Civil Service with 
a  statement  of its findings  regarding the application of Directive 75/117/EEC 
in the public sector. 
The  National  Labour  Council  has also been following up  the  implementation 
of collective agreement  No  25,  as the  two  sides of industry undertook to 
do  when  concluding the agreement.  It has asked the Minister of Labour 
for a  report,  and  the Minister has  conveyed to the  Council  the  views  of 
the  various registered joint committees  and also Opinion  No  6 of the 
Commission  on  Women's  Employment.  The  National Labour  Council's 
Executive Board has also called for the  working party's report to be  sent 
to the  joint committees,  and  wished  to be  informed of their reactions. 115.(a)  In Italy, the Works  Inapectorate,  alongside its other auperviaory 
duties,  also monitors observance  of the 1 ..  on  equal  p~.  To  boost the 
Inapeotorate'a effectiveness in this work,  Law  No  903 of 9  December  1977 
on  equal  treatment  of men  and women  in employment  introduce  a  penal  ties, 
in the  shape  of fines of between Lit  200  000  and Lit 1  000  000,  for 
failure to comply with the equal pay provisions.  In carrying out their 
duties,  works  inspectors are oonaidered as police officers, and are 
required to report offences which  come  to their notice to the  judicial 
authorities. 
The  Italian Government  does not have  precise data on  the results of 
these  checks  on  equal  pay.  It doesnoi think there have been any oases 
of dismissals in response to complaints at works  level or legal action. 
There is no  requirement for oolleoti  ve  agreements to be registered with 
the Ministry of Labour or notified to the Inspectora, but these agreements 
are published and on  sale to the public. 
(b)  The  Italian Government  and the two  sides of industry state that with 
the principle of equal  pay now  being incorporated in collective agreements 
and legislationJ trade union representati  vee in industry (trade union 
committees and representatives,  works  councils) are concentrating on 
getting rid of all obstacles tending to prevent  women  from  following 
exactly the  same  careers as men.  A number  of disputes have  been 
referred to the  conciliation boards and the trade union&. 
( o)  A national  oommi ttee on  roblems  of women's  e  lo  nt {"Colli tato 
per il lavoro femminile"  was  set up under the M:iniatry o  Labour by a 
Ministerial Regulation dated  17  December  1973;  however,  this Committee 
had been at work  for only a  year when  the order by which it had. been 
set up  was  repealed by the Administrative  Court  following an action 
brought by a  trade union which had been excluded.  The  Ministry of Labour 
intends as soon as possible to issue a  new  order re-establishing the 
Committee  and to include,  am~ng the tasks asaigned to it, aaaistance in 
preparing the Government's annual  report to Parliament  on  progress in the 
implementation of Law  No  903  of 9  December  1977.  In this way  the  Committee 
will be asked for its views  on  equal pay queations. 2.  COUBTII1!5  WITHOUT  A COMMI'!Wl'EE  OR  COMMISSION  ON  WOMEN'S  EMPLOYMENT 
116.  In Luxembourg  the "Inspection du  travail et des mines"  (Works  and 
Mines  Inspectorate~ is responsible for ensuring implementation of the 
provisions of the Grand-Ducal  Regulation of 10  July 1974  on  Equal  Pay. 
During its checks in undertakings and  individual establishments,  the 
Inspectorate has  so  far not had  &ny  infringements reported to it. 
Nor  has any case  of dismissal in reaction to a  complaint yet been noted. 
Regarding the registration of collective agreements,  it is compulsory to 
file agreements  with the Works  Inspectorate before they enter into foroe. 
Staff representatives and  joint works  committees have  played a  three-fold 
pa.rt  in ensuring that the principle of equal pay is implemented,  namely 
by their information work,  particularly among  the women  employees,  by 
checking to  see  that the principle is observed in contracts and 
agreements establishing iadi.  vidual  &nd  collective terms of employment, 
and finally by monitoring the actual implementation of the principle in 
the execution of individual and  collective employment  contracts. 
The  channels for settling collective labour disputes, however,  have  not 
so far had to intervene in this area.  · 
No  special body in the nature of a  committee  or commission  on  women's 
employment  has yet been set up  in Luxembourg. -90-
II. OOUR'l'RIE  WI'l'HOUT  omOIAL IlllSPEOTIOI'  AT  WORICS  Ll!l!iL 
1.  WITH  A CCIOlli'l'JSJ!j  01 O<IIMISSIOU  01'  l!!QUAL  'l'RM'MI'!' 
117.  (a) In the B'etherland!1  there ia no  provision for monitoring the 
application of equal pq in lmdertaldnga. 
How.ver,  the Law  of 20  Haroh 1975  aet up  a  aoommiaaie  voor gelijk loon voor 
vrouwen  en ID8.Dl1en"  ("Equal Pq OoDBDiBaion•),  which hall  a  memberahip  of fiv:e, 
namely two  representative• ot employers'  organizatiODS,  two  trade union 
representatives,  and  a  oivil servant &a· chairman.  When  a  diBpute ia referred 
to it, the OODIIliasion  has to deliver a  •reasoned opinion" on the wage  or 
aaJ.ar.y  to which  the employee  i8 entitled by law.  !his opinion,  whether it 
tincls in favour of or against the applicant,  lll\Uit  firllt be prod.uoed betore 
a  party oa.n  bring a Calle  before the magistrate ("kantonreohter").  'l'he 
Oomission also reports to the Minister of Social J.ttairs azq practices 
carried on by an undertald.!1g or group of 1mdertald.DcB  in the same  iDduatry 
which it oonaidera to be against the law ·and notifies the employer(a) to 
that efteot.  The  reaults obtained by thi• •yatem have been described in 
the earlier part of thia report,  on  "The  implementation of legal remedies• (1). 
The  Ministry of Social .Affairs has  introduced the department reaponsible 
tor wages  and salaries to carry out a  special enquiry to prevent inequality 
u  regards pay and  treatment in underta.ldDga -and  firma.  These  surveys are 
part ot the aasiataDOe aDd  baolo-up duties to be carried out by the wages 
department  in order to implement  the law on  equal pay  • 
The  Da.toh  Government  does not think it possible to determine whether 
dismissals have  in faot occurred as a  oonaequenoe ot complaints regarding 
equal pay.  The  Equal Pay Commission,  has,  however,  reported one cue of 
a  complaint  lodged with it which was  withdrawn tor tear. of victimization 
by the employer. 
(b)  The  parties to collective agreements are required by law to have them 
registered by the "Loonburea.u"  (Wages  Oftioe). ·  Soruti.Dy of provisions 
whioh  might  be contrary to the law on  equal pay take• place when  the agre.-
ments  oome  to be declared generally binding.  The  Equal Pay Commission 
may,  if it deems  this neoesaary in carryi.Dg out ita work,  require the 
parties involved to submit their agreement to it. 
(a)  The  trade union organizations are giviDg priority to removiDg all 
trace of discrimination vi~s  women  workers  in oolleotive agreements 
and making equal rights and  legal protection for part-time workers a 
reality in auoh  acreements.  Furthermoret  theae orpDizations,  inolwliJii 
the secretariat for "women  worken"  (liWVJ  (Dutch Trade Union Pecleration}, 
have UDdertaken a  large-aoale information aDd  guidanoe campaign on 
entitlement to equal ~  geared towards all 110l'ke1'11,  whether or not members 
of trade unions.  It points out the legal procedure to be tollowed in the 
(1) ct. P•  29  of this Report. - 90a-
event  of pay discrimination.  Moreover,  a  complaint from  a  worker is some-
times  lodged vi  th the Equal Pay  Commission. 
As  regards the task of works  councils,  the  recent!~ amended  Article 28  (3) 
of the law on  works  oounoils  (1) stipulates that :  "In general,  the works 
council shall ensure that there is no  discrimination in the undertaking 
and,  in particular,  endeavo'Ul'  to promote  equal pay for men  and women"• 
Moreover,  the law  on  equal  ~&{ makes  provision for the Equal Pay  Commission 
to inform the works  council{s) of any contravention of the law which  it ~ 
have  observed within an underta.ki.ng,  a  group  of undertakings  or branch of 
activity. 
(1) 4 October 1978. - 91-
(d)  Moreover,  the National Economic  and  Social Council  and the "Commissie 
Arbeidspositie  Vrouwen  en  Meisjes"  ("Commission  on  the employment  situation 
of women  and  girls") advised the Government  during its drafting of the 
Equal Pay Law  of 20  March  1975.  This  Commission  was  dissolved following 
the creation by  the Government,  on  17  December  1974 for a  five-year period, 
of the "Nationale Adviesoommissie Emaneipatie"  ("National Advisory Ooi!Dilission 
on  Emancipation").  In 19751  the latter Commission  issued an opinion calling 
for intensified publicity to be given to rights under the Equal  Pay Law. 
In 1977  it also issued an opinion advocating special legislation to combat 
sex discrimination (1). 
On  28  November  1975  the "International Committee  for Eoonomio  and Social 
Affairs" of the Economic  and  Social Council  expressed an opinion on  the 
draft directive on  equal  treatment to the Minister of Social Affairs. 
This  opinion stresses the advisability of creating anti-discriminatory 
laws  whose  first step should be to emphasise  equal rights for women. 
118.  (a) In Ireland,  there is no  systematic  inspection of the  ap~lication 
of equal pay  in industry.  However,  the Anti-Discrimination (Pay) Act  1974 
provides for the appointment  of Equality Officers of the Labour  Court 
(three such Officers have  been appointed to date).  Any  dispute between 
an  employer  and  employee  may  be  referred by either party to an Equality 
Officer for investigation.  To  obtain the information they require for the 
exercise of their duties, Equality Officers may  enter undertakings' 
premises to inspect any process of work  and  demand  access to any document. 
Anyone  obstructing or impeding an  inspector in the exercise of his powers 
is guilty of an  offence and  liable on  summary  conviction to a  fine not 
exceeding LlOO  or on  conviction on  indictment to a  fine not  exceeding 
Ll 000.  Following an  investigation,  the Equality Officer issues a 
recommendation which  is conveyed  to the parties concerned and  to the 
Labour  Court.  This  system and  its practical operation are described in 
more  detail in earlier sections of this report  (2).  The  majority of cases 
reported to the Equality Officers have  been referred by trade union or 
staff representatives.  In a  number  of oases,  trade unions have  also been 
involved in the amicable  settlement of disputes directly with the employers. 
No  case of dismissal in retaliation for an equal pay claim has been 
reported to the Equality Officers. 
(b)  Apart  from  certain agreements  negotiated under the Industrial Relations 
Act  19461  which  are registered by the Labour  Court,  there is no  obligation 
to notify collective agreements  to the public authorities. 
( o)  In March  1970,  the Government  established a  "Ooi!Dilission  on  the Status 
of Women"  with the following terms  of reference  t  "to ~ine  and report 
on  the status of women  in Irish sooiety,  to make  recommendations  on  the 
steps necessary to ensure the  partioipati~n of women  on  equal terms  and 
(1) Ct. P•  32  of this Report. 
(2) ct. P•  44  of this Report. -92-
conditions with men  in the political,  social, cultural and economic  lite 
ot the country and  to indicate the  implicatiom~ generally - including the 
estimated coat ot auoh  recommendations".  In ita report published in 
Deoember  1972,  the Commission  recommended  the abolition of all forms  of 
discrimination including that in relation to PSJ't  and recommended  the 
introc!uotion- of legislation to enaure the implementation of the principle 
of equal pay.  This legislation wa.a  enacted in July 1974,  in the sha.pe  of 
the Anti-Discrimination (Pq) Act. 
'l'he  l!mployment  Equality Act  lfJ17  provided for the establishment of an 
Employment  Equality AgeDoy  with the main function of promoting equality 
of  job opportUDi  ties between men  and women.  In addition to advising 
peraona about their rights under the equality legislation,  a  notable 
feature of the Agency,  which came  into operation on 1  October 1977,  is 
that it has the power to report an employer who  tails to apply equal P8J' 
direct to the Equality Of'fioer when  the employee  concerned cannot reasonably 
be  u:peoted to do  so herself  •  More  generally,  however,  the task of the 
Employment  Bquali  ty Agenoy  is to keep under review the working of the 
Anti-Di.IIOrimination (Pq) Act  197 4  and the Employment  Equality Act  1977, 
and where  necessary to make  proposals for amending these Acta.  It also 
has the tuk of reviewing,  in consultation with both aides of industry, 
any provisions in existing "protective" legislation which restrict women's 
employment  and ~  therefore  ~onatitute discrimination.  A.  sub-committee 
ot the Agency has been set up' to monitor the progress made  in the implementa-
tion ot equal pay to date.  !he .A.genoy,  on ita own  initiative, has  power to 
hold formal  investigations and,  it satisfied that practices or oonduot 
oontravene either the 1974  or 1977  Acts can serve non-discrimination 
notioes requiring that they oease.  The  Agency hu already issued a  number 
of explanatory brochures about the provisions ot the 1974  and 1977 Acta 
which have been widely distributed throughout the oo1mtry. 
119. (a) In the United ICiDBdom,  there is no  ayatem ot official inapection 
regarding the application ot equal pay in undertald.Dga.  Apart from the 
role played by the Equa.l Opport12Jlities  Commission,  which is discussed 
below,  it ~  be noted that &DyOne  who  feels discriminated against over 
pay ~  bring the Dl&tter before an Industrial Tribunal. 
(b)  Officers of the Advisory,  Conciliation aDd  Arbitration Service give 
advioe to indi  viduala,  aDd  the aervioe has a  statutory duty to attempt 
conciliation where complaints are made  to industrial tribunals about 
alleged intriDgements  of the Equal Pay Act.  The  object of auoh conciliation 
is to help the parties to reach a  settlement without the need for a  tribunal 
hearing.  The  J.CA.S,  which is in general competent to advise employers  and 
trade liDiODB  on peraODDel  and industrial relations matters,  also frequently 
usists in the introduction of  job eval'D&tion achemea •  Employers  and unions 
who  request suoh aasistaDOe are often concerned with the removal  of 
discriminatory elements in pay systems  1  in the lipt of the Sex - 93-
DieorimiDatiOJl and. Jkrua1  Pay Aet•. 
The  Central Arbitration Committee  (CAC)  has  the task of determining 
whether  or not  a  collective agreement  or ~  structure referred to it 
is discriminatory.  In near~ all cases the Committee has found  there 
was  some  discrimination,  either  overt~ or in the practical application 
of the agreement  or P8J'  structure.  The  Committee  has  frequently  given 
advice to the parties in lieu of ma.king a  formal  award. 
(c)  There is no  statutor,y obligation in the United Kingdom  to register 
collective agreements with ~  official body,  and  no  provision for 
notif.ying dismissal oases,  so that it is impossible to  s~  whether there 
have  actually been dismissals resulting from  an equal ~  claim.  However, 
the number  of such dismissal oases comin' before industrial tribunals is 
known  to be  ver.Y  small  (i.e., one or two). 
(d)  The  :British Government  has  no  information about the role plqed by 
trade union representatives or  '~orks councils•  in ensuring application 
of  equal~· 
(e) The  Equal  Opportunities Commission,  set up  under  the Sex  Discrimination 
Act  1975 1  has  the following statutory duties: 
- to work  towards  the elimination of discrimination, 
-to promote  equality of opportunity between men  and  women  general~, 
and 
- to keep under review the working of this Act  and the Equal  P83'  Act 
1970  and,  when  they are so required by the Secretary of State or 
otherwise  think it necessary,  to draw up  and submit  to the latter 
proposals  for  amending  these Acta. 
The  Commission  has  powers  to assist individuals wishing to bring 
complaints and it has  replied to ma~ individual  enquirers and written 
to and visited employers  on  their behalf.  It also advises  em  the 
preparation of oases and  provided for  legal representation at tribunal 
hearings and at the Appeal  Trib1mal  in certain oases.  The  EOO  ~~  on 
its own  initiative, oonduot  formal  investigations (l)  1 it may  a.lso be 
required to do  so b,y  the Seoretar,y of State. 
It is at present conducting an investigation into pay  structures at 
Electrolux Ltd. -94-
If, during the course of a  formal  investigation,  the Commission  becomes 
satisfied that a  contravention of the Equal Pay Act  has  occurred,  it is 
empowered  to serve a  non-discrimination notice on  the person concerned 
requiring the latter to cease the discriminatory practice(s). 
The  Commission  is required to publish an  annual report which  must  include 
a  survey of development  during the year. 
Early in 1978  the Commission  published a  booklet  on  "Guidance  on  Equal 
Opportunities Policies and  Practices in Employment", 
120. (a)  In Denmark,  official supervision of the application of equal 
pay would,  the  Government  states, be  contrary to custom  and  the legal 
system.  Collective agreements  do  not  have  to be registered with the 
public authorities,  and  their implementation is supervised by the 
employers'  associations and trade unions. 
In view  of the fact that the principle of  equal pay was  recognized by 
both sides of industry in the collective agreements  made  in 1973,  it is 
not  supposed that there has been any  great difficulty in applying this 
principle. 
As  far as  the Government  and the two  sides of  industry are aware,  there 
have been no  cases of dismissals  of  employees  who  had  claimed equal pay. 
(b)  A "Ligestillingsrldet" ("Equality Council") was  set up  by the 
Government  at the end  of 1975  and  issued a  report  on  equal pay. A Law 
adopted by the Danish Parliament  on  12  April 1978  has now  made  the 
Equality Council  into a  statutory body  and  assigned it, among  other 
functions,  certain powers  under the Equal  Treatment  Law  of the same  date. 
The  Council keeps  social trends under review,  particularly in relation to 
matters of relevance to the application of  equal pay;  in collaboration 
with the two  sides of industry, which  are represented on the Council,  it 
also attempts to determine how  far equal pay is being observed,  both in 
sectors covered by collective agreements  and  others. 
It also tries to identify the factors making  for differences  in actual 
earnings between men  and women,  such as vocational training levels -
generally lower among  women  - ,  the traditional segregation of the  job 
market  between the sexes,  the inferior professional status of women  due-
to part-time work,  etc. 
2.  COUNTRIES  WITHOt11'  A COMMITTEE  CR  COMMISSION  ON  EQUAL  TREA.'mi!:NT 
121.  There  is no  official inspection system regarding the application 
or equal pay  in undertakings  in the Federal Republic  of Germa.ny.  Only 
the labour courts,  conciliators,  works  committees  and staff representatives 
are competent  to deal with disputes  over equal pay,  or the subject of pay 
determination generally.  Neither the Federal Government  nor the two  sides -95-
of industry have reaeon to believe that these persons or bodies have 
neglected these tasks. 
It is impossible to say whether any oases of dismissal have occurred as 
a  result of complaints relating to equal pa;y,  sinoe there is no  notification 
procedure. 
However,  under Article 6 of the Law  on  collective agreements,  the Federal 
Ministry of Labour and  Social Affaire keeps a  central record of collective 
agreements containing particulars of their conclusion,  amendment  and 
termiDation and gi  viDg the beginning and  end of the period during which 
the agreements are generally binding.  Under Article 7 of the Law,  the 
signatories of colleotive agreements have  one month to notify the Federal 
Ministry and  the Linder Ministries of the agreements and  amendments  made 
to them.  The  Law  does not provide for checking to see whether the agree-
ments  observe the prtnoiple of equal pay,  just as it does  not require any 
verification of their correct legal form.  However,_if there were any 
violation of this principle- or of ~other  law for.that matter- an 
agreement would  not,  of course,  be made  generally binding. 
As  yet,  no  special body in the form of a  committee  on women's  employment 
or an equal opportunities OOJIIIlission  has been established in the Federal 
Republic.  There is, however,  a  committee attached to the Federal Ministry 
of Labour and Social Affairs known  aa the "small oommi ttee", which has 
been trying for several years to sort out the problema  of ~  gradings 
for light  jobs.  The  committee is composed  of representatives of the 
German  employers'  and trade union coDf'ederations  and certain other 
employers'  and trade union organisations  1  the secretariat is provided 
by the Ministry. - 96-
D- STATISTICAL ASPECTSs  COIOIUBITY  AND  NATIONAL  DATA 
122.  Since they began their work  of monitoring the progress of the 
implementation of Article 119  of the EEC  Treaty,  the  Commission  and  the 
Council  have  been  seriously concerned by the lack of comparable 
statistics on  men  and  women's  pay with which  to assess the situation 
and  trends in the member  countries. 
!he Resolution of the  Conference  of Member  States of 30  December  1961 
accordingly provided,  in paragraph 6,  for a  special statistical survey 
on  aen and  women's  p~.  However,  despite the  long and  involved work 
which  was  then carried out by the Statistical Office of the European 
Communities,  preparations for the survey were  never  completed,  due  to 
the fact that the  job categories chosen for the  operation were  found  to 
be  insufficiently representative both in regard to type and  the size of 
the workforce  involved.  !he Commission  could only aooept  the view1of the 
experts in its ad hoc  working party,  and  sent the  Council  a  report 
admitting that it had  failed in its task but  stressing that the survey 
on  the structure and  distribution of wages  and salaries - also provided 
for by the Resolution of  30  December  1961  - for which preparations were 
then under ~~  would  offer a  good  statistical basis from  which  to 
approach the subject. 
"Traditional" statistics on  the average  earnings of men  and  women  workers 
disregard many factors  suoh  as the number  of hours worked,  overtime paid 
for at higher rates,  sectoral manpower  structures,  training levels, 
length of service  and  age  of employees,  size of firms,  etc.,  which 
seriously reduces the value of any comparison. 
The  survey on  the structure and distribution of wages  and  salaries, 
however,  was  expressly designed to investigate the effects of just such 
personal characteristics of the employees  as  sex,  training,  age,  length 
of service,  eto.,  on  average  earnings and  the distribution of pay rates 
around the average  levels.  However,  such  surveys are a  major  operation 
which  cannot  be  contemplated more  than once  every six years;  in addition, 
considerable time must  be  allowed for processing and  publishing the 
findings. 
The  first  Community  survey on  the structure and distribution of ~s, 
conducted  in October  1966,  covered  only manual  workers  in industry • 
It was  repeated  in October  1972,  covering industry in the six original 
1  The  Commission 1s  progress report to the  Council  on  the preparation of 
the statistical survey on  the wages  and  salaries of men  and women  workers 
(Doo  V/C(J((64)225  final  of 26  June  1964). 
2counoil Regulation  No  188/64/EEC  of 12  December  1964  (OJ  No  214  of 
24  December  1964,  P•  3634). - 97  -
••ber states,  aDd  thi• tiae included non =emal workers1•  In 1974  a 
aurvey vu ocmd.uotecl  for the first time  in the Hrrioe iDduatriea 
(wholesale ~  retail distributionl  banking am.  inauranoe) in the nine 
lleaber stat•• •  'Ble  :next  1Nl"'Y87  is to be oanied mtt  in 1978/79 and 
will cover bolh  i.Ddust%'7  and the service sectors in the_  nine 
...  ber States • 
In thiB  ohapter w  ahall first look at the onrall picture ••rcirJB 
from  the twice-yearly· hanaonised statistics on  the gro•s ·earntDc- of 
manual worker•  in industry,  auppleaented by aoaae  national statistics, 
and then recall the aain fil'ld.inp of the aa.unity B'Dl'ftJII  em  the  . 
structure of earnings in iDd.uatry and the tre!ld.a  (for -.nua1 workers 
only}  troa 1966  to 1972;  finally, .oa.aents will be ud.e  on  the basic 
data eMrgblg froa the 1974  aurvey of earnings in the •ervioe sector. 
I. 'P  !W!91IZ11D  STATISTICS  OB  BARBIIIJS 
123.  !he twioe~arly (Jpril-ootober) harmonbed statiatios on  hCNJ'ly 
earnings give the latest ftgures for the gro•s hourly earninp of 
u.zmal workers  in industry. 
Table  1 ahon the averap hourly earni.nca,  in national currencies,  of 
Mle and female  manual  vorke:l  for the whole  of maautaoturing iDdustry 
in seven of the ..  ber States ,  and  iDdioates the peroentap pp 
between voaen's IU1d •n's ea.rnings.  IrelaDl does not yet lllq)ply clata 
for the harmonimed  statistics and  the Danish filures giye no  breakdown 
by sex. 
,  In the five years from  October  1972  to October  1977,  the gap between 
men's and voaen1s  earni.Dga  in the various ccnmtrie• l'l&I'J'Ovecl  only 
B116htly:  from  between  41.7~ (Im:embourg)  &Dd  22.~ (ll'l'ance)  in 
October  1972  to between  37·5~ (Iwtembourg)  and  19.~ (Italy)5 in 
October  1977.  However,  the change  i• acre 8Z'ked if w  clisrep.rd 
the Luxembourg  f~es, which ~  reflect a  ver,y  ~ecial •ituation6; 
w  then have  41.~ (lhlited Kin&dom)  and  22.~ (Jraoe) in October  1972, 
compared  with  29.3~ (Belgiwa)  aDd  19.~ (Italy}5 in October 1977• 
1  Council  Rel\llation  (:&:EO)  No  2  395/71  of 8  l'ovember  1971 
(OJ  No  L 249  of 10/11/71,  P•  52). 
2eouncil Ragulation  (EEO)  llo  178/74  of 21  January 1974 
(OJ  Ho  L 21  of 25/1/74,  P•  2). 
I  ' 
30ouncil RacW-ation  (EEC)  llo 495/78 of 6 llaroh  1978 
(OJ  lfo  L 68/3 of 10/3/78, P•  3). 
4~• Statistical Office of the EUropean  Communities  EUROSTAT  Series on 
Hourly E&rninp - Hour•  of Work  (L&Mst  isauea  1/1978,  for urninp in 
.April  1977) give• a  tu.ll bre&kdovn  b7 industry IU1d  recion together nth 
indices  ahovinc the treDd.. 
5The  latest figlires .available tor Italy refer to April 1976. 
6nue  to the  small  number  of women  employed  and  the sectoral distribution 
of the labour foro•  (predominance  of the aet&lworking industry,  in which 
5~  of the labour force are aployecl}. - 98  -
TAI3LE  1:  AVERAGE  GROSS  HOURLY  EARNINGS  OF  MANUAL  WORKERS  IN INDUSTRY 
(All  manufacturing industry) 
October 1972  October  ·1973  October  1974 
M  F  ~~ dif- M  F  ~~ dif- I  F 
,  dif-
I  ferenc~  erencE  M  !feren~ 
BELGIUM  I  I  I  I 
i 
(Bfrs)  95.35  64.941  31.9  i lo8.51l  14.54  .:u.3  •136. oo  1  94.20  30"7 
GERMANY 
7.93  I 
I  !  I  I  )I  I  (DM)  5.6o  29·4  1  8.82  6.30  28.6  9. 79  I  1-05  28.0 
FRANCE 
1·99  6.16 




23.6 1  8.53t  21., .  1o,j25  1 
I 
(Lit)  870  1  665  1.086  1.034 j 22,0 
LUXEKBOURG  ~  I  I 




(Lfrs)  111. 66  I 65.13  41-7  124. 84 !  69.02  44-7  89.671  42.8 
I 
_i 
NETHERLANDS  4  l  I 
31.9 !  9.12!  (Fl)  6.78 i  4.46  34.2  l  7·75 i  5.28  6.42  29.6 
UNITED 
79.09 i  46-'>31 
l  l 




October 1975  !  October  1976  October 19Tl 
~ 
~ dif-li  ~--arr-.,. 
r 
"  dif- M  p  M  F  M  F. 
ference  ,ferenc4!  ~erence 
BELGIUM 
(:Sfrs)  155-79  111.()5  l  ;  !  i  I 
28.7  i 172~  73 ! 121-85j  29- s;  !188.  69  1133.39  29.3 
GERMANY  I  8.13!  27  .. 7  I 
_, 
I 
(DM)  10  .. 49  7,61  ~.s  11. ?4;  1~04j  8.73  27~5 
FRANCE 




241!2  I  (FF)  2..~6  14.99 i  11 •.  )31  24.4  I  16  .. 881·12.80 
I 
ITALY 
(Lit)  j  1.,.$42 
LUXEMBOURG 
(Lfre)  169.25 
NETHERLANDS 
(Fl)  10,35 
UNITED 
135.68 f  KINGDOM  (p) 
(a)  April  1976. 
(b)  April  1917. 
I  (  11) I  (a)j  i 
--f 
i  1~:~  1.300  20.8  l  1.191 I  l.4J4!  ! 
I  I  .  I  t  t 
103.06!  39.1  195-~0!  l~-33: 3,.9 f211.13  131.88  37.5 
.  i  1  ('b)  (b)  (b) 
7."8  26.8  11,181  8,~6  11~70  .  6~"1'i.  25.2 
• 
l 151.3 i  106. 2  29· 8 i  163.20 ! 115- Bo J 29.0  90·'?8t  3.3, 1  .  •  I  I -99-
The  overall trend conceals  sharp differences between the individual 
ccnmtries:  in France,  for example,  the gap  has widened since 1974 
(October 1972- 22.9%;  October 1974- 24.0%;  October 1977  - 24-2%),whilst 
in Germa:ny,  Belgium  and  Italy it has narrowed by  about  2-4 percentage 
points.  In the Netherlands,  the differential has narrowed by 9  percentage 
points;  the change  was  even greater,  however,  in the United Kingdo~, i.e., 
a  full  12%  (from 41.2%  in October 1972  to 29.0%  in October 1977).  As  we 
know,  in the United Kingdom  the Equal  P~  Act  of 29  H~  1970  only came  into 
force  on  29  December  1975;  the gap  narrowed by  2.3%  between October 1972 
and October 1973,  4.3%  between October 1973  and October 1974,  and  1.~, 
3.3%  and 0.8%  respectively in the three following years. 
Whilst  the trend in the  size of the differential between male  and  female 
average hourly earnings mq broadly  reflect the extent  to which  the 
principle of equal  Pa1  is  being applied,  short-term movements  in one 
direction or the  other ~,  as has  already been noted,  result  from  changes 
in the numbers  of men  and women  employed,  e.g.  due  to  1~-offs for economic 
reasons. 
At  all events,  the  average  earnings figures,  which  ignore all the 
structural influences at  work,  should be  interpreted in this sense  only 
with the strictest caution,  and  the differential in men's  and  women's 
average  earnings obviously does  not constitute a  statistical measure  of 
Pa1 discrimination against women  for the  same  - or equivalent  - work. 
124.  For  non~anual workers  in industr,y,  the  Community  harmonized 
statistics do  not give  the absolute  levels of average  gross monthly 
earnings, but only  indices of the trends in such earnings in the  original 
six Member  States. 
Table  2  shows  the increases throughout manufacturing industry from 
October 1972 to April  1977.  In all six countries,  these  increases were 
slightly greater for women  than for men. 
TABLE  2:  Percentage rise in the  average gross monthly  earnings  of 
non-manual  workers  in manufacturing industry 
(October 1972-April 1977) 
Men  Women 
1BLQIUM  84.1  93.1  -
48.)·  - 54.5  FRANCE  - -
(JDIUJY  ...  69.4  79·7 
ITALY  78,7  ~- 89.01 
Ltm.moURG  82~3  85.4 
IOO'HERLABDS  64.6  90.8 
1April-1976. - 100  -
II.  SOD COJIPL!XDTARY  lfATIONAL  STATISTICS 
125.  Although  Ireland does  not yet participate in the Community  earnings 
surve,y,  the Irish Central Statistics Office publishes  quarter~ atatistics 
on  the average hourly ear.ninge  of industrial workers. 
Table 3  showa  the average hourly eamings for men  and  women  in new  pence, 
and  the percentage difference between thea,  in certain industries and  in 
manufacturing industr,y as  a  whole.  It shows  that over the period in 
question (September 1972-september 1977)  the overall gap  fell froa 42.~ 
to  37.3~.  Although  the  Anti~iacriaination (P.r) Act  of 1 July 1974 
entered into force on  31  December  1975,  the difference  remained  practically 
the same  from  September 1975  (39.~) to Septeaber 1976  (39.~), but fell 
by  ~  in the following year (37 .~).  Whilat  these figure• are of course 
subject to the sue reservations as were  expressed in relation to the 
harmoniaed statistics, it ia nevertheless  notewort~ that the gap  narrowed 
to a  much  lesser extent  than in the United Kingdom. - 101  -
TABLE  3  IHELAlm 
Average hourly earnings in certain branches of indutry 
J'ew  Penoe 
September 1972  September 1973  S.p'teaber 1974 
• 
p  - di:f'- • 
p  ~ dif- •  F  ~ dif-
fe-renc  ferene  fereno 
Slaughterhouses, uat 
prooessinga 
Bacon  62.5  38.7  38.1  17ol  50·7  34.2  97.1  66.8  31.2 
Other  61.5  33-9  44·9  75·7  47-8  36.9  95-8  57o7  39.8 
Jlanufacture  of dairy produo1 ill  ~.1  38.8  30-8  71.1  47·9  32.6  85.5  56.9  33.1) 
Breweries  88.9  61,0  31·4  114.7  n.o  )8.1  134.4  91·9  31.6 
Tobacco  industry  84,0  54·4  35.2  96·5  61.4  36.4  114.4  8o.7  29-'5 
Wool  and textiles 
(excluding clothing)  60.0  39.7  33.8  75·4  51·9  31.2  89.9  61.4  31.7 
Clothing industry: 
Ken's clothing  66·5  39.8  40.2  8o.7  48-7  39-7  93,1  57-7  JB.o 
Shirtaaking  55r.6  36.3  34.4  67-2  45-0  33.0  75.1  53o5  28.8 
' 
Women's  clothing  59-9  37.6  37-2  71.1  46-1  35·2  83~2  54o7  34.3 
Kiaoell  aneous  58,5  34-l  41-7  69-2  40-3  41.8  75.6  45.8  39.4 
Leather industl7  60~7  33.8  44.3  66.7  41-4  37~9  70.4  51.2  27.3 
Electrical goods  66,5  39~6  40.5  79~2  49-1  )8.1  94.4  62.7  . 33.6 
Total manufacturing 
ind.UJ!try  69R2  39-6  42.8  82.9  49·4  40,4  99.6  59·3  40.5 - 102  -
T!liLE  3  ( contd) 
I 
September 1975  September 1976  Septeaber 1977 
M  F  ~ dif- )(  p  ~ dif- )(  F  ~ dif-
k>eren64  [:rerenct  ff-erenct 
Slaughterhouses,  meat 
processing: 
Bacon  125-7  17.8  38.1  133.6  87.6  34.4  162.6  111.7  31.4 
Other  128.2  81.2  36.7  137.0  92.8  32.3  157.6  112.0  28.9 
Manufacture of dairy 
products  120.3  82.6  31.3  133-6  94·5  29.3  158.8  111.8  29.6 
Breweries  156.0  116.5  25.3  177-8  143-5  19.3  205.7  163.5  20.5 
Tobacco  industry  152.6  116.1  23.6  166.3  147.6  11.2  1~-8  166.7  12.6 
Wool  and tertilee 
(excluding clothing)  123.5  82.3  33.4  140.0  93.6  33,1  167.5  109·7  34-5 
Clothing industry 
Men's  clothing  112.9  75.4  33-2  127.4  83.2  34.7  140-5  95.0  32.4 
Shirtmaking  96·4  66-5  31.0  118e7  8o.3  32.4  134.2  95.5  28.8 
Women's  clothing  104.3  70.1  32.8  122.8  76.6  37.6  135.3  89.1  34.1 
Miscellaneous  89.5  57-7  35.5  93-5  68.5  26.7  103.6  8o.3  22.5 
Leather industry  91.0  59.6  34.5  97~5  66.7  31.6  116.6  8).8  29.3 
Electrical goods  123.3  79·9  35.2  147-8  92.6  37.3  162.3  112.9  30.4 
Overall  129.3  78.6  39.2  148.3  89.8  39.4  171.7  10'7 .1  37.3 -103-
126.  Although Denmark  supplies figures for the Community  harmonized 
statistics on  earains-, it unfortunately does not yet provide a  breakdown 
by sex.  We  are therefore obliged to lUie  the national statistics. 
The  quarterly statistics on  average hourly ea.rnin&B  in the capital oity 
and the provinoes will be shown,  for five main groups Of manual workers  1 
(1) skilled workers  (men  + women};  (2) unskilled men1  (3) total men 
(but  including skilled women) 1  {4)  unakilled women  and  (5) all manual 
workers covered. 
A comparison of men's and  women's  earnings levels can therefore only be 
made  in relation to unakilled manual  workers.  The  eXplanation for this 
is the insignificant number  of skilled female manual workers in Demark 
(under  1~). 
TABLE  4 shows  the differentials in male  and female  earnings  (including and 
excluding overtime) in speoifio industries and for unakilled manual  workers 
as a  whole.  A.  continuous,  steady reduction in these differentials is 
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Difference between  average  hour~ earnings of 
unskilled feaale manual  workers  and  their male 
counterparts  (as "'  of a ale  earnings) 
-rlh quarter-1972  J-rlh quarter 1973  -rlh quarter 1974 
Capitol  .  Provinces.  C:1.pit:;-~~rovinoee f  Co.pit:1.l  PL·cvinoca  - Overtime  Overtime  Overtime  -
·---
Inol. El:o1.  I:l01e  Exo1.  Ino1.  E;~·11e  Incl. F..."«llt  Incl. ~1.  Ine1.,  ·.r~zo1o  . 
16.4  14.4  12~2  10,0  12,4  10,5 
4~8  4o1  1·2  6,1  1.0  0.4  1,6  o,o  0,9  "·5  o,o  +0,6 
10,2  8.5  4.8  3.2  4.2  2.9 
9'!9  8.3  7-8  4-7  1~4  0!0  8._4  6.4  +4.7  -.6.2  8,6  7,1  ,.2  8.7  12.1  9.8  5-0  2.0  9,4  7.4  4.4  1.5  10,2  7.6 
13.8  11-7  G,9  4o4  10,6  8,8 
3.7  2-5  4.6  3,5  2,6.  2.1 
3.2  2,5  +0,7  +2,0  +1.2  +2,1  0,5  -K'!,2  +3.0  +4.-1 
19,1  18,4  17-5  16,0  17.1  16,4  14.9  13.'5  13,8  13.9  13.9  13.3 
14,5  l.2.4  1!;.,1  13.3  16.1  15.1 
12.4  12.4  18.3  18.1  16.1  15.8  14,3  14.0  13,6  13.6  11.3  11,2 
21.9  20.8  18.9.  17.6  16.7  15,4  14-7  13.2  15.1  14.9  12,6  12,3  ._ ..... 
Fourth. quater 1975  Fourth quarter 1976  F?urth quarter 1977 
~ 
11.2  8,7  9.8  7,9  7,6  5.4 
2.4  2,0  0.2  ..0,2  1.3  o,.c  2.2  1,6  1,5  1.0  2,0  1.,5 
5-5  3.6  3,6  4.1  3.4  2,2  0,4  o,o. 
+5.6  -+8,1  6,6  5,6  +5,2  -.6,7  8,9  a.o  +2,0  +2,0  6,4  5.1 
3-2  o.~  9~3  6.9  o.8  0  .. 3  9.4  7,3  1,9  1.7  10,8  9.1 ' 
4.6  1.7  6.1  3,0  4.2  1.4 
1.6  1.1  1:0  0.6  ..0,1  0,2 
+3.8  +4.1  +2,8  +3,3 
10.8  u.s  13.3  12,1  10.2  10.1  u.e  10.'.)  11,'5  11.0  11,6  10,7 
•17.9  17.7  22.6  22.1  9,8  9.3 
11 .. 4  11.3  10 .. 1  9-7  6.2  6,3  11.0  10,8  5,2  5.2  10.4  10~1 
14-0  12~8  12.1  10.8  12.2  11.0  10.1  9.8  12.1  10.~  10.4  9.0  -·---·  .. ------..J-- 105-
127.  Although it is a  participant in the Community  harmonised •urvey and 
the figures supplied were  examined together with those ot the original stx 
Member  States, the United Kinadom,  like Irel.a.nd  and  Denmark,  did not take 
part in the Community  survey in Ootober 1972  on  the structure and distribu-
tion of earni!l88  in ind'Witry;  a  few figures drawn from  the New  Eamings 
Survey will therefore be  given to complement  the aggregate figures f'rom 
the harmonized  survey (whioh  ~van inolude overtime bonUMs). 
The  data appears  in TABLE  51  whioh  shows  the average hourly earnings in 
new  pence,  e:EOludi¥ overtime,  of male  and female manual  and no~ 
employees  in all industries and  services over the period 1972-771  together 
with the annual inoreaaes and the changes  in the dif'terential between the 
earnings  of'  men  and women. 
It will be seen that the annual increases from 1972  to 1977  were all 
considerably greater tor women  than tor men,  in the case of'  both manual 
and noDooG&nual  workers.  As  a  result,  the gap  between male  and female 
earnings closed considerably over the period,  namely tor manual  workers 
from  38.~ in 1972  to 27 .rJI,  in 1977  BZ1Ci  for nOD-maDual  workers from  46.f11, 
in 1972  to 35.3%  in 1977 • 
TABLE  6 b&low,  also from the New  Earnings Survey 1977,  •howa  the differences 
in the average hourly earnings of men  and  women  in manual  and non-cnanual 
occupations by age group.  In both categories these ditf'erences are found 
to be smaller in the younger age groups,  but increase up to 40-49 and then 
f'all slightly in the 50-59  and  6~4  ~ups. 
TABLE  6  Average  hourly earnings of wua.l and.  M'tf'anual 
-£%~ 
(l'ew Penoe) 
Manual  employees  1'~1  employees 
Age  group 
~  ~  Men  Women  difference  Men  Women  difference 
18 - 20  113.9  97.8  14  111.4  103.5  7 
21  - 24  144.0  108.7  25  154.5  131.8  15 
25  - 29  155.2  113.5  27  201.4  155.7  23 
30 - 39  160.3  114.2  29  241.2  157.9  35 
40 - 49  159.1  113.8  28  2,56.0  157.4  39 
50- 59  152.9  112.0  27  243.7  154.6  37 
60  - 64  142.9  107.4  25  205.8  • 
Overall  151.6  110.7  27  222.2  143.7  35 - 106-
TABLE  5  UNITED  KINGDOM 
Average  hourly earnings  of male  and  female 
manual  and  non-manual  full-time workers 
aged  18  and  over in all industries and  services 
(Excluding overtime) 
Average  hourly earnings 
(New  Pence) 
1972  (a)  1973  (b)  1974  1975  1976 
Manual  + non-manual 
workers 
Men  83.3  91.6  104.8  136.3  162.9 
Women  53.9  60.3  70.6  98.3  122.4 
Manual  workers 
Men  69.1  77.8  89.6  117.4  138.6 
Women  42.6  49.1  58.7  81.1  100.2 
Non-manual  workers 
Men  110.8  n8.5  134.2  170.1  205.4 
Women  59.8  66.1  76.7  105.9  131.8 
Annual  increases 
% 
72-73  (c)  73-74  74-75  75-76  76-77 
Manual  + non-manual 
workers 
Men  12.5  14.4  30.0  19.5  8.9 
Women  11.9  17.1  39.2  24.5  9.4 
Manual  workers 
Men  14.6  15.2  31.0  18.1  9.4 
Women  15.3  19.6  38.2  23.6  10.5 
Non-manual  workers 
Men  9.8  13.2  26.8  20.8  8.2 
Women  10.5  16.0  38.2  24.5  9.0 
%  difference between men  and  women 
1972  (a)  1973  1974  1975  1976 
Manual  + non-manual 
workers  35.3  34.2  32.6  27.9  24.9 
Manual  workers  38.4  36.9  34.5  30.9  27.7 
Non-manual  workers  46.0  44.2  42.8  37.7  35.8 












(b)  The  figures for men  aged  21  and  over are 93.7p,  79.2p  and  121.7p. 
( o) The  annual  increases for men  refer to workers  aged  21  and  over. - 107  -
128.  The  picture supplied by  the Community  harmonized  survey  on  earnings 
m~  also be supplemented b,y  the  results of a  surve,y  carried out in the 
Netherlands in 899  firms  employing  almost  300  000  workers  (approximately 
72  000  men  and  222  000  women),  published in the  report  of the  "Technical 
P~  Unit"  ("Loontecbnische Dienst").  This  survey was  referred to above 
in the section on  the  implementation of collective agreements  with regard 
to the grading of women  at the  lower end  of the p_, scalel. 
In 750  of the firms  eurveyed,  paired comparisons  of earnings,  adjusted for 
length of service,  overtime  and  shift-work  p~ents, etc., were  made  for 
men  and  women  doing equivalent work.  As  is shown  by Table 7 below,  on 
average  women's  earnings were  2%  below those of men,  the difference ranging 
from  0-3.~ depending on  which  of the  8  grades of work  arbitrarily chosen 
by the Technical Pq Unit  was  involved  (Grade  I:  very simple  work; 
grade VII:  top-grade posts). 
TABLE  1 - Difference in ear.nings between men  and  women  workers 
Workers  whose  p~ is 
All  women  workers  based on  a  job evaluation 
system 
Grade  I  2  ~  l.B,' 
Grade II  1.~  o. &/o 
Grade  III  3.~  2.rffo 
Grade  IV  2.3%  1.~ 
Grade V  0.3%  o.~ 
Grade  VI  1.3%  11.9% 
Grade  VII  0  -
The  survey illustrated  the impossibility of making pq comparisons  in the 
top-grade posts,  owing to the small  numbers  of women  at these levels. 
129.  For France,  two  additional seta of national statistics are of 
interest:  an  analysis of tax returns  showing  a  considerable disparity in 
net  annual  earnings  (but  only covering the two  years 1972  and  1973),  and  a 
Ministry of Labour  survey on hourly wage  rates,  in which  the differences 
are much  smaller. 
(a)  The  National Institute for Economic  Statistics and Research  (INSEE) 
carried out  an  analysis of the armual  wage  declarations  I!N.bmi tted by 
employers  for tax purposes. 
1ct.  p.  78  of this  Report. - 108-
Table 8 below summarizes  the findings  of the 1972  and  1973  enquiries. 
TABLE  8 - Difference between male  am.  female net .zmual eaminge , 
e%presaed in ,  of ll&le  eamings 
(lll:ployers'  umual par returns) 
I  XAJUJ.L. .WQ~ 
EWDJ.LL  -- s'-i-alcillec 
. 
ill u.nUal  'U!Wcilled  Skilled'  .. 
. 
1912  33.4  20.8  24.7  26.1  29.5 
1913  . 33 .. 6  20.1  24 ... 8  26.3  29.3 
IOJ'-IIABUAL  WORKERS 
Clerical .  Supervisory lliddle  Senior  ill 
manageaent  •UlaBement  nen  ....  anual: 
1972  22,7  16.2  29.7  36.5  47.0  .. 
1973  23.6  18.2  31.5  37,0  48.2 
(b)  'Dle  figures in Table 9 below are taken from  the llinietr,y of Labour 
quarterly nrvey of hourly eaminge.  They  COM  closeat to showing the 
differential for equivalent work.  They  are baaed on a  comparison of the 
hourly wage  rates of ll&le  aDd  feaale aanual workera b.r  training level  and 
brUlch of industry.  The  filld.inp are thua not diatorted by difference  a  in 
houra worked  (aince overtiae :pq ia excluded)  or,  on the whole,  bF 
differen~es in levels of &kill.  •vertheless, part of the  reBidual 
diap&ri  ty aq be due to the different occupations pursued by Mn and 
woaen  with Bimilar training levels,  and also to the fact that within the 
sue branch,  firma  eiiJ)loyiq a  llajority of women  will tend to pq lower 
wages  than those  employing a  aajori  ty of aen.  ll'u.rther,  diapari  ty can 
only be calculated for aumal wo:rkera. 
The  difference i8 greater,  the aore heterep:neoua the category,  and 
pner&ll7 speaking, it i:ncreuea with the level of training.  Since 1972, 
the gap  in each of the catqoriea haa been tending to close. - 109-
T!BLE  9 - Difference between male  and  female hourly eamiDB• 
(aa %  of JU.le  eaminga)  --
All  ar84•  .,. Grade  Gr&d.e 
manu&l  1  2·  3" 
.workers  . (workers)  ·c.Poiali~  (semi-akillec 
workers)  wo,rkere  ~ 081. 
I 
Ootober 1972  4.6  3,1 .  4.0  .. 5.2 
October 1973  4-2  2,5  ).0  ~.4 
October 1974  3.6  ..  1.9  2.6  3,6, 
October 1975  3.4  1.8  2,6  3.4 
October 1976  3.5  1.9  2.5  3.5 
July  1977  3.3  1.7  2.1  3.4 
Grade  Grade  Grade  Grade 
4  5  6  7 
(seai-akilled  (skilled  (skilled  (skilled 
worke'rs)  .,  workers)  workers)  workers  )1 . 
052  Pl  P2  P3 
October 1972  3.5  7-3  8.2  10.0 
October 1973  3.9  6.7  8.1  9.7 
October 1974  3.4  5·7  7·5  9.1 
October 1975  3.4  5!7  1·9  8.7 
October 1976  3.7  6.0  7•0  6,3 
July 1977  3!4  6.0  6.3  7-3 - 110-
III.  THE  COMMUNITY  SURVEY  ON  THE  STRUCTURE  AND  DISTRIBUTION  OF 
EARNiifuS 
1.  THE  1966  SURVEY  - MANUAL  WORICERS  IN  INDUSTRY 
130.  As  stated above,  the purpose of the Community  survey  on  the 
structure and distribution of wages  was  chiefly to throw light on  the 
relationship between workers' average  earnings and their personal 
characteristics (sax, qualifications,  age,  length of service in the 
undertaking,  etc). 
The  Commission's  Report  to the Council  on  the situation in the original 
six Member  States on  3~ December  1972  regarding implementation of the 
principle of equal ~  summarized  the main  findings  emerging from  the 
S0100 'a  analysis of the data obtained from  the October  1~66 survey on 
the structure of wages  among  manual  workers  in industry  • 
Th• analysis was  based on  data from  the four  industries in which the 
bulk  (over  5~) of female  manual  labour is concentrated in all the six 
countries  except  Luxembourg,  namely  the textile,  food,  clothing and 
electrical equipment  industries. 
Starting from  a  comparison of men  and  women's  average hourly earnings  in 
manufacturing industry as a  whole  (very few  women  are employed  in mining 
and  quarrying or the construct  ion industry},  in which  of course all 
structural influences ar• disguised,  the SOEC  went  on  to analyse data 
from  each of the four  industries referred to according to certain personal 
characteristics of the workers and  other structural factors. 
The  difference between men's  and  women's  average hourly  earnings,  as a 
proportion of male  earnings,  in manufacturing industry as a  whole  in 
October  1966,  was  2~ in Italy,  2~ in France,  3D,(  in Germaey,  32%  in 
Belgium,  4~  in the Netherlands and  4~  in Luxembourg. 
The  more  detailed analysis for  the first time made  it possible to compare 
the ma¢  tude of the differentials among  groups  of workers  that were 
fairly homogeneous  from  the point of view  of age,  qualifications,  size 
of undertakings, ~  system  (only time rates) and  type of hours  paid 
(regular hours,  excluding overtime).  The  results were  remarkably  similar 
for  the textile,  food  and  clothing industries,  in which  the smallest 
differentials were  found  in Italy and  France  (averaging 14%),  followed 
~oc SEC(73)3000  final of 18 July 1973. 
Cf.  "Structure and Distribution of Wages  - 1966",  Social Statistics. 
Special Series,  Volume  8 - "Community-wide  Synthesis"l  Chapter  6 -
"Some  comparisons  between gross hourly earnings and  the structure of 
the work  foroe qy  sex"  (p.98-216). - 111-
by Germaey  ( 2~), Belgium  (  23~) and  the Netherlands  ( 2~).  In the 
electrical  e~pment industry,  the smallest differentials were  found 
in France  (81.'),  Italy  (1~) and1the Netherland•  (13~),  followed  ~ 
Belgium  (  21~) and  Germ&r.\Y  {  2~) • 
Althoush still quite large,  the gape  between men's and women's  hourly 
earninp are narrowing appreciably.  The  differentials clearly cannot 
be  taken as a  statistical measure of ~  discrimination a,ainst women& 
caution is required for maey  reasons.  To  take a  simple  example,  the 
uniform qualification categories that were defined for the surv~ each 
still cover several training levels for a  sometimes  quite wide range 
of occupations.  Hence  it has  only partly been possible to remove  the 
effect of heterogeneous qualification standards on the differential 
betweel male  and female  earnings.  Others factors not recorded ~  the 
survey may  also bring about differences in ~,  such as bonuses  for 
night work  (shift work),  or for dangerous  or dirty jobs,  etc. 
In spite of these reservations, whose  importance the Commission  does 
not minimize,  this  surv~ on  the structure and distribution of wages 
among  manual  workers  in industr,y,  using common  methods  and definitions, 
nevertheless gave for  the first time a  rough  idea of'  the various. 
countries' positions in regard to the extent to which  the principle of 
equal  pa.y  has  been implemented,  insofar as this is reflected in actual 
earnings. 
If the arithmetical mean  is calculated for the p~ differentials in all 
the homogeneous  groupe  of male  and  female  manual  workers  in the four 
selected industries,  the following results are obtained for  19661 
- Frances  13~;  Italy  14~ (the lowest), 
- Netherlandsa  26~ (the highest), 
-with Belgium  (2~) and Germaey  (21~) falling between these  extremes. 
2.  THE  197  2  SURVEY  OF  WAGES  AND  SALARIE:3  IN INDUSTRY 
131.  The  main figures  from  the 1966  structural survey are given in 
Table 101  together with the corresponding figures  from  the second 
Community  survey on the structure and distribution of earnings in 1972, 
which  also covered non-meanual  workers  in industry. 
1  Luambourg could not  be  included in the comparison because of the 
small numbers  of women  workers  involved. - 112-






Manual  workers1  ~ difference between male  and feaale hourlx earnings 
(change,  1966-1972) 
llon-manual  workers:  %  difference between male  and  female  monthly  earni:ags 
(situation in October 12J2l  I I. Cllotaiy and  ~  ll  ..  'l'extile 
!_IID\lfa.cturing  footwear  ·  · t  il\dUst& 
-iBdnatrz  ~  NX  lrACE  t'ME  NACE  f  CE 
I  (~)  (45)  ! (23)  (43) 
I 
1966  1972  1966  1972  1966  1972 
{a}  \c. Jl  ~(t)Tk 
M  )(  N_.  •  •  11-11  Jl(  Jl  N-M 
" 
.  I! 
- 32  - 33  -39  - 23  - 17 
,_ 24 
- 23  - 22  I  - 23  ·--
- 30  - 31  !  ..;  36  - 20  - 19  t- 17  'j- 19  .. 18  - 16 
'  II  •.  28  -~  -42  - 14  -14  i- 14  1- 14  -12  .. 17  -
i 
-25  - 23  - 37  - 11  - 6  1- 5 ti- 16  - 14  i- 6 
I  j .. 22  ~-- Jl'etherlands  -40  -31  -48  - 28  - 23  . - 31  .. 24  .•  22 
1  I. 
I 
IV.  Electrical  I 
III. Food  ind.ust!l 
·~i;ement  I~+~+  lll +pi 
I  NICE  N.'l.~  NI~  NAOE  Co>  COUM'Rr  i  (20)  {41  A)  (37)  (.34)  'l  ·-
Jl966  J  1966  1972  1966  1?72  1972  -·  - I  :L~- IN..J« 
I 
M  M  N-M  M  )(  I  M  • 
·'  ~  -Belgium  -20  - 17  -24  - 21  - 19  - 17 ~- 20  - 20  ;-----· 
t- 20  J  Qermalzy'  - 23  ...  22  - 22  - 20  l- 16  - 21  ,_ 20  - 17 
F'rallCC  - 15  - 15  l::.:j ...  8  _  11  , _ 16_E·  _ 13  _·-;;-
-
Italy  -15  - 13  -10  - 1~  - 9  1- 7 11  - 14  !  - 11  - 7 
Netherlands  - 23  - 20  . - 20  - 13  I•  12  ! - 10  -26 
:  1- 21  - 10 
(a) M - Manual  workers  (b)  lf-M•  Non-manual  workers 
(c) Arithmetical  mean  of the differentials for all the homogeneous  groups  in 
the four industries. - 113  -
The  SOEC  repeated the  lll&lysis it had carried out of the material  from  the 
1966  survey,  just desoribed,  on the data from the new  survey,  U1d  the 
complete finding. were likewise publiahedl. 
They- showed  that over the six intervening yean, the average  earninga 
differential for all the homogeneous  groupe of mUIU.al  workers in the same 
four industries had fallen by only five peroentage points in the Betherlands 
(2. to 21%),  three points in Italy (14%  to  11~),  two  points in Belgium 
(2~ to ~)  and  one  point in the Federal  Republic of Germai\Y  (from  21%  to 
~);  the ai  tuation had remained unchanged in France. 
Thus  in October 1972  the relative poei  tiona of the Kember  States in regard 
to earning differentials for manu.al  workers were  u  follows  (approxiaate 
figures): 
- the differentials were  smallest in Italy (11%), 
- slightly higher in Franca (13%), 
- significantly higher in the Federal Republic of Gem~  (2~), Belgium 
(~) and the Betherlands  (21%),  the latter having practically caugnt up 
with the other two  between 1966  and 1972. 
Jmong ncm-4anual  employees in industr;y,  where  the situation was  being 
analysed for the first time,  the overall differentials between male  and 
female average monthly earnings  (excluding overtime)  in manufacturing 
industry in October 1972  were  u  followa1  3~ in the Federal Republic of 
Ge!'llal\f,  37%  in Italy,  3~ in Belgium,  42%  in France  and 4~ in the 
Betherlands. 
However,  the analysed data for the  same  four selected industries showed 
aver888 differentials which  were  clearly the  smallest in Italy (7%)  and 
about half the size of those in manufacturing ind.ustr,y  generally in the 
other countries,  namely 1 ~  in the Federal  Republic of Genu.J\Y'  and France, 
1~ in the Netherlands  and ~  in Belgium.  In the latter oountr,y,  the 
differentials were  thus the same  for manual  and non-4anual  employees  (20%), 
whilst they were  smaller for non-tD&nUal  workers in Italy (7%  as  against 
11%),  the Federal Republic of Ge:nii&I\Y  (17%  as against  ~)  and the 
Netherlands  (1~ as against  21~).  In France,  the earnings differential 
among  non~anual employees  was  higher than among  manual  workers  (17%  u 
against  13%) • 
3.  THE  1974  SURVEY  OF  SER'VICE  SECTOR  DIPLO!'IZS 
132.  The  COIIIIIIIUli ty survey on the atiUcture  and distribution of earnings 
in the service eector (wholesale  and retail distribution,  banking and 
insurance)  in 1974  was  a  natural  sequel  to the similar surveys conducted 
in industry in 1966  md 1972.  It was  also the first of its kind conducted 
in the nine Kember  States using common  definitions and methode. 
1Tbe  SOED  did not publish a  special volume  giving a  Community-wide  synthesis 
for this second survey;  however,  the first of the two volumes  on each 
countr;y  contains  a  chapter giving some  comparisons of gross earnings by 
sex.  See EUROSTAT,  Special Seriesa  "Structure of earnings in industry -
1972",  12 volumes. - 114-
The  results were  processed according to a  standard programme  prepared by 
the Statistical Office.  The  complete  findings  are now  in the process of 
publication,  with one  volume  on  the methodology and one  for each countr,y1• 
In this series the Statistical Office gives breakdowns  of average monthly 
earnings  and their indices by industrial branch,  sex,  qualifications,  size 
of firm,  etc., enabling a  comparison to be  made  of the differences in male 
and female  earnings for relatively homogeneous  groups.  It should be noted 
that the structural survey of earnings in the service sector covered all 
the employees  in the undertakings  surveyed without distinction b~tween 
manual  and non-manual  workers. 
The  differences between the gross monthly  earnings of men  and  women  in 
each homogeneous  group,  according to qualification categor,y  (four)  and 
age  group  (two:  21-29  and  30-44)  in the  same  industr,y  (of the four service 
industries selected)  in each Kember  State are  shown  in Tables 11-19. 
Tables  20  (distribution)  and  21  (b&nking and insurance)  summarize  the 
average  overall earnings differential for the sector and  the  average  (simple 
arithmetical mean)  of the differentials by group;  in this caee the groups 
are slightly more  homogeneous  since  they also take  account  of the size of 
the employer undertaking,  using the  aame  technique as  in the 1966  and  1972 
structural surveys in industr,y  (in which the size of firm was  also 
considered).  These  figures are especially interesting because,  although 
not quite as up  to date  as might  be wished,  for the first time  they cover 
Denmark,  Ireland and  the United Kingdom.  They  also vindicate the method 
used,  since the figures in Tables  20  and  21  confirm the well-known fact 
that  equal  pq is much  better observed in the b8l'lking and  insurance 
industries than in the distributive trades. 
In wholesa1e  and  retail distribution  (Table  20)  the corresponding figures 
for the overall differential in the sector and the average differential 
within the homogeneous  groups  are  as  follows: 
18%  and  8%  respectively in Italy, 
39%  and  14%  in France, 
2$ and  19%  in Denmark, 
32%  and  20'f,  in the Federal  Republic  of Gel'lll8lV'  and Belgium, 
39%  and  22%  in the Netherlands, 
43%  and m in Luxembourg, 
47%  and 31%  in the United Kingdom, 
and  43%  and  32%  in Ireland. 
With  regard to the United Kingdom  and  Ireland, it must  be  remembered that 
their national  legislation on  equal  p~ only  came  into force  at the end of 
1975. 
1  EUROSTAT  - "Structure of earnings in distribution, banking and  insurance 
in 1974",  10  volumes  in the process of publication;  of.  the  DB  series of 
Tables2  "Index of mean  gross monthly  PIQ'  (corrected)  of full-time 
employees  according to occupation,  sex,  qualification and  age  (pq of 
full-time male  employees ..  100)". - 115-
Table  21,  for b&nking  and  insurance,  indicates overall differentials 
similar to those in the distributive trades; however,  they fall much  more 
sharplJ  (espeoiall7 in seven of the  oountries) when  earnings within the 
homogeneous  groups  are  compared. 
The  corresponding figu.res  for the overall differentials and  the 
differentials within the groups  are as follows& 
- 2~ and  4%  respectively in Italy, 
- 30 %  and  ~  in France, 
- 42%  and  8%  in Luxembourg, 
- 24%  and  8%  in Denmark, 
- 31%  and  9%  in Belgium, 
- 2~ and  fJfo  in the Federal  Republic  of Germany, 
- 4~  and  1~ in Irelend, 
- 42%  and 1$ in the Netherlands, 
and finally 4~ and  23%  in the United Kingdom. TABLE  11 
I, 
Wholesale· -
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EAJOO:lllS  STRUCTURE  Ill THE  SERVICE  SECTOR  IN 1974 
BELGIUK 
%  difference between aale  and  female  gross  aonth~ earnings 
by  occupation,  qualifications and  a&e  group 
-~ 
Qualifications  --
Age  Executives  Highly- Skilled  Unskilled 
and  .. qualified  junior  junior 
managerial  junior  perao:zmel  pe~so!lllel 
.Jitaff  personnel  ..  .. 
21- 29  -20  - 23  -· 20  - 18 
30-44  -22  -20  -. 17  - ~ 
All  ape  -23  -25  -2.5  - 26 
21  - 29  -24  - 30  - 19  -. :?2 
30-44  - 22  - 22  - 13  - 18 
.lll Sges  - 17  -27  - 18  - ~.1 
- Bighly- Executives  Qualified  .. 
qualified  Other 
(junior  clerical  clerical  emple77ees 
management)  staff  st-aff' ,  •  .  --
21- 29  - 8  - 7  - 8  - 9 
30-44  - 11  - 7  - 11  -- 13  -
411  ages  - 15  - 1J  - 16"  - 15 
)(iddle- Highly- Other 
Skilled  wage- aBlla&ement  skilled  employees  eaming  executives  e~loyees  esployeea 
21- 29  -20  - 9  - 4  - 4 
30-44  -13  - 7  - 7  - 6 















I  -. 
..  11 
-23 
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EAllJIJJJS  STRUCTURE  IIi THE  SERVICE  SECTOR  Ill 1974 
DUM  ARK 
%  difference between aale and  female  gross aonthl7 ear.ninga 




Executives  Highly- Skilled  Unskilled  Age  and  qualified  junior  junior  ma:nf18erial  junior 
sta.ff  .  persomei  per&onnel  peraormel 
21- 29  •  (a)  - 19  -.15  ~  17 
30 •. t1A  - 17  - 22  ·...,. 19  -23 
J.ll  ages  - 24  - 21  ·-18  .ool  20 
21-29  •  -. 13  -26  -17 
30-44  - 26  -· 2)  -20  -rr  - .. 
All~  -19  - 20  -17  •16 
Jlxecutives  Highly- Qualified 
qu~ified  olerioal- •  Other 
{junior  clerical  •ta.ff  employees 
ma.nage~ent) sta!f 
21-29  •  -· 12  - 1  •l2 
30-44  - .,  - 7  - 8  -17 
:All  ages ·  - 8  .,.  7  0  -13  -
Middle- Highly- Other  -
ll&n8€8JRent  skilled  Skilled  vqe-
eilployees·  earning  exeoutivea :  employees  - - eelo:vees 
21-29  - (b)  - 8  -12  -13 
30-44  •  -12  -10  • 
All  ages- - 15  -·  1  ·•11  - 7 
(a)  •  •  data not published (inter alia,  subject to atatiatioal secrecy). 






























EAJUIIIGS  STRUCTURE  Ill THE  SERVICE  SECTOR  Ill 1974 
FEDERAL  REPUELIC  OF  GERIWlY 
%  difference between male  and  female  gross monthly 
earnings by occupation,  qualificatia.  and  a,;e  group 
- . 
Qualifications 
Age  Executives  Highly- Skilled  Unskilled  and  qualified 
managerial  junior  junior  junior 
staff  personnel  personnel  personnel 
21-29  -
18  -13  -16  - l6 
30-44  - 20  -14  - ll  - 30  ·-
All  ages  - 21  -18  .. 13  - 28 
21-29  - 14  -19  - 22  - 21 
~ 30- 44  - 15  -20  -27  -24  -
All  ages  - 14  _20  - 25.  -24 
.. 
Executives  Highly- Qualified  qualified  Other 
(junior  clerical  clerical  employees 
management )  st8.f'f  staff 
.. 
21- 29  - 11  - :  7  0  - 4 
30-44  - 17  -15  - 9  - 8 
All  ages  - 17  - 1.5  - 11  -20  --
Middle- Highly- Other 
.  management  skilled  Skilled  wa,;e-
e:ucutives  employees  employees  earning 
employees 
~1 - 29  - 9  -10  - 3  0 
30-44  - 11  -16  - -11  - 11 
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EARBIBOS  STRUCTURE  IN  THE  SERVICE  SECTOR  IN  1974 
TABLE  14  FIWTCE 
%  difference between male  and  feaale groas aonthl7 
earnings by occupation,  qualifications and ac•  group 
Qualificiations  -
Age  Executives  Highly  Skilled  Unskilled  and 
- qualified 
managerial  junior  junior  junior 
staff  peracmnel  personnel  personnel 
Wholesale  21- 29  - 12  ...  10  - 13  ~· 13 
distributior  30-44  - 17  - 5  - 12  - 17 
All  ages:  -14  - 8  -14  --14 
Retail  21-29  - 14  - 18·  - 21  - 15 
diatributioll  30-44  •23  -21  -23  - 19 
. 
All  ages  - 20  - 19  - 20  - 13 
Executives  Highly--·  Qualified 
(junior  qualified  clerioal  Qther 




:S&llking  21-- 29  -10  -·  6  - 3  ..  3 
30 -· 44  - 13  - 8  -
6  - 19  .  .  ..  . 
All  ages  - 10  ...  6  -·  .3  -.  5 
Middle- Highly- Other 
Skilled 
-. 
management  skilled  wage-
employees  earni~g  executiY.u  employ•••·  .  -- upla.Yees  ..  . 
Insurance  21-29  -·1,  - \  6  -.2  ·-·  9 
30-44  -10  -..  8  -··  8  -· 13  ..  .. 
All  qws  - 7  -
~  . s  -~-10.  -
·ALL 
_,  23 
- ·32 










:  - -44 
- 32 TABLE  15 
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EARBIBGS  STRUCTURE  IN  THE  SERVICE  SECTOR  IN  1974 
IRELAlm 
%  difference between male  and  female  gross monthly 

































21  - 29  - 31  - 26  - 20  - 32 
.)0 - 44  •  - 29  - 35  - 42 
~------4----------+--------~------~----4----t-·----




















•  - 12  - 8  •  - 19 






-1  -6  -9  -41  -38 
Middle- Highly-
management  ..  :skilled 
executives  employees 
Other 
Skilled  wage-
employees  earning  ALL 
e~~ployees 
- - 24  - 22  - - 27 
•  -28  -:a  - - 33 
















EA.Rntms  STRUCTURE  IN THE  SERVICE  SECTOR  Ill 19]4 
ITALY  -
~ difference between male  and  female  gross monthly  earnings 




qualified  Skilled  Unskilled 
Age  m~ial  junior  junior  junior  personnel  staff  - r-- personnel  personnel 
21- 29  - 8  - 13  - 8  -
8 
30-44  - 15  - 9  - 10  - 15 
· All ages  - 9  -11  -13  - 14 
21  - 29  - 9  -10  - 3  -
2 
30-44  -n  - '  - 6  -
6 
·All ages  - 10  - 7  - 8  - 7 
Ez:ecuti  ves  Highly- . 
(j~or  qualified  Qualified 
clerical  clerioal  · Other 
lll&!lapllent)  employees  staff  sta.tf 
21- 29  +  l  +  1  - 3  - 4 
30- 44  - 4  0  - 9  -
6 
·All ages  ·- 4  - 1  -14  ;: - 13 
Other 
Kiddle- Highly- wap-
1111LD&£'1Bent  skilled  Md.-lled  ·earning 
lv•s  aelmreell  Alllnll"'v•••  -nlnv••• 
21- 29  - 8  - 3  .+  1  • 
30-44  - 8  - 3  - 4  -22 
.;_  8  - 3  -
6  -23  - .. 
ALL 





- 12 ·{ 
-14 
··'  j 
I 








- w J  -21,. 
..... 
- 2$' J -'PABLE  17 
. 
Age 
Wholesale  21- 29 
distri- 30-44  bution 
All ages  -




~anking  21- 29 
30-44 
~All ages 




EARNINGS  STRUCTURE  IN THE  SERVICE  SECTOR  IN 19J4 
LUXEf!BOURO 
%  difference  between~male and  female  gross monthly  earnings 




and  qualified  Skilled  Unskilled 
managerial  junior  junior  junior 
staff  personnel  personnel  personnel 
- 28  - 29  - 33  -42 
.. 32  - 28  - 31  - 47 
-38  - .34  - 39  - 42 
- )8  - 33  - 35  - 27 
- 25  - 35  - 4t\  - 36 
- 29  - 34  -40  .  - 28 
Executives  Highly- Qualified  Other 
.  .~ 
(junior  qualified  clerical  employees 
management )  clerical  staff 
staff 
-14  - 12  - 12  -13 
- 19  -13  - 17  -11 
- 19  - 16  - 25  -20 
Middl~  ·Highly- Skilled  Other wage-
lll8II&gement  skilled  employeee  earning 
executives  employees  .  emplorees 
•  - 5  - 9  +  5 
- - 8  •  • 
•  - 3  - 5  - 35 
ALL 
- 321 









.. 28  --
- 38  -·-
:ALL 
I 
- 24  f 
-30 
-46 -123-
EA.RlmlOS  STRUC'I'URE  IN THE  SF.RVICE  S.'lir.TOB  JN 197.4 
TJ.BLE  18 
.. 
Age 
WholeB~le  21- 29 
dilltri-
bution  30-44 
All  &geB  · 
Retail  21- 29 
distri- 30 .. 44  bution 
All ages· 
. 
Banking  21- 29 
)0- 44 
'  All ages· 
Insurance  21- 29 
30 - ~,.4 
: 
NETHERLANDS 
%difference between male:and  female  gross.monthly 
e&rDin£8  qy  occupation,  qualifioationB and age  group 
Qualificatioms 
· Executives  I 
Highly- Skilled  Unskilled . 
and  qualified  junior  junior 
managerial  I 
junior  personnel  pe:honn.l 
staff  perBonnel 
- 23  - 17  - 16  .. 18 
- 25  - 18  - 19  -24 
- 33  - 28  - 31  - 25 
- 22 
I  - 18  - 16  -
- 23  - 16  - 23  -
- 27  - 25  . - 27  -
Eiecutives  Highly- Qualified  Other 
(junior  qualified  clerical  employees 
management)  el~ical  Btaff 
- staff 
-36  -20  -·14  -11 
•  - 13  - 14  ~11 
•  -- 29  - 29  - 25  .. 
Middl ..  ~ghly- Skilled  other~ 
ma.nagement  slQ.lled  employees  ·warning 
executives  emplayees  .mnlovaaB 
-28  - 19  - 12  - 8 
- 32  - 12  - 1)  - 18 


















EARRINGS  STRUCTURE  IN THE  S:mVTCE  S100'1'0R  IN 197  4 
TULE 19 
Age 
!wholesale  21- 29 
distri- 30  .. 44  but  ion 
·All  ages 
, Retail  21- 29 
distri-
bution  30- 44 
All ages 
.  .. 
Banking  21- 29 
30-44 
All ages· 
Inauranoe  21- 29 
30- 1,4 
-All  ages 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
%  difference between male and female  gross monthly 
earninga  b,y  occupation,  qualifications and  age  group 
Qualifications 
Ex.eouti  vee  Hichly- Sldlled  Unskilled 
and  qualified  junior  junior 
u.nage.rial  junior  personnel  personnel 
staff  personnel 
•  - 26  - 30  - 36 
•  -41  - 41  -43 
-36  -34  - 35  - 37 
- 28  - 26  -36  -42 
-34  - 23  - 43  - 42 
.. 
- 32  - 25  - 37  - 32 
Ex:ecutives  Highly- Qualified  Other 
(-junior  qualified  clerical  employees 
manage81ent  clerical  staff 
sta:f:f 
•  - 21  I  - 17  -11 
•  - 25  - 27  - 32 
- 22  - 21  - 22  - 28  ·- Middl.- -Highly- Skilled  Other wage-
~ent  skilled  employees  earning 
~tXeout  i ves  employees  employees 
- -u  - 21  - 16 
•  •  -42  -35 
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~ difference between male  and female earnings,  overall and qy 
homogeneous  group  (according to occupation,  qualifications,  age, 
size of undertaking) 
I.  WHOLESALE  I 
II. . RE1.l'AIL  I 
I  + ti 
Overall  Average  Overall  1  Average  '  ~erage o4 Average  o 
average·  ~  group  average  1:G'  group  · o.ver.all  d.iffera-
dif'f'eren- : tials 
{o.)  i  (b) 
t  (a)  (b)  tials 
1 b,y  group  .  . 
t  ..J. 
!  '- 1  ~··3.5  I  -20  •29  -20  -ll  -20 
1  I 
- 29  1  - 18  -27  -·19  - 28  - 19 
- 30  I  - 19  . 
-34  -20  -32  I  -20 
I  t  I  I 
-33  I 
I 
' 
~ 1l  -44 
I  - 17  -39  -14  I  I 
-44  !  - 33  1  -41  -30  -43  - 32 
I 
I 
9  I  - 21  I  - I  - 14  I  - 6  - 18  - 8 
-41  I  ·I  I 
.. 43  - 29  - 33  -44 
I  -25  l 
I 
. ~l'lJ!}l'HHlRI.&IDS  I  - 39  I  - 25 
I  - 39  i  -18  -39  - ~2  I  .  .  -
UNITED  KINGDO~  .. 48  I  -33  I -45  I  -28  -41  -31 
(a) Overall difference in gross monthly  Pl1iY  of full-time  employees  (adjusted 
for bonuses).  · 
(b) Ari  tbmetical mean  of the differences within the homogeneous grou:ps  (according 
to sex,  occupation,  qualifications,  ae;e  and size of undertaking}. - 126-
TABLE  21:  EARNINGS  STRUCTURE  IN BANKING  AND  INSURANCE  IN 197  4 
%  difference between male  and  female  earnings,  overall and  qy 
homogeneous  group  (according to occupation,  qualifications,  age, 
size of undertaking) 
III. -BANKING  IV  •  DE!JRAlJCE  I  II4:  + rl 
. - Overall  I  Average  Overall  Average  Aver  &«a  Average o. 
COUNTRY  average  1  by  group  average  by  group  of overal  differ~ 
I  differen- tials by 
ln)  I  (b)  (a)  (ll)  tials  group 
BELGIUM  i  -29  .I  - 9  - 32  - 8  - 31  - 9  ·- rDENMARK  • -30  •  ,  -17  I  9  -.24  - 8  I  -·  -
GERMANY  I 
-29  9  - 28.  8  -29  - 9  - -
FRJI.l~E  - 28  - 5  - 32  - 4  - 30  - 5 
IRELAND  - 38  - 6  - 41  - 20  -40  -13 
'ITALY  -20  - 2  -29  - 6  - 25  - 4  --
ttro:.motma  - 38  - 12  -40  - 3  -42  - 8 
EEtl'.l:ll!iHLANDS  -43  - l'T  -40  -14  -42  •  16 
·  UB.n'ED  KINmX>M  I  - 22  I  -48  I  - 23  -46  -24  - !)0  _L 
(a) Overall difference in gross monthly ~  of full-time employees  (adjusted 
for bonuses). 
(b) Arithmetical mean  of the differences within the homogeneous  groups  (according  · 
to sex,  ocoupation,  qualifications,  age  and  size of undertaking). • 
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E - THE  TlffiEE  JUDGMENTS  OF  THE  COURT  OF  JUSTICE  OF  THE  EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES  ON  ARTICLE  119  OF  THE  EEC  TREATY 
133.  As  a  result of court actions brought  in Belgium  by  Miss  Defrenne, 
an air hostess with SA  Sabena,  the Court  of Justice of the European 
Communities  was  called upon,  under Article 177  of the EEC  Treaty,  to 
give three important  preliminary rulings on  the  interpretation of 
Article 119  of the EEC  Treaty:  the  judgment  of  25  ~  1971  in 
Case  80/70,  the  judgment  of 8 April  1976  in Case  43/75  and  the  judgment 
of 15  June  1978 in Case  149/771• 
I. THE  JUDGMENT  OF  25  MAY  1971  IN  CASE  80/70 
134·  Article 119  of the EEC  Treaty,  which  l~s down  the principle that 
men  and  women  should receive equal  p~ for  equal work,  extends the idea 
of "P83"  to which it refers to &l\Y  consideration,  whether  in cash or in 
kind,  which  the worker receives,  directly or indirectly,  in respect of 
his employment  from  his  employer. 
~  order of 4 December  1970,  the Belgian Conseil d'Etat asked  the Court 
of Justice of the European  Communities,  pursuant  to Article 177  of the 
EEC  Treaty,  (Case  80/70)  to give rulings on  the following questions: 
- firstly, whether a  retirement  pension granted under  the terms  of the 
social security financed qy  contributions from  workers,  employers 
and  qy  State subsidy,  constitutes a  consideration which  the worker 
receives "indirectly" in respect of his  employment  from  his  employer; 
- secondly,  whether  the rules can establish, without  infringing 
Article 119,  a  different age  limit for men  and women  crew  members  in 
civil aviation; 
finally,  whether air hostesses and  stewards  in civil aviation do  the 
same  work. 
~its judgment  of  25  ~  19711,  the Court  answered  the first question 
in the negative and ruled that as a  result the other two  questions did 
not call for a  reply. 
While  emphasizing that "consideration in the nature of social security 
benefits is not  in principle alien  to the concept  of ~", the Court 
ruled that this concept,  as defined in the second  paragraph of Article 119, 
could not be  extended to "social security schemes  or benefits,  in 
1 Cf.  page  37  of this Report. - 128-
particular retirement pensions,  directly governed  qy  legislation without 
any  element  of agreement  within the undertaking or the occupational 
branch concerned,  which  are obligatorily applicable to general categories 
of workers". 
In support  of this,  the  judgment  notes that  "these schemes  assure for  the 
workers  the benefit of a  legal scheme,  the financing of which  workers, 
employers  and  possibly the public authorities contribute in a  measure 
determined less qy  the  employment  relationship between the employer  and 
worker  than by  considerations of social policy". 
Hence  the finding that  "the part due  from  the employers  in the financing 
of such  schemes  does  not  constitute a  direct or indirect  ~ment to the 
worker".  Moreover,  "the worker will normally receive the benefits legally 
prescribed not  by  reason of  th~ employer's contribution but  solely because 
the worker  fulfils  the legal condi  tiona  for  the grant  of benefits". 
Therefore,  "situations involving discrimination resulting from  the 
application of such a  system are not  subject to the requirements of 
Article 119  of the Treaty"(l). 
II.  THE  JUDGMENT  OF  8 APRIL  19J6  IN  CASE  43/75 
135.  Still in connection with actions  brought  by  Miss  Defrenne,  the 
Cour  du Travail of Brussels,  in a  judgment  of  23  April  1975,  referred the 
followinif questions to the Court  of Justice of the European  Communi ties 
(Case 43/75): 
(i) Does  Article 119  introduce directly into the national  law  of each 
Member  State of the European  Community  the principle that men  and 
women  should receive equal  pay  for  equal work  and does  it, therefore, 
independently of aqy national  provision,  entitle workers  to institute 
proceedings  before national courts in order to ensure its observance, 
and if so,  as  from  what  date? 
(ii) Has  Article 119 become.applicable in the internal  law  of the Member 
States by  virtue of measures  adopted  qy  the authorities of the 
European Economic  Community  (if so,  which and  as from  what  date?) 
or must  the national legislature be regarded as alone competent  in 
this mathr? 
In its judgment  of 8 April 1976,  the Court  rules that Article 119  was 
directly applicable  ("self-e:x:eotiting" nature)  but  only within certain 
limits. 
The  Court  ruled that the principle that men  and  women  should receive 
equal  PEI!Yr  laid down  by  that article,  "may  be relied upon  before the 
national courts" and  that the latter "have  a  duty to ensure the protection 
of the rights which  that provision vests in individuals,  in particular in 
the case of those forms  of discrimination which  have  thei~ origin in 
. legislative provisions or collective labour agreements,  as well as cases 
in which  men  and  women  receive unequal  pay  for  equal  work  which  is carried 
out  in the same  establishment or service,  whether  private or public". 
(1)  On  31  December  1976  the Commission  sent the Council  a  P£9P01al  for a 
Direotive, baaed on Artiole 235  of the Em Treaty,  oonoerning the 
progressive implementation of the principle of equality of treatment 
tor men  and women  in matters of aooial seouri  ty. 
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The  Court  arrived at this ruling by firet making a  distinction, within 
the whole  area of application of Article 119  "between,  first, direct 
and  overt discrimination which ~  be  identified  sole~ with the aid of 
the crit&ria based on  equal work  and  equal ~  referred to qy  the 
Article in question and,  secondly,  indirect and disguised discrimination 
which  can only be  identified qy  reference to more  explicit implementing 
provisions of a  Community  or national character".  The  direct applicability 
of the principle of equal ~  has  therefore been limited  on~ to direct 
and  overt discrimination as described above. 
The  Court  emphasized at the same  time  that the oomplete  implementation of 
the aim  puraued by Article 119  ''m~ in certain oases  involve the 
elaboration of criteria whose  implementation necessitates the taking of 
appropriate measures at Colllllunity  and national level"  (in the sense for 
example  of broadening the strict criterion of "same  work"  to ·the concept 
of work of equal  value and  also criteria relating to indirect or 
disguised discrimination). 
The  Court  affirms that neither the Member  States in their Resolution of 
30  December  1961  nor the Council  in Directive 75/117/EE£. of 10 February 
1975  were  able to modify  the date by which  the principle laid down  in 
Article 119  had to be  ful~ effective pursuant to either the EEC  Treaty 
or the Treaty of Accession.  Nevertheless,  the Court  makes  a  distinction 
between the theoretical date for  implementing this legal etandard - i.e. 
1  January 1962  in the oriainal Member  States and 1  January 1973  in the 
new  Member  States and that on  which it actually took effect, connected 
with its own  judgment.  For  compelling reaeons of "legal certainty" and 
because of the serious economic  consequences which might  result  from 
the theoretical date of implementation, it has  stated that  "except as 
regards those workers who  have  alr~  brought  legal proceedinge or 
made  an equivalent claim,  the direct effect of Article 119  cannot  be 
relied on  in order to support claims concerning pa.y  periods prior to the 
date of this  judgment". 
In this judsment,  and at a  more  general level,  the Court  also recognizes 
the double aim,  which  is at once  economic  &n4  social,  of the principle 
of equal  IMQ'  which  "forms  part of the foundations of the Community". 
The  Court  emphasizes the importance of the "social objectives'' of the 
Community,  ''which is not merely an economic  union,  but is at the same 
time intended,  by oommon  action,  to ensure social progress and seek 
the· constant  improvement  of the living and working conditions of their 
peoples,  as is  emphasized  by  the preamble  to the 'Treaty". -130-
III.  THE  .JUDGJIENI'  OF  15  JU:NE  19J8 IN  CASE  149/771 
136.  By  judpent of 28  November  1977  the Cour  de  cassation of Belgium 
decided to postpone its decision on  an appeal qy  Miss  Defrenne until, 
in pursuance of Article 177  of the EEC  Treaty,  the Court  of Justice 
of the European  Communities  had given a  preliminary ruling (Case  149/77) 
on  the following questionsa 
- whether  the principle of equal ~  laid down  b,y  Article 119  can be 
interpreted as prescribing,  in a  general  w~, equality in respect of 
the working conditions applicable to men  and  women,  so that the 
inclusion in the contract of emplqyment  of an air hostess of a  clause 
stipulating that the contract will be terminated when  the employee 
reaches the age of 40 years  (while it is common  ground  that the contract 
of air stewards carrying out  the same  work  is not  subject to  such a 
time  limit) would  constitute discrimination as prohibited b,y  the said 
Article 119,  if such clause could have  financial  effects,  particularly 
with resard to the termination of service allowance and  pension? 
- or whether there is in Community  law  a  general principle prohibiting 
discrimination on  grounds  of sex with regard to the conditions of 
employment  and working conditions of men  and women? 
In its judpent of 15  June  1978,  the Court  replied in the negative to 
the two  questions.  As  regards  the first point,  the Court  considers 
that Article 119 is strictly limited to the problem of discrimination in 
wages  and  that it constitutes a  special rule whose  application is tied 
to precise facts.  "In particularJ the fact  that the stipulation of 
certain conditions of employment  tsuch as  the fixing of a  particular age 
limit) may  have  financial  consequences  is not an adequate reason for 
including such conditions in the scope of Article 119"·  The  scope  of 
Article 119  cannot  therefore be  extended to elements of the employment 
relationship other than those which it has  explicitly envisaged, 
otherwise the direct applicability of this provision would  be  compromised 
and  there would  be an encroachment  on  the scope of Articles  117  and  118 
of the Treaty, where the oondi  tiona of employment  and working conditions 
are considered in the context of a  harmonization of the social  s.ystems 
of the M.mber  States and  an approximation of their laws.  The  Court 
confirms firstly that the elimination of discrimination on  grounds  of 
sex undoubtedly  enters into this programme  of social policy and refers, 
secondly,  to the Council Resolution of  21  January 1974,  concerning a 
social action programme)  and  to  Co  oil Direotiv  6  20  of 
Fe  1  6  on  the  im  lementation of the  inci le of e  1  treatment 
for men  an  women  as re  ds  access to  em  1  ent  vocat  onal  trainin 
and  promotion,  and  work  ng conditions. 
As  regards the second question raised qy  the Cour  de cassation of 
Belgium,  the Court  of Justice recognizes that respect  for  fundamental 
1Translator's note:  The  quotations from  the Court's  judgment  in 
Case  149/77  are given in a  provisional  translation,  since the official 
English text of the  judgment  was  not available at the time this Report 
was  prepared. - 131  -
human  rights forms  part of the general  prinoiples of Comuni  ty law  and  that 
the elimination of discrimination on  grounds  of sex enters into these 
fundamental  rights. 
It emphasizes  nevertheless that at the time of the facts submitted for 
judgment  qy  the Belgian courts,  there was  no  concrete rule in the field 
of working conditions  (except  PQ¥),  apart  from  the programme  contained 
in Articles 117  and  118 of the Treaty as referred to above. 
In conclusion,  the Court  ruled that at the time  in question,  "there was, 
as regards the relationship between  employer  and  emplo,yee  under national 
law,  no  rule of Community  law prohibiting discrimination between men  and 
women  in the matter of working conditions other than the requirements as 
to PB¥  referred to in Article 119 of the EEC  Treaty". - 132-
CONCLUSIONS 
137.  The  main  object  of this report  is to ascertain from  a  legal stand-
point the situation in respect  of the transposing of Council  Directive 
75/117/EEC  of 10  february 1975,  on  the approximation of the  laws  of the 
Member  States relating to the application of the principle of equal  pay 
for men  and  women,  in national  laws. 
The  essential purpose  of this.directive is to specify procedures likely 
to facilitate the  implementation of the principle of equal pay  and  at the 
same  time to generalize certain minimum  standards  of protection for 
female  workers. 
The  first fact  which  emerges  is that general  laws  or regulations 
s  ecificall  for the  ose of  im  lementin  this  rinci le of e  ual  a 
now  exist in seven Member  States :  Equal  Pay Act  1970  amended  by the 
Sex  Discrimination Act  of 1975)  in the United Kingdom,  Law  of 22 december 
1972  in France,  Anti-Discrimination (Pay) Act  1974  (amended  by the 
Employment  Equality Act  1977)  in Ireland,  Grand  Ducal  Regulation of 10 
July 1974  in Luxembourg,  Law  of 20  March  1975  in the Netherlands,  Law 
of 4  February 1'176  in Denmark  and  Law  of  9 December  1'177  in Italy.  It 
must  however  be pointed out that the Dutch  law  of 20  March  1975,  mentioned 
above  does  not apply to the staff of the public seotor. 
One  Member  State,  Belgium,  has chosen as its legal  instrument  a  national 
and  inte~professional collective agreement  on  employm~t which was 
concluded by  the two  sides of industry within the Conseil National du 
Travail  (National Employment  Council)  on  15  October 1975  and  made 
compulsory for the private sector by a  Royal  Decree  of 9 December  1975. 
This  is an agreement  of unspecified duration which  ma.y.  however,  be 
revised or even terminated at the re uest  of one  of the contracti 
parties with a  period of notioe of  month• 
In the Federal Republic  of Ge~v. no  new  specific national provisions 
were  considered necessary,  mainly because of the fact that recourse to· 
labour oourts is already open  (Article 2  of the Directive) to all persons 
(1) The  Economic  Reorientation Law  of 4 Aycust  1978  (Title V of which  is 
concerned with equal treatment  of men  and  women  as regards working 
conditions,  including remuneration) has  sinoe brou5ht  about  legal 
security in the priVite sector and  ensured coverage of the public 
sector.  Belgium has therefore joined up  with the seven other Member 
,States quoted earlier. - 133  -
considering themselves  victims  of wage  discrimination on  the basis of 
Article 3 of the Basio  Law  of 1949. 
It is moreover  on  this basis (Article 3  of the Basio  Law  lays down  that 
"Men  and  women  shall have  equal rights"  and  that "No  persons shall be 
placed at a  disadvantage or advantage  on  grounds  of their sex") that the 
Federal Labour  Court  has  established a  body  of case law  on  the  ~pplioation 
of the prinoiple of equal  pay for the same  work  and for work  of equal 
value  (Article 1  of the Directive).  In this respeot,  it should be  noted 
that the Danish  Law  of 4 February 1976  uses  gnly the terms  "same  work" 
and  not  "work  of equal value". 
Although  it may be said that in principle,  and  in general terms,  there 
is no  longer in the Member  States any law,  regulation or administrative 
provision containing p~  discrimination clauses  (Article 3 of the Directive), 
certain problems ltf' however,  still arise,  for example  in some  regulations 
governing State of?lcials or officials in the semi-Public  sectors,  which 
still provide for various benefits in cash or kind  (household or residence 
allowance,  aooomod.ation,  travel vouchers)  connected with the concept  of 
"head  of household"  which  is always  understood as being in the masculine 
gender (in particular in Belgium,  France and  Luxembourg). 
In seven Member  States (Belgium,  France•  Ireland,  Italy, Luxembourg, 
Netherlands  and United Kingdom),  there is a  rule of substantive law 
stipulating that discriminatory clauses in oolleotive agreements  are null 
and  void or compulsorily amended  (Article 4  of the Directive).  Such  a 
provision does  not exist either in the Federal Republic  of Germany  or in 
Denmark. 
As  regards the protection of workers  against dismissal following a  complaint 
or action aimed  at obtaining equal pay  (Artiole 5 of the Directive), it 
is found  that in six countries  (Belgium,  Denmark,  France,  Ireland,  Luxembourg 
and  the United Kingdom)  employers  in infringement of this rule are obliged 
to pay compensation or fines1  a  judicial decision for reintegration in the 
firm in a  new  or in the original post is generally followed,  if not complied 
with,  by damases  paid to the dismissed employee  and  eventually by  additional 
fines paid by  the employer.  In the Netherlands,  the unilateral termination 
of a  contract of employment  is subject to the director of the regional 
Labour  office's prior approval.  In the Federal Republic  of Germany  and 
Italy,  such unwarranted dismissals are considered to be illegal and  declared 
null and  void. - 134-
As  regards  the existence of "effective means"  to ensure that the principle 
of equal pay is observed  (Article 6 of the Directive),  four Member  States 
- Belgium,  France,  Italy and  Luxembourg - have  entrusted supervision in 
undertakings to the Works  Inspectorate.  Naturall;y female  workers  (or 
their representatives,  in particular trade unions) who  consider themselves 
wronged,  do  also have  the possibility of bringing proceedings.  Luxembourg 
is the only country in that group  which  has  no  Committee  or Commission  on 
the employment  of women.  It must  however  be  pointed out  that the Decree 
instituting such  a  Committee  in Italy was  annulled following an appeal 
and that a  new  Decree  is being dl'awn  up. 
In two  Member  States (Ireland and  the Netherlands) where  there is no 
administrative supervision of equal pay at factory level,  workers  must, 
before bringing an action before the court  (Labour  Court  and  Kantonrechter 
respectively),  apply to an "Equality Officer"  (Ireland) or to the ''Equal 
Pay  Commission"  (Netherlands).  Moreover,  in Ireland,  the ''Employment 
Equality Agency"  can refer the matter to an  "Equality Officer" when  an 
employer has failed to observe the law  on  equal pay and  the employee 
cannot  reasonably be eXpected to do  so herself. 
In the three other Member  States  (United Kingdom,  Denmark  and  Federal 
Republic  of Germany)  employees  (or their representatives) are entitled 
only to apply to the competent  courts if they have  not been able to obtain 
satisfaction through the normal  channels  in operation in all Member  States 
as provided by trade unions,  staff representatives,  works'  councils  or 
conciliation boards.  It should be noted that in the United Kingdom, 
the ''Equal Opportunities Commission"  can assist persons who  so desire 
but  oannot  refer the matter to the Labour  Court  if it is not  reasonable 
to expect the plaintiff to do  so herself.  In such a  case,  only the 
Secretary of State for Employment  may  do  so.  However,  this  ''Equal 
Opportunities Commission"  has  other important  powers  such as that of 
carrying out,  on  its own  initiative,  official investigations in undertakings 
and  sending them,  where  appropriate,  "summonses"  to put an  end  to discrim-
inatory practices.  In Denmark  and  in the Federal Republic  of  Ge~y, - 135-
Finally, aa regards the question of whether the measures to intorm employees 
of their rights have been sufficient (Article 7 of the Directive) it should 
be noted that in Prance the display of the Law  of 22  December  1972 is 
obligatory at places of employment  and places where  employees are engaged, 
while in Belgium Oolleotive Agreement  No  25  must  be aDnexed to the Works 
Regulations of the und.ertaJcin8s.  In Ireland,  the United Kingdom,  the 
Netherlanda and  Denmark,  the content of laws adopted and  information on 
the means  available to employees to enforce their rights have been widely 
publicised by  all  media and through the distribution of leaflets or 
explanatory brochures.  In Italy meetings have been organised,  even at 
places of employment 1  by trade unions  •  In Luxembourg the trade union 
and feminist  movements  have ensured publicity in their journals and news-
papers.  In the Fede  Re  ublio  o'f  CJe  the Federal Oove:mment  has 
sent Directive  11~ EEO  to the federations  of the  ies to oo leotive 
agreements and requested them to ensure that it is observed. 
X 
X  X 
138.  At  present,  any persons  considering themselves  wronged through failure 
to apply the principle of equal pay oan enforce  their rights befbre the 
competent courts either directly on the basis of Article 119 of the EEC 
Treaty,  within the scope o'f  direct applicability determined by the Court 
of Justice of the European Communities  in its judgment  of 8 April 1976 (1), 
or on the basis of laws  and regulations  tra.napoaiDg  Directive 75/117/EFIJ 
of 10 February 1975 into national law. 
(1) cr. page 128  o'f  this Report. - 136  -
As  has  already been  stated,  the purpose  of this Directive was  to make  it 
easier for women  to bring court proceedings  by providing adequate  information 
to workers  regarding their rights and guaranteeing them  protection against 
any dismissal following complaints  made  at factory level or following 
judicial proceedings brought  with a  view to having the principle of equal 
pay  enforoed. 
However  it needs  must  be  noted that actions are nono-existent  in Luxembourg 
and Denmark,  almost  non-existent in Bel~um, Fra.nce,  Italy a.nd  the 
Netherlands,  extremely rare in Ireland (of 114  oases referred since 1 
January 1976 to the Equality Officers,  11  have  been the subject of procee-
dings before the Labour  Court)  and  more  common  only in the United Kingdom 
(during the two  years 1976  and 1977,  approximately 2.500  individual actions 
were  brought  before an industrial tribunal,  of which  fewer  than half were 
the subject of a  hearing,  the others have  been settled amicably or by 
conciliation). 
In an  attempt to explain this small number  of actions - given that the 
situation is not perfect in any Member  State - it must  first be  stated 
that if some  women  are aware  of their rights  (Article 119,  Directive of 
10  february 1975  and National Laws)  most  of them  are still unaware  of the 
means  at their disposals and of the procedures that they oan follow to 
enforce their rights  • 
Fresh efforts must  therefore be  undertaken to ensure that  information and 
gu.idance  are available to everyone.  Emphasis  should also be given to the 
important role played by,  for e:r.a.mple,  the Equal  Opporttmities Conunission 
in the United Kingdom  in giving advice and assistance,  a  role which  could 
usefully be,extended to all Committees  of this type.  However,  the action 
of trade unions,  whether or not through staff representatives,  works' 
councils  or  joint committee  is fundamental,  not forgetting representation 
or legal assistance,  or even direct action to protect the rights of their 
members,  which  in certain countries is possible even against the will of 
individual female  workers. 
Women  are too often afraid that,  by claiming equal pay,  they will get 
themselves  dismissed,  above all in the climate of eoonomio  crisis and 
unemployment  whioh  has prevailed in Community  countries for almost  five 
years.  It appears in this respect that national mea.aures  for "protection" - 137  -
against dismissal,  in accordance with Article 5 of Direotive 75/117/EEC, 
in reality consist,  in the majority of cases,  merely of damages  or compensa-
tion,  which  does  not constitute an adequate  "deterrent".  The  Commission 
points out that Article 5 of the proposal for a  directive which it submitted 
to the Council  requested Member  States "to take the neoessary measure  to 
prevent  any dismissal,  etc. etc•"•  In this respeot it is worth noting here 
that no  case of dismissal,  likely to have constituted a  reaction from  an 
employer  regarding a  complaint at the level of the enterprise,  has been 
brought to the attention of the competent  authorities in each  country. 
However  it would  appear that in all Member  States, it is most  difficult, 
for trade unions notably,  to have  a  real control over the reasons for an 
employee's dismissal. 
On  the other hand  and with a  view to giving women  easier access to legal 
proceedings,  it would  be  equally de8lrable to generalise the granting of 
free legal aid,  having regard naturally to level of income. 
Women  are not,  however,  always  aware  of the discrimination to which  they 
are subject,  whether it is a  question of their pay,  the male  worker to 
whom  they can be compared,  a.nd  above all what  is meant  by work  "of equal 
value". 
As  regards the concept  of pay,  Article 119 of the EEC  Treaty lays  down 
that this means  "the ordinary basic or minimum  wage  or salary and  any 
other consideration,  whether in cash or in kind,  whioh  the worker receives, 
directly or indirectly,  in res2ect  of his  employment  from  his  employer". 
Article 1 of Directive 75/117/EEC  makes  an  overall reference to "all aspects 
and conditions of remuneration".  In this sphere,  several problems  have 
arisen (apart from  the particularly important  one  of social security 
benefits settled by the  judgment  of the Court  of Justice of the European 
Communities  of 25  May  1971  (1)  )  concerning for example  : 
- various benefits,  in cash or in kind,  connected with the concept  of 
"head of household",  the conditions for the grant of which  to men  and 
women  will have  to be revised in accordance with the more  modern  concept 
(in which there is no  discrimination) of equal status for the two 
members  of a  couple where  family or parental responsibilit-ies are 
concerned; 
(1)  Cf. P•  127  of this Report. - 138-
- higher basic salary for  men  who  carry out at night the same  work  as 
wcxnen  during the  d~, although these basic wages  should be  the same; 
the less pleasant conditions of night work  should be  compensated 
sole~ by  specific and  properly defined supplementary  p~ments; 
- higher wages  (or bonuses)  granted only to men  whom  the employer  is 
"able" to put on  night work  or to whom  he  could give heavier work, 
although he  does  not actually do  so  (courts have  considered such 
practices as discriminatory); 
- the granting also to men  only of higher wages  (or bonuses)  justified 
qy  additional duties which are more  or less fictitious or practically 
negligible  (this is illustrated qy  the case law  established in the concept 
f4 "pmrl.ne material clift'eJ'fmoe"  in the United fiDBdom  !lqua.l Pay J.ot)J 
- the rejection qy  the courts of the presumption of a  lower  average  output 
of women.  On  this important point, it should be  recalled that the 
Commission  had already indicated in its recommendation  to Member  States 
of 20  July 1960 that  "factors affecting the cost of employment 
(including specific protection measures  drawn  up  in favour  of women)  or 
the output  of female workers  should not  be  taken into consideration in 
the case of work  at  time rates". 
As  regards  the difficulty of finding a  male  worker  to whom  the female 
worker  can be  compared  generally in the same  workshop or establishment 
or even in the same  undertaking,  it appears  that  ene  IIUi table 
interpretation is contained in the  Netherlands  law  of 20  March  1975 
which  l~s down  that: 
- "for the comparison of two  wages,  reference shall be  made  to the wage 
normally  paid b,y  the undertaking employing the worker  for whom  the 
comparison is made  to an  employee  of the opposite sex performing work 
of an equal value or,  failing this,  of a  very similar value". ' 
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- "If in the undertaking employing the person concerned no  work  of 
equal  value or very  similar value is carried out  by an employee  of the 
opposite sex,  reference shall then be made  to the wage  paid by another 
undertaking,  as far as possible of the same  type,  belonging to the 
same  business sector,  to an  employee  of the opposite sex performing 
work  of an equal value or,  failing this,  of a  ~ery similar value". 
This  leads us,  however,  to the problems  of interpreting the concepts of 
"same  work"  and  ''work  to which  equal value is attributed" contained in 
Article 1  of Directive 75/117/EEC. 
It is not  possible in this connection that BarrGW  inte~ 
pretationl  on  the following lines could be  accepted: 
- on  the one  hand  '~ixed duties" (that is duties which are technically 
identical and  are carried out  simul  taneousl~ in the same  undertaking 
(even in the same  establishment or workshop)  under  the same  conditions by 
men  and  women; 
- on  the other hand,  duties to which a  scientific  job evaluation system 
applied in the undertaking in question has  attributed an "equal  value". 
Firstly, there have  proved  to be  in practice very few  "mixed  duties" in 
the  narr~w sense in all branches of activity in the Member  States and 
secondly,  the proportion of undertakings which  have  actually introduced 
a  scientific job evaluation system is also ver,y  small  throughout  the 
Oonununity. 
It  the•• D&I'1'0W  titter.pretatiou were  aooept  ... they would.  oempletel.y 
negate Directive 75/117/EEC,  the aim  of which  is on·the oontrar,y  to 
broaden the concept  of "same  work"  to that of "work  of equal  value" 
adopted qy  Convention  No  100 of the  ILO,  ratified by the nine Member 
States;  this aim  was  recognized by  the Court  of Justice of the European 
Communities  itself in its judgment  of 8 April  19761.  Worse  still, such 
interpretationa  would  constitute a  considerable step backwards  by 
comparison with that adopted hitherto by  all the institutions of the 
Community  with regard to Article 119  itself. 
1 Cf.  P•  129  of this Report. - 140-
The  "value of the work"  of the two  posts or duties which  are to be 
compared  must  therefore be  established,  where  there is in the undertaking 
or  undertaki~ in question no  appropriate system  for  evaluating jobs, 
simply "on an equitable basis" having regard to the available data,  in 
accordance with the terms used qy  the Netherlands  law  of 20  March  1975· 
It should be  possible for this evaluation "on  an equitable basis" to be 
carried out without ~  great difficulty by  the  employers,  staff 
delegatee or trade union representatives and  qy  works  inspectors, 
Equality Officers and  the courts,  even if on  occasions  the decisions of 
certain courts have  unfortunately been too restrictive. 
One  criterion which  might  appear simplistic but  is sometimes  effective 
is to consider whether,  if a  man  were  placed in the post  occupied  b,y  a 
woman,  he  would  receive the same  wage  as  hers  or would  demand  an 
increase to remain there. · 
Having regard to all these considerations, it appears that,  for  the 
purpose of actually implementing at works  level national  laws  on  equal 
~' it will be  possible to make  significant progress only if women 
themselves,  whose  resignation or discouragement  in this respect  can be 
understood,  assume  their own  responsibilities, with the assistance of 
trade union organizations and  the Committees  or Commissions  responsible 
for  promoting equal  opportunities for women. 
X 
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139.  As  regards developments  in the oontent and application of 
oolleotive agreements,  an examination of the &Otual  situation shows 
that new  progress has been made  throughout the Community  but more 
especially, naturally,  in the new  Member  States. 
It is however,  necessary to make  one  preliminary remark,  aamely that 
in some  countries it ia difficult to assess the axaot situation with 
regard to collective agreements,  above all where  these are not deposited - 141-
with the public authorities or are not centralized or recorded by the 
two  aides ot induatr,y  ~hemaelvea.  Special mention ahoul4 be made  here 
o't  the creation in Belgium,  in the Ministry of Employment  and Labour, 
of an  "administrative oell" responaible for oarryi.D&  out  a  systematic 
analysis of collective agreements  in order to reveal any discriminations 
and anomalies which still exist (1).  It would  obviously be  of the great-
eat importance if a  comparable  initiative could be undertaken in the 
other Member  States,  either by an  administrative body or by the two 
sides of industry themselves. 
Be  that as it may be,  it appears from  the information collected by the 
Commiaeion  that direct discrimination figuring explicitly in collective 
agreements  in the form  of different salary scales for men  and  women  or 
abatements  applicable to women's  wages  has  almost  totally disappeared; 
in any event it should be  pointed out that Article 4 of Directive 
75/117/EEC  lays down  that suoh  clauses are null and  void. 
However  the situation is much  more  complex  and delicate as regards the 
systems  of  job classification adopted  in collective agreements  and  their 
practical application in undertakings.  As  has  already been said in 
Part B of this report,  it is here that there are possibilities of indirect 
or disguised discrimination,  the importance  of which  was  emphasized by 
the Court  of Justice of the European Communities  in its judgment  of 8 
April 1976. 
It can be ascertained that there is still an  UD4erestimation of certain 
posts occupied exclusively or principally by  women,  as a  result of the 
underestimation of "qualities" attributed to women  workers  (dexterity, 
meticulousness,  precision,  eto.) or of the "unpleasantness" of certain 
posts traditionally occupied by  women  (sustained attention,  repetitiveness, 
monotony,  eto. ). 
Other  examples  of indirect or disguised discrimination may take the form 
of a  sub-classification of women  within occupational categories either 
(1)  Of.  in particular page  87  of this Report. - 142-
"formally unisex" or insufficiently differentiated,  leading to 
occupational categories which are now  filled almost  exclusively  b,y 
women. 
As  already stated in the Resolution of the Conference of Member  States of 
30  December  1961, it is essential to eliminate "practices  such as  the 
s,ystematic  downgrading of female  employees,  the adoption of different 
qualification rules for  men  and  women  and  the use of criteria for 
evaluating jobs  for  the classification of workers  which  have  no  relation 
to the objective conditions for carrying out  the said  jobs". 
There is a  marked  difference between  the  employment  of women  and  the 
employment  of men.  Women  are too often employed  in different  posts, 
different  jobs,  different sectors of the undertaking and  different 
sectors of the  economy.  Progress will therefore be achieved  b,y 
integrating all  jobs. 
Moreover,  great attention should also  be  paid to the risk, which  has 
been mentioned many  times  b,y  the Commission,  of a  tendency  in collective 
agreements  to  a  purely formal  observance of the principle of equality in 
fixing minimum  or basic wage  rates which  are strictly equal  for  men  or 
women  but which  in reality are  exceeded to different degrees  b,y  the 
wages  actually paid to men  and  women. 
It is clear from  everything that  has  been  said that fresh efforts will 
still have  to be made  by  the two  sides of industry,  in the framework  of 
their own  autonomy  and responsibility,  to  ensure that  the principle of 
equal ~  is correctly applied,  with regard to both the structure and 
the use of job classification systems  and  with regard to  the fixing of 
contractual and actual wages.  On  this latter point,  the application of 
wage  policies aimed at a  preferential increase in the  lowest  wages  will 
help to  improve  substantially the situation of women  employees. 
Of  course,  the  public authorities for  their part must,  in accordance 
with Article 6 of the Directive 75/117/EEC,  introduce  "effective means" - 143  -
to ensure that the prinoiple of equal pay is observed.  In those countries 
with a  Works  Inspectorate,  this should be  reflected in particular in an 
increase  in its activity in this respect during regular visits to under-
takings.  Thinking in particular of the other Member  States,  the Commission 
regrets that Article 6 of its proposal for a.  Directive, which  called for 
the organization of supervision at the level of undertakings,  coupled with 
penalties,  has  not been adopted by the Council.  • 
In  view,  moreover,  of the information provided on  the activities of 
Committees  or Commissions  responsible for promoting the employment  of 
women  and  equal opportunities for women,  the Commission  would  like such 
bodies firstly to be  set up  in all Member  States and  secondly to be 
g1 ven  adequate powers  and means • 
X 
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140.  On  the basis of all the information relating to laws  and  agreements 
obtained from  Governments  and  the two  sides of industry for the purpose 
of drawing up  this report and in the light of statistical data now  available 
at both Community  and  national level,  the Commission  has  established that 
since the end of 1972  (1) more  steps forward  have been taken in the original 
Member  States,  above all the Netherlands,  and that sinoe the end  of 1973  (1), 
substantial progress has  been achieved in Ireland and  the United Kingdom, 
while the situation in Denmark  has been improved  since the signature of the 
April 1973  conventional agreements. 
Nevertheless,  the Commission  regrets having to formulate a  general conclu-
sion similar to that already submitted to the Council in previous reports, 
namely  that the principle of equal pay has still not been completely 
implemented  in practice in any of the Member  States of the Community,  even 
though  some  of them  have  made  considerable progress towards  this aim. 
(1) It is pointed out that the last report by the Commission  on  the 
original Member  States related to the situation on  31  December  1972 
and  that the report on  the new  Member  States described the situation 
on  31  December  1973. - 144-
For this reason,  the Commission,  having regard to the statements,  guidelines 
and  recommendations  formulated in the first three sections of these conclu-
sions and  relating to strengthening the role of the national public author-
ities, the two  sides of industry and  women  themselves,  not forgetting the 
ef~ective cooperation it will be able to obtain from  the Council  of the 
Communities,  the European Parliament,  and  the Economic  and  Social Committee, 
inteacla  ' 
1) To  initiate, pursuant to Article 169  of the Ero  Treaty,  infringement 
procedures against certain Member  States which  have still not applied 
completely Council Directive 75/117/EEC  of 10  February 1975,  as it appears 
from  the first part of the present conclusions,  and  based on  the detailed 
description of the legal situation which  constitutes the first chapter of 
this Report  to the Council. 
2)  To  request  employers'  and  employees'  organizations to meet  at 
European level where,  within the framework  of their autonomy  and  individual 
responsibilities,  they would  seek means  and  ways  of eliminating indirect 
discrimination,  particularly by the use of  job classification systems.  With 
this in view,  the Commission  will set up  an  ad hoc  working group  (social 
partners only),  within the general framework  of "Special Group  Article 119'•" 
mandate,  following the Special Group's  approval  of suoh  an initiative at its 
tripartite (representatives of Governments  and  of social partners) meeting 
held on  27  September  1978. 
3) To  follow actively the application in the Member  States of Council 
Directive 76/207/EEC  of 9 February 1976  (1)  on  the implementation of the 
principle of equal  treatment for men  and  women  as regards  access to employ-
ment,  vocational training and  promotion,  and working conditions.  The 
Commission  considers that the achievement  of equal pay will be  greatly 
facilitated by  the implementation from  12  August  1978  of this second 
Directive which  should make  it possible to remove  the divisions between 
the employment  of women  and the employment  of men f  - women  reoei  viDg 
better guidance,  obtaining better vooaticmal training,  having aooelis  to 
all posts and  enjoying the same  promotion con4itioni.  A report will 
of course be  submitted to the Council  on  the application of this Directive, 
according to the conditions laid down  in Article 10 thereof. 
(1)  It ia worth UDd.erlini:nc the import&Doe  of the Council'• adoption, 
·  •n 27  •Wilber lfr8,  of ·a an Dire  gUn, propoaed by the Comiaaion, 
oonoeJ"DiDC  the prov•••i  n  iaplaentation of the principle of 
eqv.U  tz ot treataent tor ••  &114  voaen in matter• ot aocial aeouri  tz. - 145-
The  Commission  reoalls in this respect the approach which it a4opted in 
the document  drawn. up  tor the Tripartite CoDtereDOe  ot 27  June  lgf7  1 
entitled "Growth,  stability and  employment  - stookt&king aDd  proapeota"  1 
"A  fundamental  ohaDge  is ooourring in the CoiiiiiiUDi ty towarda the equal 
sharing ot taaka and  reaponaibilities between men  and  women.  There  is 
a  need to improve  job prospects tor women  in line with this.  There  is 
also a  need to tackle disoriminatory legi•lation and  praotioea under 
the Community  directive on  equal treatment and to ensure that ettorta 
are maintained deapi  te ourrent employment  dittioul  ties". 